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ABSTRACT 

The impact of customer behavior plays an important d e  in the planning of multi-media cellular 

mobile communication networks. In fact, the quality of service (QoS), such as waiting time and 

accessibility, that is experienced by each individual customer is the main factor in the evaluation of 

system performance. In this thesis, we are going to uivestigate the w a i ~ g  time/delay of a broad class 

of mobile communication system-oriented queueing models. Both exact analytic and approximation 

algorithm techniques are employed in order to obtain the exact and approximate waiting/delay 

distribution of those models. We concentrate on probability disnibution instead of mean value because 

an one-point esthate is not -tient to provide a good performance evaluation, We propose different 

queueing models in order to describe different cbaracteristics of mobile systerns. in general, mobile 

customers c m  be divided into two main categories, k s h  customer arrivals and handover customers. A 

fksh customer amival is a customer who initiates a new cal1 and a handover custorner is a customer 

who moves from an adjacent cell. Each category can be f i e r  divided into voice and data and each 

sub-category can be classified according to its moving speed- Because the handover customers have 

a significant impact on the quality of service, a set of channels is reserved for them at each base station 

and they are called g u d  channels. AIso, different server control mechanisms are implemented in 

order to optimize channel (or semer) utilization. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction and overview 

Mobile communication systems have been developing since the early 1980's, and their populari~ 

has increased rapidly in recent years. The main reasons for the large growth in this industry are: 1) 

decreasing operating costs, and 2) recognition of the benefits h m  the service, and 3) an expanded 

field of applications. However, as the mfTïc load increases, the customer waiting time for access to a 

Iine becomes a serious factor in the evaiuation of the quality of service. A customer can spend hows 

taking on the phone and not get fktrated, but he may get impatient by just spending a few minutes 

waiting. Many research papers concentrated on getting the mean waiting Ume of customers, but this 

value alone is not sufiicient to determine the quaiity of service in a systern involving high variance 

randomness (Le. arriva1 and senice process). In this thesis, we wiil explore the w a i ~ g  time 

distribution properties of some mobile communicationsriented queueing models. Each mode1 in this 

thesis represents a different feature of a mobile system. In general, these features are summarized 

multiple customer cIasses 

channel sharing between handover customers and fiesh customer amivals 

retrial customers 

voicddata integration systems 

multiple phase transmission systems. 

Before explaining each of the above features, let's first have an overview of the general operations 

of a mobile system. Fig. 1 - 1 shows a schematic diagram of the systern; each hexagon represents a 

cell, and there is a base station in each cell. Customers are free to move in any direction. A fresh 

arriva1 customer is a customer who initiates a new caI1. A handover (or handoff) customer is a 

customer who is travelling Erorn one ce11 to another dwing service. A remal customer is one who has 

faiIed to access a Iine and will re-attempt at a later time. The relationships among these three customer 

classifications are summarized in a flow chart (see Fig, 1 - 2). 
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Fig. 1 - 1. Schematic diagram of a mobile system 

Since a customer may move fiom one ce11 (original cell) to anotber (destination cell) while talking 

on the phone, the destination ce11 must be able to provide a channel for this customer. in fact, the 

quality of service wiI1 degrade seriously if this handover customer fails to continue to receive the rest 

of his services. As a result, there is a set of channels called reserved c h a ~ e l s  or guard channels - that 

are reserved only for handover custorners in each base station (see Fig. 1 - 3). 

initiatinrr a cal1 idle customer I 
complete t 

failure 
attempt retrial customer 

service 
successfil ' hesh customer attempt br customer in 

> / \ 

Fig. 1 - 2 Relationships between fiesh customer arriva], handover 
customer and retriai customer 
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Fig. 1 - 3. A mobile communication system with guard channels 

Ln the remainder of thïs section, a detailed explanation of each feature is presented. 

Multiple asorner classes 

User mobility plays an important role in the performance of mobile communication systems. 

Since users are free to move while taking, the ceU channel holding tirne may be different than the call 

duration- Channel holding time is defined as the duration that a customer occupies a channel and call 

duration is defined as the total service time of a customer. For example, a customer may have 10 tirne 

units of total service t h e ,  but he may only spend 3 time units in a particular base station (i-e. channel 

holding time of that pamcular station). As we can see, channel holding time is the one that we are 

interested in, and it is heavily dependent on the mobility of customers. The mobility of customers can 

be divided according to their moving speed. Since a customer can be a pedestrian, local driver, 

highway driver, orbe stationary, etc, the channel holding tirne will be different for each class. A 

multiple customer classes mode1 is suitable to represent this situation. 



Channel shanng between handover eustomers andfiesh custorner anivals 

Handover customers are those who travel fiom one base station to another. Since they are in the 

process of receiving service during transition, the base stations that they move into must provide the 

r a t  of their service. In reality, the quality of service degrades drasticaily if the service is intempted 

during the handover pmess. For this reason, guard channels are implemented (see Fig. 1-3)- 

The disadvantage of guard channels is the non-optirnized resource allocation (Le, the server 

utilization is not rnaximized). Thus, a control mechanism can be implemented to increase server 

utilization and reduce the number of guard channels; dynamic channel allocation is one of those 

mechanism. When a handover customer arrives and fmds al1 guard channels occupied, he can seize 

an idle conunon channel. When the seized channel is released, it will stay in the guard channel status 

for a random duration, if no handover customers arrive to this channel by the end of the random 

duration, the seized channel will be returned to common charnel status. 

Retrial customers 

Since the quality of service experienced subjectively by individual customers is the main factor to 

detemine the system's performance, a proper modelling of customer behavior is important in order to 

gain realistic input for network planning. Custorner retn'al phenomenon is particularly important in the 

mobile system, When a fiesh customer arrives to a full system, he wilf join the orbit group. He will 

reattempt &er a random duration of t he .  A customer who fails to compIete senice successfully may 

become a retrial customer as well. The remal customers have a great influence on the arriva1 process. 

This issue is especially important in the case of overload conditions. Under overload conditions, a 

snowballing effect of cd1 arrivals can result fiom remal customers. This effect can lead to drarnatic 

degradation of the cal1 completion performance of the whole network, 

Voice/Data integraiion 

Mobile communication systems will succeed on a digital cellular communication network for 

voice and data trafftc, for example, email, voice message paging, &ta m i s s i o n ,  and real time voice 

transmission, etc. In order to optùnize the channe1 utilization, a channe1 may be used to perform more 

than one task. Since data traffic is l e s  sensitive to delay than voice lraff~c, a channel can be used to 

transmit data while there is no voice transmission. in traditionai voice/data integration systems, 



rnobility is not taken into consideration. According to different mobility, customen are divided into 

different classes. Vacation-type queueing models with multiple Poisson inputs are suitable to represent 

these kinds of situations- The duration of each data packet transmission can be represented by a 

vacation, with the vacation poIicy depending on the system specifications. 

Multiple phase transmirsion systems 

A voice or data message may need to transmit through a series of base stations- Blocking may 

occur due to finite bmer capacity in each base station The schematic diagram of such a system is 

shown in Fig. 1 - 4. These types of situations can be modelIed as tandem queueing systems. 

transmission 
request 

station 

destination 
base station 

transmission 
request 

Fig. 1 - 4 Multiple phase transmission system 

1.2 Literature review on mobile telecommunication systems 

Guerin [GUERIN 881 studied the interaction between handover customers and fiesh arriva1 

customers, and obtained the steady state distribution of the number of busy serven, the queue length 

distribution of both handover and k h  amval customers by using a recursive technique. His mode1 is 

a standard WC rnuitichannel queueing systern, but with two Poisson arriva1 streams. Tekinay and 

Jabbari PEKINAY 921 obtained the probability of handover failure, probability of cal1 blocking and 

the mean throughput rate by using the classicd results of the MlM/c/c queue. Chong [CHONG 931 



studied the effect of guard charnels and compared performance rneaSuTes for mobile systems with and 

without guard channels. He fiuther divided the service discipline of eesh customer arrivals into FCFS 

and LCFS. By comparing customers' mean w-aiting times, the system with guard channel and LCF S 

service disciphe for fiesh customer arrivais yielded the shortest mean waiting tune. He ais0 obtained 

the waiting tirne distn'bution of handover customers nurnerically- However, his method relied heavily 

on the state description, for which an extension to multiple customer classes would be very 

complicated. Pavlidou PAVLLDOU 941 used moment generaring functions to solve a voice/data 

mobile system. He modelled the voice/data system as a birth-death queueing process and obtained the 

forced termination probability and meaa queue length of a data packet. He also conducted simulation 

experiments to solve and validate the analytic results. McMillan [McrMILLAN 953 investigated the 

effect of the nonpreemptive pnonty on handover customers and concluded that the probability of 

forced terminauon of handover customers decreased. The system mode1 was found CO have a matrix- 

geornetric structure WUTS 8 11 with a phase-type distribution for the handover delay and a ma&- 

exponential distribution for the delay as seea by new cal1 attempts. He also found a new result for the 

MK/1 queue with multiple vacations and impatient customers. He applied this result to mode1 the 

time out property of new custorner arrivals. 

Yue and Matsumoto 961 applied the matrix-anaiytic procedure W U T S  8 11 to numerically 

evaluate the performance of cellular mobile networks with two handover customer classes. The state 

transition diagram is a three-dimensional array and the results are presented in cornplex Laplace 

transform expressions. They obtained blocking probability of handover customer, channel utilization, 

average queue length, and average waiting t h e  for handover calls. The stationary probability 

distribution for the waiting time of a handover cal1 was also derived. Tan et al. ETAN 961 looked at the 

optimization issues of bandwidth allocation, and proposed a dynamic allocation scherne resulting in 

increased utilization of the channels. They appiied discrete event simulation to validate their analytic 

models, Li et al. ILI 973 proposed and analyzed the performance of a new handover scheme called a 

hybrid cutoffpriority scheme for wireless networks carrying multimedia trafXc. By using stochastic 

petri nets, they obtained the new cal1 and handover cal1 blocking probabilities, cal1 forced termination 

probability, and cbannel utiIization. Hwang et al. W A N G  981 investigated several different trafEc 



handling schemes and appf ed them to improve the quality of senrice in a micro-ce11 based mobile 

communication network The main issue was to maximize the usage of channeb in order to handle the 

mutimedia traf35c. They proposed a dynamic control scheme for reserved channels and compared it 

with the traditional channel handling schemes. The optimal nwnber of reserved channels for handoff 

delay sensitive data and voice traEc was investigated and the analytic solution developed was based 

on continuous-time Markov chahs. ïhe blocking probability of new cail, forced terminahon 

probability of handover voice and data and the average delay of data were also obtained, Zeng et aL 

[ZENG 971 analyzed a mobile system with two types of handover customers, and classified the 

customer types according to their moving speed- The analytic solution was based on three- 

dimensionai Markov chains analysis. Blocking probabilities and mean queue length for both types of 

customers were obtained. Heffes N F F E S  9q, Pastor PASTOR 973 and Orlik [ORLIK 971 

investigated a mobile system that was subjected to multiple mobility classes, and found the mean 

queue length and blocking probability for each class. The complexity of the analytic solution relied 

heavily on the state space, and the computation procedure became very complicated as the number of 

mobility classes increased. For a literature review on retrial queues and multiple phase transmission 

systems, see Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 of this thesis, respectively. 

From the above review, we see that mobile communication systems tend to be structureci as 

having multiple customer classes and multiple iask servers. This trend will continue due to the 

development of mobile multimedia. However, analytical solutions will become very complicated as 

the number of customer classes increases. in the case of voice/data mobile networks [PAVLIDOU 

941, mobility is not even taken into consideration. The limitation of multiple customer class queueing 

systems mainly comes fiom the growth of problem size and complexity. However, we can decrease 

the complexity by using workload based models rather than number based models. This is the basic 

idea of leveI crossing analysis PRiLL & POSNER 771. in fact, level crosshg anaiysis has the 

advantage of solving multiple customer class queueing systems because the complexity of the analysis 

does not heavily depend on the number of customer classes. The t h e  out property of fresh customer 

arrivals is also a very practical assumption, but only McMILLAN 951 tmk this into account. In real 

systems, some of the customers may quit because of a long waiting time. They are called impatient 



customers. This characteristic is refened to as the time out property of a system. Thus, the t h e  out 

property is used to mode1 the effect of th% type of customers. A dynamic guard channel ailocation 

scheme (DGCAS) was considered by W A N G  981 & 9q, but they oniy concentrated on 

blocking and forced termination probabilities. The effect of DGCAS on the virtual w a i ~ g  time 

dismbution is an important aspect to justifjl the efficiency of the algorithm, but will require fiuther 

investigation. 

The purpose of this thesis is to obtain the exact analytic solutions and approximation aigorithms 

for a broad class of mobile communicatioa-oriented queueing system. The main Ïnterest is to fmd the 

exact or appro'iimate waiting t h e  distribution of the modefs. Other performance measures, such as 

tail probability distniutions, server utiiization, moments of number of customers in the queues, 

blocking probabilities, etc. can be easily derived from the w a i ~ g  t h e  distributions. The reason that 

we focus on waiting t h e  is that it is one of the most important aspects in the point of view of 

customers. Also, it pIays an important role in evduating quaiity of service (QoS) of mobile systems. 

Nore: Blocking probability also has a greot efecr on the QoS of mobile systenis. but if can be directiy 

obtained from rhe waiting rime dIStriburion. For example. gwe defined a maximum workload cupuciîy 

of a queue, then rhe probabilis, of having a waiting rime exceed this limir is equivalent ro the blocking 

probabilis, ofthe systenz- 

The rest of the thesis is divided as follows. In Chapter 2, the basic methodologies of level 

crossing theory PRILL & POSNER 7 7  and decomposition PERROS 951 are reviewed. in Chapter 

3, single server queueing systems are investigated and are subjected to different server control 

mechanisms, such as vacations, set up process and release process, etc. We obtain the effect of 

different control formats and customers' behavior (Le. impatient, reneging or mobility) on the waiting 

time distributions. In Chapter 4, performance measures and numerical examples of those models in 

Chapter 3 are presented. In Chapter 5, two server queueing modeis are investigated: 1) systems with 

guard channe1 mechanisms, 2) tandem queues with intennediate arrivals. In Chapter 6, several retriai 

queues models are investigated. The decomposition method is applied to solve tandem queueing 

systems with fmite intemediate buffer capacity in Chaptets 7 and 8. The number of buffers at the first 

node can be either finite or infuite. Simulations are provided for validation. We then extend the 



decomposition method to tandem queues with retnal inputs in Cbapter 9- Finaily, conclusions and 

areas for future research are presented in Chapter 10. 



CHAPTER 2 LEVEL CROSSING AND DECOMPOSITION METHODOLOGES 

2.1 Level crossing methodology 

Level crossing, or system point process, is a methodology for obtainïng the virtuai waiting time 

distribution in queues with Poisson amvals- AIthough the concept of level crossing bad long been 

studied KEADBETTER 721, the application to queueing systems was f m  recognized by M.J.M. 

Posner and P.H. BriU P R a L  and POSNER 771. Tbis approach is especiaily usehl in queueing 

systems with multiple customer classes, state dependent arriva1 rates, time-out controi mechanisms, 

and so on. It has been used to solve many problerns in the field of telecommunications 951, 

production networks w94], inventory control W H E B B I  9q, etc. 

Before going into the main theorem of level crossings, we need to first clari@ the meaning of the 

term virtual waiting time distribution. In general, the virtual waiting time is defied as the time that a 

customer wouid wait, before receiving sewice, if he were to arrive at the queue at a particular the ,  

Another interpretation is the total workload that is needed to finish at time t in order to empty the 

queue completely, 

The virtual waiting t h e  process can be represented by a graph of the sample path (see Fig. 2-1). 

The sample path is prirnarily composed of two componenr, up crossings and down crossings. Let w 

be an arbitrary workload level, up crossuigs of w occur when a customer arriva1 Ieads to an increase in 

the workload to a leveI that exceeds w; these are represented by vertical jumps in the sampie path. If 

nothing occurs, the sampIe path goes down at a 45" slope in accordance with tirne, This means the 

total workload in the system is decreasing. The 45" dope sample path that crossing w is cailed down 

crossing of W. The main idea of level crossings is to recognize the equivalence between the stationary 

virtual waihng time distribution and the rate of downcrossing of a IeveI (Le. w). The basic theorem is 

stated as follows [BRILL and POSNER 771: 

THEOREM 

Let DLw) denote the number of downcrossings of level w > O af points ofcontinuity of the virtual 

wairing tirne process during an arbitraty intervul [OJ]. t > O. Let fo denote the unique stationas) 

density funcrion ofthe virtual wuiting time. ussuming if erists. then 

Zirnt- D[w)/t = fiw). 



COROLLARY I: The long run average rate of impact of the v i m i  wait process wilh ievei zero is 

limwd flw) =f(O+). 

COROLLAR Y LE For any stationary waiting iime process. lim,, f(w) = 0. 

Based on the theorem, the average rates of entrantes into and exits fiom composite state [wlrro) are 

equal in limit. The rate of leaving composite state [w, a) must be equal to the rate of entering 

composite state [O,w), and vice versa. By expressing the stationary virrual waiting time density 

fimction a s  the rate of downcrossing of level w, we c m  then obtaia the stationary v i d  waituig tirne 

density fiinction by solvïng the balancing equauons of up and down crossings, 

The virtual wairing t h e  distribution equals the actual custorner waiting time distniutions if and 

only if PASTA is applicable. Based on the PASTA theorem (Poisson Arrivals See Time Averages) 

[WOLFF 821, the distribution of cusromers in a queueing system at the moment of an arrival in a 

Poisson arriva1 process, is the same as the long-nin or steady state customer distribution. This is m e  

only if the system is regenerative. A regenerative process is a stochastic process that will restart itself 

at particular tirne instants f i e r  the starting point, For example, a queueing process is regenerative if it 

wiIl eventually go back to an empty state in a fmite t h e  interval. Sol in order for the queueing system 

to be regenerative, the rnean service Ume must be less than the mean interarrivai time. 

Fig. 2 -1. A sample path of waiting time in the queue with density fimction superimposed 

in the following paragraph, we illustrate the method by solving an M/M/I queueing system. 



The sample path is shown in Fig. 2 - 2- By balancing the up and down crossing at level w, we get: 

AppIying differential operation <D+p to each side, yields: 

The general solution of f(w) is: 

By taking the limit approach zero, we obtain: 

Using the normaIiPng condition, we have: 

NO TA TION: 
is arriva1 rate, 

11p is mean service 
time, 
F ~ P  
fo is the idle 
probability m a s  

?. ?. h 'L fo 
Fig. 2 - 2. SampIe path o f  an M M 1  queue 



If there is more than one server/server status in the system, the System Point process BRiLL & 

POSNER 8 11 is us& to solve fc.r the virtuai waiting distri'bution, The solution procedure is similar to 

the case of one server. Before going into the set up of the balancïng equations, several temu rnust be 

defmed. They are Iine (also for shgIe server queueing systems), page, and book- 

1) Line: the System Point rnoves dong a Iine when the vimal waiting time is O. 

2) Page: the System Point is either up crosshg or down crossing dong a page when the virtual 

waiting t h e  is greater than zero. The role of page number is similar to a supplementaq 

variable. 

3) Book: a book is formed by combining al1 pages together. 

The schematic drawing of line, page and open interval is shown in Fig. 2 - 3. 

open 
interval line 
(0W)i J 

hme 

Fig. 2 - 3. Schematic drawing of a line, page and open interval 

Equilibriurn equations are formed by: 

1 ) Equating rates of entering and exiting of an open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~ .  The possible ways of 

entering and exiting an open interval are shown in Fig. 2 - 4. The meaning of each arrow is 

stated below: 

a) Downcrossùig Erom the same page Ïnto open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  

6 )  Downcrossing h m  another page into open interval (0,~)~ 

c) Jump fiom a line of the same page into open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  

d) Jump fiom a line of another page into open interval (0,w)i 

e) .lump h m  open interval ( ~ , m ) ~  of another page (Le. j) into open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  

f) Jump fiom open intervd ( 0 , ~ ) ~  of another page (i.e. j) into open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  

g) Downward jump fiom open interval (w& of the same page h to  ( 0 , ~ ) ~  



h) Downward junp fiom open interval (w,a), of another page (i.e, JI into ( 0 , ~ ) ~  

i) Jump fiom open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  to open interval (w,~o); of the same page 

j) Jump h m  open intervai (0 ,~) ;  to open interval ( ~ , a o ) ~  of another page (i.e. j) 

k) Jump h m  open intervai (0,w)i to open intervat (O,w), of another page (Le. j) 

1) Downcrossing fiom open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  to line of another page 

m) Downcrossing h m  open interval (0 ,~) ;  to line of the sarne page 

2) Equating rates for entering and exiting a Ime- 

Since the virtual waiting lime density h c t i o n  can be expressed as rate of doun crossing (or rate 

of entering an open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ;  at a 45" dope), the virtuaI waiting t h e  density fiinction can be 

obtained by solving the equilibrium equations. 

Fig. 2 - 4. Possible ways of entecîng into and exiting from an open intervai 

Notes: A dotted h e  means a jump fiom or jump to another page 

A solid line means a jump from or jump to the same page 

Since the state variable of level crossing analysis is workload based, it has an advantage in solving 

multiple customer class queueing systems. The workload based approach can reduce the state space in 

multiple customer class systems as cornpareci to a discrete state based (or number based) methodology, 

such as moment generating function and matrix-geornetric methods W U T S  8 11. By reducing the 

system state space, the complexity of the analytic solution may be decreased- The workload based 

approach can also be applied to systems hvolving reneging, balking, or state dependent arrivais, 



2.2 Summary of  the notation used in level crossing aaalysis 

Ln this section, we explain the meanhg of each notation in level crossing analysis by using an m 

page mode1 as an example, A typical sample path of between page i and page i+l is shown in Fig. 2-5. 

. - . . - - . . . . 
Wi+ . . . . . - i+I . . . . 

open \ 9 . . . - . . . . . - - .  . . . . 

intervals . - . - - .  . . - .  
Iine to line i . . i . . 
msit ion i i 

. . . . . . . - . - . . . . - .  . - - .  - .  

V &  

Fig. 2 - 5 Notation surnmary of level crossing analysis 

Wi is the workload of page i (Le. the workload when the system is in state i)- 

W is the total workload- Since the workioad of each page is mutually exclusive, W is equal to 

one of Wi (for i E ( 1 ,...,ml) at any time instant. 

g(w) is the downcrossing rate of page i or the virtual waiting time density f ic t ion of page i. 

f(w) is the total downcrossing rate or the total v i r -a l  waiting time density fûnction (Le. f(w) = 

f,(w) + . . + fm(w)). 

fi is the idle probability mass (Le. zero vimial waiting time) of page i. 

Page number acts as a supplemenw variable, with the physicai meaning dependent on the 

nature of the pamcular system. 

Note: Ali queueing models in th& thesis ossume that stationary or equifibriurn conditions prevail 

and nomalirarion requirernenr must be mer, that is & F,(4 = 1. 



23 Decomposition methodology 

Unlike Jackson queueing networks, queueing networks with h i t e  buffer capacity do not have a 

closed form or product form solution, except in some special cases, So, an approximation technique 

must be used in solving these kinds of systems- Decornposition PERROS 941 is a very efficient 

approximation technique for such systems. The idea of decomposition is developed ûom the theory of 

aggregation method- The principle of aggregation and disaggregation technique is to break down a 

large system into small sub-systems, study each sub-system independently, and recombine the results 

to get an approximate statement regarding the system as a whole. This is true if the system satisfies the 

following condition: 

Interactions beiween sub-systems are small compared wilh inrerucrions wirhin each su&-system. 

Since most queueing networks do not satisfjr the above condition, aggregation techniques cannot 

be applied directiy. However, it is possible to modifjr the parameten within each sub-system in order 

to meet the above tequicement. This is the basic idea of the decomposition method, There are two 

kinds of decomposition: single node and two node decomposition. Only single node decomposition 

will be used in this thesis. The term 'decompose' means breahg up. In a single node decomposition, 

each sub-system consists of one node and is analyzed separately. Before anaIyzing each sub-systern 

in isolation, we have to mod@ its original service process and revise its arrival process. The main 

problem in single node decomposition is to detennine the parameters of the effective service time and 

revised arrival process to each decomposed sub-system. The effective service time is referred to as the 

original service time plus the additional blocking delay. The revised arrival process is in effect the 

departure process h m  its inmediate upstream node and is usually characterked by the squared 

coefficient of variation (SCV), Different blocking policies may have different effects on the revised 

arriva1 process. The method is outlined in Fig. 2 - 6. 

Depending on the performance measures that we are interested in, we can modiQ some additional 

parameters of each sub-system in order to get a more accurate result, For example, we can modifjr the 

buffer capacity in each subsystem if we are only interested in the total end-to-end delay, ïiowever, 

the buffer capacity is fmed and cannot be modified in the case of queue length anaIysis. 



Depending upon the cornplexity of each sub-system, it may be analyzed exactiy or numerically by 

solving the corresponding Markov or semi-Markov process- Although the decomposition algorithm 

will probabIy be more accurate if the number of nodes in each sub-system increases, each sub-system 

will become more complicated and lead to an increase in cornplexity of the overall aigorithm. 

Note: Al(scv, and Ai cscv, are the squared coefficients of variation of node 1 and 2 arrivai process, 

respec tively 
- 
pl & 12 are the revired service rates of nodes 1 and 2, respectively 

the service processes of node 1 and 2 are both exponentially distrïbuted 

Fig. 2 - 6 Decomposition of  a two-node tandem queue 

REMARK: We have only considered exponentially dktributed service rime in this th&. Ertemion to 

orher service rime distnhtiom Ls ouf of the scope of this thesis. 



CHAPTER 3 SINGLE SERVER QUEUELNC MODELS 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we investigate the classes of single server queueing systems that are related to 

mobile communication systems. The main focus is on the different server control mechanisms. Note 

that the term 'sewer' is equivalent to the term 'channel'. Since it is more cornmon to use 'server' in 

the classical queuing context, we use that term in the queueing models. Although most of the practical 

systems usuaily involve multiple channels, the analytic results are very complicated and the 

relationships between different parameters are not clear. Thus, we look at the single server cases and 

various performance rneasures will be discussed in Chapter 4. Single server model is like the 

microscopie view of mobile systems; we look at each channel individually and investigate the effect of 

different control formats on the waiting bme distribution of the queues (see Chapter 4). 

3.2 Relationships between vacation type queuehg systems and mobile communication systems 

Vacation-type queueing systems have been used to mode1 multiple task semers successfûlly 

POSKi 861. When a k h  arriva1 customer occupies the server, handover customers will see the 

server in the vacation status and vice versa Similady for the voicddata systems, new voice packet 

arrivais wiil see the server on vacation if a data packet is receivïng service. in fact, there is a strong 

relationship between vacation queueing systems and non-preernptive pnority queues. in the rest of this 

chapter, we consider several different crpes of vacations systems and the models' analytic soiutions are 

presented. Performance measures and numerical analyses will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

33 Single server queues witb multiple vacation policy 

In this section, the server is under a multiple vacation policy. Multiple vacation means the server 

will take a vacation whenever it is idle- The number of vacations between two busy periods can be 

greater than or equal to one. Since the server wilI be on vacation whenever it is idle, there is no idle 

period in this model (Le. the probability of king ide  is zero). I f  the server finds one or more 

customers in the queue upon retum, it will begin service; otherwise, it will go on another vacation. 

The vacation, inter-arrival and service times are rnutually independent and exponentially distributed. 



APPLICATIONS OF Ml;rtTi?PLE VACATION POWCY IN MOBiZE COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

1 )  in voice channels of voice/&ta integration systems, data transmissions will begin whenever 

there is no voice packet in the system. This sharing policy will incnease the charnel 

utilization. So, by modeling data transmissions as multiple vacations, we can obtain the 

virtual waiting time distriiution of voice &c. For systems with heterogeneous voice 

trafic, we can apply the multiple customer class queueing modela 

2) in the overload condition of mobile systems, the comrnon charme1 wiil be occupied by a 

handover customer whwever it becornes idle, assurning there are always one or more 

handover customers in the system. Mobiiity of fiesh customer arrivais can be taken into 

account by using a multiple customer class queueing model, Mobility of handover customers 

can be also considered by introducing additional mean ide  and vacation duration. 

NOTATION 

h is the external amival rate 

1/p is the mean service time 

I/@ is the rnean duration of a vacation time 

W is the workload (or virtual waiting t h e )  of the queue 

f(w) is the Stationary Virtual Waiting Time (SVWT) density function 

k 

Fig. 3- 1 Sample path for a single server queue with muItipIe vacation policy 

MODEL & ANALï7ïCSOLUïZON 

By balancing the up crossing and d o m  crossing rates, we get: 



Applying the differential operator < D + p  and CD+-+> to equation (3-1) gives: 

< D + ~ x D + ~ - A >  f(w)=O. 

So, the general solution is: 

f (w )  = C,e-" + ~ , e " - ~ ' ~ .  (3 - 3) 

As we can see, c p is a necessary condition for stationarity. Taking the value of f(w) as w 

approaches zero and equating equations (3- 1)  and (3-3)- yields: 

Lm f (w) = C, + C, = f (0'). 
-0 

By substituting equatioas (3-3) and (34)  into equation (3-1) and evaluating the integrals, we get: 

By comparing the coefficients of e-pw or e4", we can solve for a relationship between CI and C2 as 

foIlows: 

We can get another relationsàip by using the norrnalizing condition, 



Solving equations (3-6) and (3-7) yields: 

Finally, the value of f(W) can be computed by using equation (3-S), yielding: 

As we can see, this rnethod c m  be easily extended to systems with multiple Poisson inputs. We will 

show the case of two Poisson inputs (rates XI ,  A=) and service parameters (pl, pz), respectively, for 

presentation purposes. The main baiancing equation is as follows: 

By applying differential operators, we get: 



Let rl and r2 be the roots of the characteristic equation of  the square bracket; then the solution of f(w) 

is: 

f (w) = c,e-" + C2eqW + C3erZw. 

The limit condition is: 

iim f (w) = C, + C2 + C, = f (0'). 
-0 

(3 - 14) 

By substituthg equations (3- 13) and (3- 14) inro equation (3- 10) and cornparhg coefficients of 

edw, exp(rl w) and exp(r2w), we obtaui: 

U2 +5)& +W1 +OI, -&Of2 +5)i +& -&& +r,)C, =O, (3 - 15) 

The final relation can be obtained h m  the normaüzation condition as follows: 

We can arrange the equations (3- 1 9 ,  (3-16) and (3- 17) into a rnatrix form as follows: 



3.4 Single server queues with single vacation 

in this section, the single vacation policy is cons ided  Single vacation means there is only one 

vacation between two ide  periods. After the server changes h m  busy to idle statu, it will stay in the 

idIe state for an exponentially distriiuted period of time and then go on vacation. If one or more 

customers amve d u ~ g  the vacation period, service will kg in  d e r  returning fiom the vacation. If 

there is no customer in the system when it retums h m  the vacation, the server will stay in the idle 

state for an exponentiaily distniuted amouut of time with mean l/O. If no customers arrive by the end 

of the idle duration, the server wil1 take another vacation. Although there is only one vacation 

following an idle perïod, it does not mean that there can only be one vacation between two busy 

penods. Since a server c m  see an empty system when returning 6om a vacation, it will stay in an idle 

state for an exponentiaily distributed amount of time and take another vacation if no customers arrive 

by the end of the idle period. As a resuIk the number of vacations between two busy penods can be at 

least zero. interarriva1 time, service time, idle duration and vacation duration are al1 exponentially 

distributed. 

APPLiCA TIONS OF SMGLE VACA TION POLICY LN MOBLLE COMMWICA TION SYSTEMS 

1) in  mobile systems, a handover customer will seize a common channel if al1 guard channels 

are occupied upon arrival and one or more common channels are idle. Since ffesh customer 

anivals may not be willing to wait if the waiting time exceeds a certain lirnit, we c m  use the 

exponential reneging mode1 to include this behavior- 

2) In data channels of voice/data integration systems, a voice packet will occupy a data channel 

if al1 voice channels are occupied upon arrival and one or more data channels are idle. The 

delay of voice packets wiIl be decreased by using this channel sharing policy. in the case of 

delay sensitive data packets (Le, real time image transmission), we will discard the data 

packet if delay exceeds a certain Iimit. Once agah, this situation can be modelled by the 

exponential reneging mode\, 

NO TA TION 

h is the extemal arriva1 rate 

1 /p is the mean service tirne 



l/4 is the mean duration of the vacation time 

1/8 is the mean duration of the ide state 

W is the woriùoad (or virtuai waiting time) of the queue 

f(w) is the stationary virtual waiting time density function (or downcrossing rate) 

fo is the idle probability mass 

Fig. 3 - 2 Sample path for a single server queue with single vacation policy 

By balancing the up crossing and down crossing rates, we get: 

The general solution for f(w) is then, 

f (w) = ~ , e - "  + ~ , e ( " - " ' ~ .  



Once again, we can see that h c p in order to guarantee stability, By taking the Iimit of f(w) as w-O, 

we get: 

lim f(w) = C, +C, =(A +B)  f,. 
w 4  

(3 - 22) 

Substituting equations (3-2 1) and (3-22) uito (3- 19) and evaluating the integrais, we O btain: 

By comparing coefficients of e4' or ew o f  equation (3-23), yields: 

~,[A(~+@+#-P)I=(~-P)K,. 

Rearranging equation (3-24), we have: 

Another relation can be obtained by using the nomdizing condition: 

Equations (3-25) and (3-26) can be summarized and written in a matrix form as folIows: 



REMNX: As Band flapproach zero. C2 wi i i  becorne A@-A)/p and CI wifl becorne zero and equation 

(3-2 1) becornex 

The rnodel then becomes a standard M/M/I  queue as we cuncef the eflects ofthe vacation policy. 

In some situations, the customer may not want to wait if the waiting ame exceeds a certain limit, 

The lirnit is usually specified by the system policy or by estimating the customers* behaviour. For 

exarnpte, voice packets are very delay sensitive, and they will be discarded after a specified arnount of 

time. This situation can be ùicluded in the above mode1 easily. Let's assume the reneging time is 

exponentidly distributeci with parameter 6, so the mean reneging thne is I/6. Mean reneging t h e  is 

defined as the average amount of tirne a customer wilI stay in a queue before quitting. The balancing 

equation is stated as follows: 

Applying the differential operators CD++> and <D+p yields: 

< D + # x  D + ~ - & - *  > ~ ( w ) = o .  

So, the general solution of f(w) is as follows: 



The Iimit condition can be obtained by lettuig w approach zero, yielding: 

.% 

lùn f (w) = (A+@ f, = C, +c,eS. 
W-bO 

By substituting equations (3-32) and (3-33) into (3-30), we get: 

By comparing the coefficients of e4", we get: 

c, = 
[C, + c , ~ ~ ] B  

A+@ 
7 

s irnpl img to: 

-Y6 AC, = K , e  . 

By using the normaiization condition, we have: 

Combine equations (3-33) and (3-37) to yield: 



From equation (3-36), equation (3-38) becomes: 

fo can then be derived by using equation (3-37), with the integral expanded as: 

3.5 Queues with variable number of servers 

In this section, we are going to analyze a mode1 that is very usehl in the modelling of the dynarnic 

channel allocation rnechanisrn, The number of servers in the system can range alternately between 

zero and one. Although it is possible to extend to an arbitrary number of servers, the analytic solution 

will become very complicated. So, we oniy consider the simple case to demonstrate the effect of 

dynamic channel allocation on the virtual waiting time distribution. ifa server is idle, the server will 

stay in the system for an exponentially distributeci amount of t h e  with mean 1/0, and then leave the 

system. When a new customer arrives and fmds no server available in the system, he will send a 

request and the server wiIl corne back; the duration of this caU back process is exponentially 



distributed with mean I/+. Unlike the vacation system, the server will not begin r e m h g  until a 

customer arrives. The ide, cal1 back, interarrival, and senrice titnes are al1 exponentially distnbuted- 

APPLICATION IN THE DYNAMIC ChWWEL- ALiOCA TIONSCHEME OF MOBILE SYSTEMS 

This model is used to model the dynamic channel allocation scheme of mobile systems. I f  al1 

guard channels are occupied upon a handover customer arrival, the handover custorner will grab a 

common channel (if there is one or more ide common channels). M e r  service cornpletion, the 

channel will remain in guard channel -tus for a random duration of time, if no handover custorners 

arrive by the end of the duration, the channel will r e m  back to common channel status. As a resuk, 

the nurnber of guard channels in the system varies over time. 

NOTATION 

A is the extemal arrival rate 

1/p is the mean service tïme 

1/8 is the mean idle duration 

1/41 is the mean grab time 

i is the status of the server, 1 = ON and O = OFF 

fi is the probability mass of the server being on 

fo is the probability mass of the server being off 

W is the workload (or vimal waiting tune) of the queue 

f(w) is the totd stationary virtual waiting t h e  density fiuiction (or downcrossing rate) 

fo(w) is the srationary virtual waiting time density hc t ion  when the server is in 'OFF' status 

fi(w) is the stationary virtual waiting time density fiuiction when the server is in 'ON' status 

f(w) = 6(w) 4- f i ( W  



Fig. 3 - 3 Sample path for queues with variable number of semers 

MODEL 

By baiancing the entrance and exit rates of the open interval (O,w)o, we get: 

Po (w)  = 8(1- e-")A. 

By baIancing the entrance and exit rates of the open interval (O,w)!, we get: 



ï h e  line transition equation is given by: 

/,(O+)=& + K .  

FinaIly, the surn of al1 probabilities rnust be equal to one, that is, Fo(ao) + Fl(oo) = 1- 

AN,a YTIC SOLUnON 

Deriving both sides of equation (3-42) gives: 

Combine equations (3-43) and (3-44), and rnultiply by CD>, <D+p and <D+s$> to yield: 

D C D '  + ~ - n + & ~ + ( ~ - n ) , > j ( ~ ) = o .  (3 - 46) 

The general solution for fi(w) will be: 

we have CI = 0. 

By substituting equations (3-44), (345) and (347) back into (343), its LHS becomes: 

which, by evaluating the integrais and cotlecting like terms, gives: 

The RHS of the equation (3-43) is: 



which, by evduating the integral and collecting like tenns, becomes: 

Equating coefficients of e-pw in (3-48) and (3-50), we get: 

and similady, equating coefficients of e+", we obtain: 

Finally, using the nomalizing condition, we have: 

so that: 

From equations (3-52). (3-53) and (3-59, the following ma& solution results: 



yielding the values of the unknown fi, C2 and C3. 

We can also solve for the unlaiowns by using the fact that icFo(ao)=BF,(ao) and Fdm) +  FI(^) = 1. We 

have: 

By combining equations (3-57) and (3-47), we have: 

Com b ining equations (3-52) and (3-58), yields: 

From equation (3-59), we fuid that: 

S impli Qing equaiion (3-60), yields: 



Remark: In the special case rhar &O and @=e equutions (3-52) and (3-55) becorne: 

and 

d i c h  in corn bination. yield the solution of the simple M / M / I  queue. 

3.6 Single server queues with only one vacation after each busy period 

in this section, the vacation policy d f l m  h m  both the single and mutriple vacation policies. The 

server can only take one vacation after each busy p e n d  One vacation means there is only one 

vacation between two busy periods. When the server is idle, it will stay in the idle status for an 

exponentially distributed amount of time with mean 118. If no customers arrive by the end of the idle 

duration, it will go on vacation. If one or more customers arrive during the vacation, it will begin 

service upon return. Even ifthere is no customer in the system upon return, it musc still stay in the idle 

status until a customer arrives. The potential of extending to an arbitrary nurnber of vacations d e r  

each busy period is obvious. Inter-arriva1 and service processes are both exponentially distributed. 

APPLlCAï7ON OF ONE VACATION ONL Y POLlCY Ihr MOBILE SYSTEMS 

The applications of this mode1 are similar to the multiple and singIe vacation rnodels, but with 

control on the stiaring policy. The virtual waiting time will be smalier for the primary customers in 

this case by Iimiting secondary customer usage. The trade off is lower channel utilization. 

NOTATION 

A is the extemal arriva1 rate 

1/p is the mean service time 

I l 8  is the mean idle duration d e r  each busy period 

114 is the mean vacation duration 



i is the status of the server (O = vacation is allowed, 1 = no vacation is allowed) 

W is the workioad of the queue (or the virnial waiting time) 

f(w) is the stationary virtual waiting time density h c t i o n  (i.e. downcrossing rate) 

fo(w) is the stationary virtuai waiting time density function when the server in state O 

fl(w) is the stationary virtuai waituig time density fùnction when the server in state 1 

fo is the idle probability mass when the server is in state O 

fi is the idle probability mass wben the senrer is in state 1 

Fig. 3 - 4 Sample path for queues with only one vacation after each busy perïod 



MODEL 

A sample path of the system is shown in Fig. 3-4. 

From the sample path, the balancing equations are listed as foiiows: 

By balancing the entrance and exit rates of the open uiterval (O,w),, we get: 

By balancing entrance and exit rates of the open interval [O,W)~, we obtain: 

Finally, the sum of al1 probabilities must be equal to one, that is, Fo(oo) + FI(-) = 1. 

ANAL YTTC SOLUTION 

Combining equations (3-63), (3-64), (3-65) and (3-66) gives: 



Using equation (3-64) in (3-63) and then applying differentiai operators CD> and CD+$>, we obtain: 

So, the generai solution for fI(w) is: 

f i (w )  = C,e-" + ~ , e " .  

and, due to the assumption of stationarity, 

lim f r  (w)  = O, 
W-W 

we have: 

f i  (w)  = C,e-'. 

Substituting equations (3 - 64) and (3-70) into (3 - 63), we get: 

W 

C,e-" + 8(1- ë e ) f ,  = A j ~ , e - ~ d a .  
O 

Equating coefficients of e+", we obtain: 

So, the general solution for fi(w) becomes: 

Combine equations (3 - 67) and (3 - 73), and apply differential operators <D+p and <w> to get: 

< D + # x D + p - A . >  fo(w)=O. 

So, the general solution for f (w) is: 



From equations (3 - 67). (3 - 73) and (3 - 73, we have: 

Equating coefficients of e*" yields: 

Equating coefficients of e'pw yields: 

Equating equations (3-66) and (3-73, we ob tain: 

lirn fo(w)=$a +go =C3 +Ca- 
-0 

From the nonnalization condition, we have: 

Now, balancing entrance and exit rates of page 1, yields: 

@O (4 = ( 4 9  



whence: 

By evaluating the integrai (Le. h m  O to a), equation (3 - 75) becomes: 

Rearranging equation (3 - 77), we get: 

Combining equations (3-83) and (3-84), yields: 

Or, by using equations (3-#), (3-73) and (3-78). we obtain: 

Combining equations (3-79), (3-84) and (3-85), we obtain: 



W e  can also solve for the four unknown directly by using the following matrix: 

s i n  
1 - 
# 

REUARK- The models thar were dtscussed in this chaper can be ai30 applied direcrly to model multi- 

task servers in cornputer systems or voicddata inregration systems. Alrhough rhere should be a set of 

multiple channels in each queue in real situations. exact analytic solurions wiiï becorne very 

complicated. By a n a l ' g  the behaviur of a single channel. we can have a general i'deo of how the 

rnulfiple channel sysrem will behave. In Chapter 10, we suggest a new approach to analyric solution 

rvhich c m  handle more complicared queueing modek, such as multiple sewers and non-Markovian 

queueing systems. 



CHAPTER 4 PERFORMANCE MEASURES AND NLTNERICAL EXAMPLES 

4.1 General performance measures 

In the previous chapter, we obtained the stationary virtuai waiting time density function for a 

number of single server queuehg modek. in this chapter, we wilI demonsûate how to extract 

performance rneasures h m  the stationary virtuai waiting time density function. The general 

performance measures that we are going to discuss are: 

1) Tai1 probability distribution 

2)  Moments of the stationq waiting t h e  distriiution 

3) Server utilization 

4) Moments of the number of custorners in the queue 

Note: The notation used in this chaprer are the sume as in Chopter 3 and additional notation will be 

specified. 

Before gobg into the above performance analyses, we m u t  Ïntroduce some new notation. Let: 

where f(w) is the total stationary virtual waiting time density function 

c(w) is the stationary virtuai waiting time density fimction of page i 

h is the 1 s t  page and h+l is the total number of pages in the mode1 

I(i) is the number of exponential terms in the density hc t i on  of page i 

For the condition of existence, rij 5 O, so that we can replace ri, by -/r,,j. 

1) Tail probability distn'bution 

2 )  kh moment of waiting t h e  



REMARK: Equarion 4-3 con be also obrained by using the property of Laplace tramform. 

3) Server utilization 

4) Moments of the number of customers in the queue w 5 S O N  901: 

E[N,  1 = m w 1  

E[N;- I = ~rw) I + QAWI 

where N,, is the number of customers in the queue 



Note: Not ail queueing systems can apply this distribution form of Little's theorem. KeiIson and 

Servi WILSON 881 provideci a set of conditions that must be satisfied in order to be able to apply this 

property. The conditions are summarized below: 

1) The e x t e d  amivals are Poisson. 

2) Blocking, reneging, baiking and retriais are not allowed. Al1 custorner arrivals must enter 

the system and complete service before leaving. 

3) Only one customer departure is alIowed at a t h e  and the service poIicy must be FIFO- 

4) The successive amivals must not affect the delay of the previous customers. 

5 )  Arriva1 and service processes must be independent, 

We can aiso find the kh moment of N, as follows: 

m 

~ N L J  = E n k  pr[Nam,, = n] .  (4 - 12) 
n=û 

where N,, and N- are the number of customers in the queue/acrivais, respectively. 

4.2 Specfic performance measures aad stationary conditions 

In this section, we examine some specific performance measures and condition for stability for 

each single server queueing model. 

Queues with multiple vacation policy 

1) The mean duration of a busy cycie [using equation (3-9)]: 

where CD is the duration of a busy cycle (see Fig. 4-1) 

Note: The duration of a busy cycle is defined as the amount of time between two successive 

instances of departures for vacations (or zero stationary virtud waiting time). 



2) Fraction o f  time on vacation (see Fig. 4-1) [using equation (3-9)] 

I w 

Fig. 4-1 Fraction of time that the server is on vacation 

where p = ;VI and f(03 is obtained fiom equation (3-9). 

3) The expected vacation duration with no customer in the queue (see Fig. 4-2) 

empty queue 

Fig. 4-2 Fraction of  time that the server is on vacation and system is empty 



E[vucation n empty -queue] = (4 - 15) 

3) Probabiiity of no customer in the system Po] (see F i g  4-2) 

5) Expected time between service completions 

where tsc is the time between service completions 

6) Necessary condition for stationarity 

7) Sufficient condition for stationarîty 

Suice al1 customers must wait before receiving service in MV policy, the probability of an 

empty queue of M V  is less than for a standard M/M/1 queue. Thus, Po is less than 1 - p. 

Queues wifh single vacation policy (Sv 

1 )  The mean duration of a busy cycle [using equation (3-2 1 )]: 



2) Fraction of tirne on vacation [using equarion (3-2 I)]: 

3 )  Probability of no customer in the system [ushg equation (3-27)] 

4) Expected time between setvice cornpletions 

5) Sufficient condition for stationarity 

Since the probability of waiting is larger than p, Po c 1- p. 

6) N e c e s s q  condition of stationarity is Po 0. 

Queues with vanable number of servers (QVS) 

1) Fraction of time that the server is off [using equation (345)]: 

where PqOFF] is the probability of the server king in the off stanis ( s e  Fig. 4-3). 



2) Prfno customer in the system] (using equation (345)) : 

3) Fraction of time in ON status [ushg equation (347)j: 

4) Necessary condition for stationarity is Po > O, that is fi > 0. 

5) Expected t h e  between service completions 

6) Sufficient condition for stationan'ty 

Since the probability of waiting is greater than in a standard M/M/I queue, Po c 1-p. 

Fig. 4-3 Definitions of the server status in QVS system. 

i=û 
+ OFF 

i= 1 

* ON 
I 



Queues wirh on& one vacation polis) (QOU 

1) Probability of  no customer in the system [ushg equation (3-73)]: 

2) Fraction of time on vacation [using equation (3-73)]: 

3) PrmLE] = 6 + fi 

4) Necessary condition for stationarity is Po > 0. 

5) Expected time between service completions 

6) Sufficient condition for stationarity 

Since Prrwaiting] > p, Po must be l e s  than p. 

Note: The three statuses of the server are idle, vacation and busy. 



4 3  Numerid Examples of tbe rnodels 

in this section, some numerical examples of the models in Chapter 3 are presented, We are rnainly 

interested in the relationship between the mean, standard deviation (STD) and squared coefficient of  

variation (SCV) of the waiting tirne distribution and different server control mechanisms- 

TABLES OF ZYE NCMERIQL DXUPLES 

Tables for the numencal examples are shown in Tables XXV(MV) {p. 226 1 ,  XXVI(SV){p. 227). 

XXWï(QVS) (p- 228). and XXViiX(Q0V) (p. 229). 

Queues wilh multiple vacarion policy 

In Graphs 4- 1 to 4-3, we demonstrate the effect of a multiple vacation policy on the mean and 

standard deviation of  waiting time. 

Graph 4-1 Queues with multiple vacation 
[(l lm ean service tim e)=1 O] 

STD 1 - E[W] j 
I 

i 1 l 1 i 

9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 

1Im ean vacation time 

Graph 4-2 Queues with multiple vacation 
((1 lm ean service time)=6] 

œ 

STD 
œ I - E[Wl 

O l i I 1 

l 1/mean vacation time 

REMARK: Mean interamival time rS equul to one in oll the cases and p = A/p = I / p .  



Graph 4-3 Queues with m ultiple vacation 
[(llm ean service time)=3] 

1 /m ean vacation time 

The relationships between waiting time distribution and multiple vacation poiicy are sumrnarized 

as follows: 

1) When Urnean vacation t h e  (4) decreases, STD and EIW] increase. 

2) The effect of multiple vacation increases as p decreases. It is because Pr[vacation] is 

inversely proportional to the value of p. 

3) The squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of waiting time is approximately equal to one in 

most of the cases. 

4) The dope or curvature represents the effect of vacation. The steeper the slope means the 

effect of vacation is large. (This is also tnie for al1 other three models) 

Queues wirh single vacation policy 

in Graphs 44 to 4-6, the effect of single vacation policy on waiting time distribution is presented. 

Graph 4-4 Queues with single vacation 
((1 lm ean service tim e)=1 O] 

I O .6 

STD 
œ - E[W] 

1 1 1 I 

mean idle time/mean vacation tirne 



Graph 4-5 Queues with single vacation 
[(llmean service time)=6] 

/ STD 

9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 

mean idle tirnefmean vacation time 

Graph 4-6 Queues with single vacation 
[(Ilmean service time) =3] 

CI 

0.6 i 
0.4 a STD 

s 0 . 2 4 -  .I - - - m m - - -  
I œ - E[WJ 

mean idle timelmean vacation time 

From Graphs 4-4 to 4-6, we have the following observations: 

1 )  The effect o f  single vacation policy on rnean waiting time decreases rapidly as the value of p 

increases. 

2) The effect of single vacation policy on mean w a i ~ g  time increases as the value o f  mean idle 

rimdmean vacation time ($/O) decreases. 

3) The squareci coefficient o f  variation (SCV) of waiting time ranges from 2 to 10. 



Queues with variable number of servers 

Graph 4-7 Queues with variable number of servers l 

[(llmean service time) =l O] 
l l I 

mean idle tirnefmean grab time 1 
1 

! 
1 

Graph 4-8 Queues with variable num ber of servers 
[(llm ean service tim e)=6] 

mean idie timeimean grab time 

Graph 4-9 Queues with variable number of servers 
[(l Im ean service tim e)=3] 

O I 1 I 1 

9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 

mean idle time/mean grab time 



From Graphs 4-7 to 4-9, we have the following observations: 

The rate of  increase of STD and E m  decreases as the value of p increases. This occurs 

because the effect of  the server control poiicy decreases as p increases- 

The effect of grab/release process on STD and E m  increases as the value of mean idIe 

tirndmean grab tune (4/8) decreases. 

The E w  of QVS and SV converge as p increases- 

The squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of waitîng t h e  ranges fiom 2 to 5,  

Queues with on& one vacation 

i 
1 Graph 4-10 Queues with only one vacation , 

! 
! [(1 lrnean service time)=l O] 

9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 

mean idle time/mean vacation time 

STD 

EWI 

- 

Graph 4-1 1 Queues with only one vacation 
[(llmean service time)=6] 

9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 

mean idle time/mean vacation tirne 

STD 

EWI 



Graph 4-12 Queues with only one vacation 
[(llmean service time)=3] 

, 

I 9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 , 
l 

mean idle tirnefmean vacation time 1 
! 

From Graphs 4-10 to 4-12, we have the following observations: 

1) As the value of mean idle tirne/mean vacation tirne ($10) decreases, the values of STD and 

ECWf increase. 

2) The values of STD and ECWJ are less sensitive to the vacation policy as the vahe of p 

increases. 

3) The squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of waiting time ranges fiom 2 to 19. 

in conclusion, the mean and STD of waiting time are more sensitive to the four server control 

policies wben p is hi&. It is because Pr[vacation] or Pagrab] increases as the server utiiization 

decreases. This means that there is a larger fraction of time that the system is in the empty status. As a 

result. vacatiodgrab occurs more oflen leading to a greater effect on the mean and STD of the waiting 

time. 

Cornparison between the four server control policies 

In Grapbs 4- 1 3 to 4- 1 8, we compare the effécts of different server control policies on the mean and 

STD of the waiting time. 



Graph 413 Corn parison [(llmean service tirne)=.( O 
& (mean idlelmean vacation) ~ 9 . 5  

MV SV QVS QOV 

server control policy 

Graph 4-14 Cornparison [(flmean senrice time)=lO 1 
I 

& (mean idlelmeanvacation)=5.5] 

MV SV QVS QOV 

server control policy 

Graph 4-1 5 Corn parison [(llmean service time)=6 
& (mean idlelmean vacation) =9.5] 

/ 0.15 mi STD * 0.1 
0.05 4 
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I server control policy 



! 
Graph 418  Comparison [(llmean service time)=6 I 

& (mean idlelrnean vacation)=5.5) , 
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MV SV QVS QOV 

sewer control policy 

Graph 4-17 Com parison ((ilmean service time)=3 I i 
& (mean idlelmean vacation) -9.51 

MV SV QVS QOV 

server control policy 

1 Graph 4-18 Cornparison [(Ilmean service time)=t 
& (mean idlelmean vacation) = 5.51 

MV SV QVS QOV 

server control policy 



From Graphs 4- 13 to 4-2 1, we have the foiiowing observations: 

arrives at a vacation statu server is equivalent to a customer who amves at a busy server in 

When the value of p is 10 or 6, the effects of the four different server control policies on STD 

and E H  are arranged in descending order as foliows: MV > QVS > SV > QOV. 

When the value of p is 3, the effects of the four different server control policies on STD and 

EIW] are arranged in descending order as follows: MV > SV > QVS > QOV. 

MV has the highest STD and Em because the value of Pr(vacation1 is the largest among al1 

othets. 

QOV has the lowest STD and EC'WJ because the value of Pr[vacation] is the smallest among 

al1 others. 

When the value of p is low (Le. O. 1 or 0.17), there is a large pmbabitity that a server will take 

more than one vacation between two consecutive busy periods. in the SV policy, a server 

alternates between vacation and ide statu. In the QVS policy, once a server is released, it 

will not start to corne back until a customer arrives. As a result, the probability that a 

customer arrives to an idle status server is higher in the case of the SV policy than in the QVS 

policy. Thus, a Iarger fiaction of customers will be affecteci by the server control policy in the 

QVS system than in the SV system. Thus, STD and E['Kl are higher in the case of the QVS 

policy. 

#en the value of p increases (Le. 0.3), the probability that a server will take more than one 

vacation between two consecutive busy periods is lower. As a result, the fiaction of customer 

anivals that is affected by the server control policy is approximately the same in both SV and 

QVS policies. This can also be shown by the convergence of the value of EIW] in the SV and 

QVS policies. However, the value of STD is higher in the case of SV policy. This is opposite 

to the case of low p (i.e. 0.1 or 0.1 7). The reason behind this unusual observation is not easy 

to explain. To the best of our knowleâge, the main ciifference between the two policies is as 

follows: in a QVS policy, the server wilI not start to come back until a customer arrives. 

Thus, al1 customets that amive to a 'no server' system teceive a two-phase mixed expoaential 

service time with parameters 4 and p (see Fig. 4-3)- On the other hand, a customer who 



an M/M/l queue (but with different parameters of the pmess), [see Fig. 443. Since the 

coefficient of v ~ a t i o n  of a two-phase mixed exponential process is less than for a smctly 

exponential process, the effect on the STD wiii be higher in the case of SV policy. Because 

of this fundamental difference between the two policies, SV has a higher STD than QVS, 

Note that this characteristic is not obvious in the case of low p because the probability that a 

customer arrïving to an idle server in the SV policy is larger than for the QVS policy. As a 

resdt, the fraction of customers that are affectai by the server control policy is smaïler in the 

case of SV policy. This is the main reason that the STD is higher in the case of QVS when p 

is low. 

W every customer 
arrival must wait 

two-phase rnixed 
exponential 

customer arriva1 customer arriva1 

Fig. 4-4 Two phase mked exponentid process for QVS policy 

customer arrival customer &val 

Fig. 4-5 Customer arcivals during a vacation 



When the value of p is 10 or 6, the effwts of the four differeat server conml poiicies on the 

squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of waiting time are arranged in descending order as 

follows: QOV > SV > QVS > W. 

When the value of p is 3 and mean idle timdmean vacation time (4/0) is beween 3.5 and 9.5, 

the effects of the four different semer control policies on the squared coefficient of variation 

(SCV) of waiting time are arrangeci in descendmg order as follows: QOV > SV > QVS > M V  

(see Graphs 4-19 and 4-20), 

When the value of p is 3 and mean ide  timdmean vacation tirne ($/O) is Iower than 3.5, the 

effects of the four different server control pdicies on the SCV of waiting time are arranged in 

descending order as follows: QOV > QVS > SV > MV (see Graph 4-2 1). ïhis observation is 

not usual and the reason behiad this is unclear. 

10) QOV has the highest SCV because the fraction of customers that arriving to a vacation status 

server is much less than those that arriving to an idle or busy stants setver. 

1 1) M V  has the lowest squared coefficient of variation (SCV) because the ratio of the fraction of 

customers that arriving to a vacation status server to those that arrivhg to a busy status server 

is the mallest among al1 others, 

12) The squared coefficients of variation (SCV) of QVS and SV converge as mean idle timdmean 

vacation tirne (4/8) decreases (see Graphs 4- 19 to 4-2 1 ). 

13) The squared coefficirtits of variation (SCV) of QVS and SV converge as p increases (see 

Graphs 4- 19 to 4-2 1). 

14) Since the probability that a customer arriving to an idle status server in SV is approximateIy 

the same as in QVS when either p" or mean ide  tirndmean vacation time (+/8) is srnaII, the 

squared coefficient of variation (SCV) of the two policies converges- 

15) When p is hi& the difference in the squared coefficient of variation (SCV) between SV and 

QVS is mainly caused by the 'jump' processes (see Fig. 4-4 and 4-5). From Gragh 4-2 1, we 

can see that the effects of the two different 'jurnp' processes on the squared coefficient of 

variation (SCV) of waiiing t h e  are maIl. 



16) From Graphs 4-19 and 4-20, the diffefence in the squared coefficient of variation (SCV) 

between QVS and SV are large relative to Graph 4-2 1. The difference in the squared 

coeficient of variation (SCV) is mainiy caused by the ratio of the fraction of customers that 

arrive to an ide, vacatiodoff, and busy status server. 

SUMMARY 

MV has the highest STD and E N .  

QOV has the lowest STD and EDCr]. 

The mean waiting tirnes (Le. EIWJ) of QVS and SV converge as p increases. 

MV has the lowest squared coefficient of variation (SCV). 

QOV has the highest squareci coefficient of variation (SCV). 

The squared coefficients of variation (SCV) of QVS and SV converge as mean idle timdmean 

vacation t h e  (@/O) decreases. 

The squareâ coefficients of variation (SCV) of QVS and SV converge as p increases, 

I HQVS 
OSV 

Graph 4-19 Cornparison of SCV 
between QVS and SV 

[(llmean service time) = I O ]  

I 
I mean idle tirnefmean vacation time 



Graph 4-2û Cornparison of SCV 
between QVS and SV 

[(llmean sentice time) = 6] 

9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 

mean idle tirne/ mean vacation time 

Graph 4-21 Cornparison of SCV 
between QVS and SV 

[(llmean service time)=3] 

Ei QVS 
SV 

9.5 8.5 7.5 6.5 5.5 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 

mean idle timelmean vacation time 

-- 

REMARK: For the comparrSons of coe-nt of variation. see Appendïr XI. 



CFIAPTER 5 TWO SERVER QUEUEMG SYSTEMS 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we consider two models that are very usefkl in modelling guard channel 

rnechanisrns and multiple phase transmission systems. î h e  sampte path of each mode1 is presented, 

the relevant equations for the mdels  are developed and then solved. Inter-arrïval and service times are 

both exponentially distributed for each rnodel. Performance m e m e s  can be obtained in the same way 

as Chapter 4. 

5.2 Mobüe communication systems with guard channel 

In this section, we investigate the effect of a pard channel mechanism on the virtuaf waiting time 

distribution of the common server queue. There are two parallel servers; one is reserved for handover 

custorners (Type 1) only, and is refend to as the reserved server (or guard channel), while the other 

server is available for both handover custorners and k s h  arrivals (see Fig. 5- 1). When a handover 

customer arrives, he wilI join the common server queue onIy if the reserved server is currently busy. 

Once the handover customer joins that queue, he cannot switch back to the reserved server even if that 

server becomes idle during his waiting time. A fresh arrivd customer (Type 2), on the other hand, can 

only receive service fiom the common server. 

Cornmon Server 

n 
hl 

Reserve Server 

Fig. 5 - 1 Mobile communications system with a guard channel 

NO TA TION 

hl is the arriva1 rate of type 1 customers (i-e. handover customers) 

h2 is the arriva1 rate of type 2 custorners (Le. fiesh amival customers) 

l/pl is the mean service time of type 1 customers 



l/pt is the mean service t h e  of type 2 customers 

i is the number of customers in the reserved server (i E {O, 1 )) 

Wi is the workload (or virtual waiting cime) of the common server queue at page i, (i e {O, 1 )) 

fo(w) is the SVWT density function of page O (i-e. when the reserved server is ide) 

fI(w) is the S W  density h c t i o n  of page 1 (Le. when the reserved server is bu-) 

f'(w) is the total SVWT (Stationq Virtual Waiting T h e )  density function (Le. fo(w) + ft(w) ) 

fo, fi are the idle probability masses for the cornmon sewer when the reserved server is ide  or busy, 

respec tively. 

A typical sarnple path of the W process ({W,,,WI)) is depicted in Fig. 5 - 2. 

MODEL 

By balancing the entrance and exit rates of the open interval (O,W)O, we get: 

in addition, considering probability mass flow balance into and out of state (wo = 0) gives: 

~1.h + / O ( O C ) = 4 f 0  +/ZZfo* (5 - 2) 

Balancing the entrance and exit rates of the open interval of ( 0 , ~ ) ~  yields: 

Sirnilarly, c o n s i d e ~ g  pmbabitity mass flow balance into and out of state {WI = 0) gives: 



Finally, the sum of ail probabiIities must be equal to one, that is, Fo(a>) + FI(-) = 1. 

ANAL YTIC SOLUïïON 

Applying <D+ppD to equation (5 - 1) yields: 

Let rl and r2 be the mots of the quaciratic characteristic equation on the LHS of (5-S), which can then 

be wrinen as: 

where rlrz c 0. 

By appiying <D+p,xD+ppD to equaiion (5 - 3). we have: 

By combining equations (5-6) and (5-7) and multiplying out the brackets, we have: 

Since the coefficient of DO of equation (5-8) is zero, the simplified characteristic equation of (5-8) now 

has the fonn: 

where q is some constant 



From equation (5-9), we can see that the genetal solution for fi(w) has the following fom: 

f, (w) = ~,e ' l " ,  

where Ci are arbitrary constants 

si are the mots of the characteristic equation in equation (5-8) 

The constant term resulting h m  D m u s  be zero since, by assumption Iim,, fi(w) = O. As a resulf 

one of the constant te- (Le. Cs in thïs case) must be zero. 

From equation (5-6), we can express &(w) in terms of f'(w) by using the operator propem: 

where KI - k are arbitrary constants, with K3 = (ri + pt)Ki and K., = (rz + p3Kz 

By observing equations (5-5) and (5-6), we see that rl rt = -LIp 1 As a result, K2 and & must be zero 

in order for the system to remain stationq. 

Combining equation (5-3) and (5-4) and then taking w + m, we get: 

Note that equation (5-13) also represents balancing the rate into page I to the rate out of page 1. 

By using the fact that F1(a) + Fo(ao) = 1, equation (5 - 13) solves as: 

Combining equations (5- IO), (5- 12) & (5- I4), yields: 



where K5 = K3/r1 

Fig. 5 - 2 Sample path for mobile communications systems with guard channels 



By using corollary I in Chapter 2 [Le. hw4 f(w) = @O+)] and equations (5-2), (5-4), (5- 10) and (5- 

1 2),we obtain: 

SubstituMg equations (5-2), (5-10) and (5-12) hto (5-l), yields: 

EvaIuating the integrals and then equating the coefficients of exp(-pzw), yields: 

By substituthg equations ( 5 4 ,  (5-10) and (5-12) uito (5-3), we get: 



Equating coefficients of expf-pl w) and o f  exp(-p2w) gives: 

We obtained 7 relationships fiom the above conditions (Le. equations (5- 15) to (5-1 8) and (5-20), 

(5-22) and (5-23)). Aithough we have 9 unknown variables (CI to CS, KI, Kr, fo and fi) to start with, 

we c m  eliminate two o f  hem by using stationary condition or conditions for existence (i.e. Lm,, 

&(w) = iim,, f!(w) = lim,, f(w) = O). Thus, tbere are only 7 unknown variables lefi and we can 

solve the system o f  equations to obtain the solution. 

Remark: The mode1 can also be used to represenr an Interrupted Poisson Process system. An 

Intemrpted Poisson Process (IPP) k a special case of a Markov ModuIated Poisson Process 

( M m ,  which is a Poisson process wirh v q i n g  (or state dependent) amVal rare. The anival rate is 

governed by a N-state Markov chain (see Fig. 5-3). The IPP is defined as a 2-state MMPP wirh zero 

am-val rate at one of the states. 



So. if ii obvious to see that the handover custorner amval stream can 6e interpreted as an IPP- The 

am-val rate rS on for a penod of rime fiom the point of view of the common semer) when the rese~ed 

server is bwy, and simiIutiy, if is ofwhen the reserved server Ls Ïdfe. A huo-state Markov chain that 

governs the IPP is shown in Fïg 5-4. 

The arriva1 rate varies according to the 
state. 

Fig- 5 - 3 A n-siate Markov chuin 

hl 

arriva1 rate = O 

Pl 

Fig. 5 -4 Two-state Markov chain for the IPP of the common server 

Note: The arrival rare in Fig. 5-4 is referred to as handover cusromr arrivah, from the point of view 

of the cornrnon server. 

53 Tandem queues with intermediate arrivais 

Tandem queues are fonned by comecting a set of queues in series. In the Iiterature, extemal 

amivals are usually only allowed at node 1. In this section, however, we investigate tandem queues 

A2 

Fig. 5 - 5 Tandem queues with intermediate arrivals 



with two extenial arrival streams, one at node 1 and another at node 2. The extemal arrival stream of 

node 2 generates 'intermediate arrivais'. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 5 - 5. 

Tandem queues with intermediate arrivals have not k e n  well studied, thus only a few papers are 

concemed with these types of queuehg systems. Momson WORRISON 791, Shahon [ S W O N  

841 and Boxma @3OXMA 941 analyzed these kinds of queueing systems with deterministic service 

times. They used them to mode1 a sequence of multiplexers at the edge of an ATM network in this 

section, we apply them to mode1 the interaction between two adjacent ce11 base stations. Most mobile 

systems in the literature only consider each ce11 base station in isolation and model it as a single node 

queueing system. Shanna [SHARMA 91 3 modelled these kinds ofsystems as queueing networks, and 

obtained bounds on the blocking probability, and the stahonary conditions. 

in this section, we model the interactions between adjacent ceIl base stations as a tandem queue 

and fmd the virtual waiting time of the common server queue, Let node 1 and node 2 represent base 

stations 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, fiom the point of view of base station 2, the customers departing 

fiom node 1 to node 2 are handover customers, and intermediate customer arrivals are fiesh customer 

anivals. By using level crossing analysis, we can fmd the general solution of the virtual waiting time 

distribution of the common server queue in node 2. The relevant equations for the mode1 are 

developed and then solved. Performance measures can be obtained in the same way as in Chapter 4. 

M W :  Another interpretation of thk model k with respect to voice/data transmksion systems with 

two phases. The service tirne distribution at node 2 can depend on the ongin of the customers. Inat 

is, custorners Jrom node 1 and customers arriving directt'y to node 2 c m  have d@erent mean service 

times. To the best of my knowledge, no one has done th& before. This characteristic c m  be easily 

included in the model by rrsing levei crossing anaiysis. Ako. reneging and balking c m  be easiiy 

included in the mode!. similar to the models in Chapter 3. 

NOTAnoN 

LI is the extemal amival rate of node 1 

hz is the extemal arriva1 rate of node 2 

1 is the mean service time of node 1 

l/pzl is the mean service M i e  of node 2 (only for the custorners fiom node 1) 



1/pX is the mean service time of node 2 (only for the customers wfiich arrive directly to node 2) 

W, is the virtual waiting t h e  of the node 2 queue (i is the status of the server of node I E {O. 1 )) 

&(w) is the SVWT density function of page O (i-e- when node 1 is idle) 

fi(w) is the SVWT density hc t ion  of page l (i.e. when node 1 is busy) 

f(w) is the total SVWT density fiinction (i-e, fo(w) + f'(w) ) 

MODEL 

By balancing the entrance and exit rates of the open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  on page O, we obtain: 

In addition, considering probability mass flow balance into and out ofstate (Wo = 0 )  gives: 

By balancing the entrance and exit rates of the open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  on page 1, we get: 

Similarly, considering probability m a s  flow balance into and out of state {W, = 0) gives: 

FinaIly, the sum of dl probabilities must be equal to one, ttiat is, Fo(Oo) + Fr(aû) = 1. 



Fig. 5 - 6 Sample path for tandem queues with intermediate mivaIs 

ANALYTIC SOLLEUON 

Applying <D><Dtpz~xD+p,> to equation (5-24), we have: 



Using equation (5-26) and then applying D<D+p+, we obtain: 

Combining equations (5-28) and (5-29) multiplying out the brackets, yields: 

Since the coefficient of the DO t em is zero, one of the five roots must be zero. As a result, one of the 

five constant terms (i.e. Cl to CS) must be zero in order to maintain stationarity. For convenience, we 

set CS to zero and the nurnber of constant tenns is reduced fiom five to four. 

From equation (5-30), we then obîain the general solutions for fi(w) as follows: 

where are the roots of the characteristic equation in equation (5-30) 

Applying the operator property in equations (5-29) and (5-3 l), we obtain: 



where 

BaIancing the rates into and out of page 1 gives: 

/r,F,(m) = 4 F O W  

Fi (4 = F, (4 = Pl 

& + P I '  4 +pl 

From equations (5-3 l), (5-33) and (5-36), we then obtain: 

By using corollary 1 in Chapter 2 [i.e. hW4 fCw) = 9031 and equations (5-25), (5-27),(5-3 1) and (5- 

33), we get: 



Combining equations (5-24), (5-25), (5-3 1) and (5-33) gives: 

By taking w-O in equation (5-41), we observe that the vaiue of Kr must be zero. 

Equating the coefficients of exp(-puw) and of exp(-pzlw) gives: 

Combine equations (5-26), (5-27), (5-3 t) and (5-33) to obtain: 



Equating the coefficients of exp(-puw) gives: 

From the above conditions, we obtained 7 relationships (i.e, equations (5-37) to (5-40)- (5-42), (543) 

and (545)) and there are 7 unknown vm-ables in the mode1 (Le. Ci to CS, fo and fI). So, the system is 

solved, Note that we can eliminate one more unknown by using the stationary assurnption. 

5.4 Extension of the models and further development 

In the above models, there are several directions for M e r  investigation. An outiine of these 

extensions is stated as follows: 

Mobile Communication Sysrerns With Guard Channels 

1) Increase the number of reserved channels. 

2) Implemrnt a vacation policy for the reserved channel. This c m  be used to represent the 

channels sharing characteristics between adjacent base stations. 

Tandem Queues Wifh Intermediale Am'vals 

1) Increase the nurnber of buffers at node 1. 

2) Extend node I fiom a single server to many servers, 

3) Reneging and balking behavior can be included in the node 2 queue. 

4) The maximum buffer capacity at the node 2 queue can be bounded. 

The exact analytic solutions of the waiting tirne distribution are more difficult to obtain. It is 

obvious that the complexity will increase as we inciude more detailed characteristics of the system- 

Also, exact solutions may not be necessary in some practical engineering situations- So, an 

approximation technique must be developed in order to aid the analyses of large systems. The 

approximation technique for these tandem queueing systems will be discussed in Chapters 7 to 9. 



There is another approximation technique, which is based on the level crossing methodology. The 

basic idea is to get the moments o f  the virtual waitîng time distribution directly fiom the mode1 

equations instead o f  first findhg the distniution. The approximate distribution can be then 

constructed by using the moments. The more moments we get, the more accurate the approximate 

distribution will be. A detailed outline o f  the method will be presented in Chapter 10. 



CHAPTER 6 RETRIAL QUEUES 

6.1 Introduction 

Retrial queues have long been used to model telephone traffrc. Since retrialing is a natural 

characteristic of customer behavior in a telephone system, the effects of cetrial customers cannot be 

neglected- There are several cornprehensive surveys of remal queues: Yang & Templeton WANG 

8 7 ,  Falin W I N  901 and Kwok m K  981. The retrial model that we are going to uivestigate in 

the next section is similar to the model studied by Choi et al- [CH01 951. In theu paper, they 

considered an M/G/l retrial queue with two Poisson arriva1 streams having the following 

characteristics: only Type 1 customers can join the queue, while a Type II customer, arrïving and 

finding the server idle, receives service immediately and then Ieaves the system. If a Type II customer 

fmds the server busy, he wiil join the reuial group in order to seek service again afier a random amount 

of time (note that Type II customers cannot join the queue at any time). They obtained the mean 

nurnber of calls in the queue and in the retrial group, the loss probability of Type 1 calls and the 

blocking probability of Type II calls, Mandjes V I E S  971 extended their model to a finite input 

source model. He modelled the system as a two-dimensional Markov chah, for which the stationary 

balance equations were then solved by an efficient recursive algorithm. He concluded that it is not 

correct to neglect the remal bebavior, with the blocking rates sufficientiy larger than the model without 

repeated attempts. in section 6-2, we obtain the virtuai waiting tirne dismbution of the queue formed 

by handover customers (i.e. Type I). in section 6-3, we look at a remal queue with finite input buffers 

and single vacation policy. The moment generating function of ocbit population is obtained. in section 

6-4, we use feedback retrial queues to mode1 the phenomenon of service interruption in mobile 

communication systems. 

loss for the 
case of 
frnite 
capacity 

1 
Fig. 6- 1 Retrial queues with two types of customer 



6.2 Retriai queues witb two types of customer arrivais 

ln this section, we investigate a retrial model that is very useful in analyzing mobile 

communication networks. The model is similar to [CHOI 951, except we assume a finite orbit 

population with exponential service and retrial time distn'butions- The model description of [CHOI 951 

is presented in the previous section. 

Fig. 6 - 2 Sample path for the retriai queues with two types of  customer and fmite orbit 



A schematic diagram of the model is shown in Fig, 6 - 1. The stationary virtual waiting time 

distribution of the handover customers' queue can be obtained by using level crossing analysis. The 

sample path of the model is shown in Fig. 6 - 2. The maximum orbit population is limited to two for 

presentation purposes, extension to an arbitrary number is trivial, In fbture mobile systems, the ce11 

size will get smaller (Le. mircoceiis), thus the number of customers served in a ce11 will be reduced. 

Because of the shrink in traff~c load, the number of customers in orbit will be bounded- Therefore, a 

finite orbit model is suitable in this case, 

NO TA T ' .  

Al is the arriva1 rate of a handover customer 

hz is the arriva1 me of a k s h  customer 

l/pi is the mean service time of a handover customer 

l!pt is the mean seMce time of a 6esh customer 

l/y is the mean retrial time 

Wi is the woricioad or Whid waiting tirne of the handover customer queue (i denotes the number of 

customers in orbit) 

&(w) is the SVWT density h c t i o n  of page O (i.e. there is no customer in orbit) 

fl(w) is the SVWT density function of page 1 (Le. there is one customer in orbit) 

fi(w) is the SVWT density function of page 2 (i.e. there are two customers in orbit) 

flw) is the totaf SVWT density b c t i o n  (i-e. fo(w) + fl(w) + fi(w) ) 

is the idle probability mass for the common server when there are i customers in orbit, i~ (0,1,2) 

MODEL 

A typical sarnple patb of the W process ({Wo, Wl. W,)) is depicted in Fig, 6 - 2- 

By balancing the entrance and exit rates of open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~ '  we get: 



In addition, considering probability m a s  flow balance into and out of state (Wo = 0 )  gives: 

&(O+) = 4fo + 4f,. (6 - 2) 

By baiancing the entriince and exit rates of open interval (O,W)I, yieids: 

f,(~)+A,(l-e-~~)fi +4(1-e-"")A +%[F,(w)- fo]+2y(l-ëfiW)f, = 

O 

Similarly, considering pmbabiIity mass flow balance into and out of state {W, = 0 )  gives: 

By balancing the enûance and exit rates of open interval ( 0 , ~ ) ~  and probability mass flow, we obtain: 

Since the sum of al1 probabilities must be equal to one, Fo(a) + Fl(m) + FZ(m) = 1. The solution of the 

above equations can be obtained through a procedure shi lar  to that used in Chapter 5. The extension 

to an arbitrary orbit population simply adds to the number of pages. 

6.3 Retrial queue with finite input buffer capacity and single vacation policy 

The retrial queue mode1 considered in this section is a finite buffer retrial queue. We wil1 

concentrate on the case of two buffers first and then extend it to an arbitrary number of buffers. Only 

fiesh customer arrivais can occupy the buffers, and retrial customers will retum to orbit if they find the 

server busy. When a customer finish- service, there is a probability b that he will go into orbit (due to 

service interruption) and with probability (1-b), he will exit the system forever. Feedback may be 



caused by seMce interruption due to intdèrence or other factors. When a server is idle, it goes on 

vacation for an exponentiaiiy distributed duration. ït is like a handover customer that arrives to an idle 

common channel and occupies it. The interarrivai, service, vacation and retrial times are a11 

exponentially distniuted 

NOTA 7ïON 

h is the extemal arriva1 rate 

I/p is the mean service tune 

cp=p ( 1 -b) 

B=@ 

1/8 is the mean idle time before going on vacation 

l/a and l/y is the mean vacation and retriai t h e ,  rqectively 

Fig. 6 - 3 Retrial queues with fmite buffers, feedback and vacations 

i is the nurnber of customers in orbit, i~ {O I i c a} 

j is the statu of the semer and the number of customers in the queue (Le. O = idle, 1 = busy, v = on 

vacation, 2,3 = one and two customers in the queue, respectively) 

Pji is the stationary probability of state ji 

h cp is a sufficient condition for stability 

In this section, the case of hvo iaput buffers is considered, The general solution of N buffers can 

be easily deriveci in a similar manner. The global stationary baiance equations are stated below: 



( . Z + q > t B ) P , = Â & + @ , + ~ 3 i - ,  for i = l  ...a (6 - 12) 

(A+a)P,=APm--,+6Poi for i = l  ... m 

Finally, s u m  of dl probabilities must equal to one, that is: Edlji Pji = 1. 

Define the generating f'unctions, 

We surn up the comsponding equations and get the following results (note D d d z ) :  

( A  + @ M o  (z) + FWO (2 )  = ad, (2) + Pd1 (2 )  + 84 (2) (6 - 18) 



By combining equations (6- 19) and (6-23), we obtain: 

Equations (6-1 a), (6-22) and (6-24) give: 

where A(z) is given by: 

Rearranging equation (6-25) yields the fom: 

oh (2) + B(zMo (2) = 09 



where B(z) is defliied by: 

By using partial fiaction expansions, B(z) can be expressed in the form: 

where ai, v;, Bi are arbitrary constants and z. are the mots fiom the partial Eraction expansion. 

Solving the fust order differential equation, we have: 

Then we c m  solve + I ( Z )  by using equation (6-24), Oz(z) by using equation (6-23) and the result of 

4 !(z), $&) by using equation (6-2 1) and the resuIt of t#~~(z), and finally, &(z) by usuig equation (6-22). 

The value of C can then be detennined by the aormaiizing condition: 

EXTENSION TO AN ARBITRQR Y NUiUüER OF BUFFERS 

As the nurnber of buffers increases, the structure of the differential equations will remain the 

same. Although the hc t ions  of A(z) and B(z) will become more complicated, the differential 

equations will still remain first order. The main effect on the global balance equations is in equations 

(6- 13) and (6-14). Equations (6 - 7) to (6 - 12), (6 - 15) and (6-16) will rernain the same. Suppose we 

have N buffers; the additionai global stationary balance equations will be as follows: 



The solution procedure is surnmarized as folIows: 

1) Rearrange the above equations hto +&) only. 

2) By solving the £ k t  order differential equation, we get the expression of +&). 

3) Solve for +*(z) -.. +&) & &(z) by wing the recursive relationship, 

4) Determine the value of the constant by using the normalizing condition. 

Rernark: lfwe take 8= #=O. and b=0, the model can be adapred to the model in section 6.2 except 

the input bufler capacity kfinite- 

6.4 Retrial queues with feedback 

A mobile user may undergo service interruption due to interference of channels or other factors- It 

is natural that a user will re-attempt afier service interruption. In this section, we investigate this 

behavior and obtain the orbit distribution for this kind of system. Since the service time is 

exponentially dimibuted, the mean service tirne for intempted customers will be the sarne as for first 

time service customers, due to the rnemoqdess property. 

6.4.1 M/M/I retriril queues with f d b a c k  

The mode1 is an M/M/I remal queue with Bernoulli feedback (see Fig. 6 - 4). When a customer 

arrives to a busy server, he will join the orbit and retry at a later the. When a customer arrives to the 

idle server, he will receive service imrnediately. m e r  completing service, there is a probability (b) 

that he will rejoin the orbit (Le. feedback bop) and a probability (1-b) of exiting the system. The 

retrial times are exponentially distnibuted. 

NO TA TION 



3c is the arriva1 rate to the system 

1/p is the mean -ce tirne 

l/y is the mean retriai time 

b is the blocking probability 

c~ = ( 1 - b ) ~  

P = b  

j is the statu of the server, 1 for busy and O for idIe 

i is the number of customers in orbit, i~ (O s i a) 

Pji is the steady state probability of k i n g  in state ji 

N is the total number o f  customers in orbit and server. 

TD is the random variable for the total stationary end-to-end delay o f  the system 

Fig. 6 - 4 M/M/I remal queue with feedback 

MODEL 

The mode1 consists o f  four global balance equahons as shown below: 

APw =@,O 
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( A + p + B ) P , i = ~ o t P , , + A P , i - l + ( i + l ) I P , , I  for i = L m  (6 - 38) 

Findly, sum of al1 probabilities must e q d  to one, that is: Giji Pji = 1, 

AVALYïïC SOLUï7ON 

The mode1 can then be solved using the metbod of probability generating fünctions. 

Let 

Expressing equations (6-35) to (6-38) in terms of generating functions, we get: 

By combining equations (6-39) and (640), then setting the value of z=L, the following 

relationship is established: 

By equating and rearranging equations (6-39) and (6-40), the following equations can be obtained: 

(4, - (z) = A#~ (z), (6 - 42) 



The initial conditions are: 

The fust order differential equations are solved, yielding: 

By using equations (6-41), (6-35). and the normalization condition (Le. 40(l)+41(l) = I), Poo and 

Plo can be solved, so that: 

The average number of customers in orbit is obtained by taking the f i t  derivative of equations (6- 

48) and (6-49), and then setting z = 1.  Let: 



then the average number of customers in orbit, Elorbit], is equal to A t- B. The average total number 

of customers in the system is then given byr 

The expected end-to-end delay of the system can be then found by using Little's formula, 

The stability condition is g 1.. Simulation results are provided for validation o f  the anaiytic results 

(see Table XXLII). 

From Graphs 6- 1 to 6-3, we see that service interruption has a serious effect on the system, 

especially in the case o f  Iow I/mean retrial time (y). Even if the server utilization is not very high (Le, 

from 0.1 to 0.3), the increase in the mean end-to-end delay is tremendous. As a result, saturation will 

occur even when the server utilization is not high. 

G r a p h  6-1 MIMI1 retrial queue wi th  f e e d b a c k  
( I l m e a n  retrial t ime = 0.1) 

b=0.1 
b=0.3 

b s 0 . 5  
3 
c 20 b =O -7 

O 

I 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

I server utilization 



Graph 6-2 MIMI1 retrial queue with feedback 
(llmean retrial tirne= 1) 

server utilization 

Graph 6-3 MIMI1 retrial queue with feedback 
(1 lmean retrial time = 10) 

sewer utilization 

No te: Server utilization = Up. 

6.4.2 Retrial queues with feedback and single vacation policy 

In this section, we allow the server to take a vacation according to a single vacation policy. When 

a custorner arrives to an occupied server, he will go to ocbit and reay d e r  an exponentially distnbuted 

amount of the .  When a server is idle, it will go on vacation. The idle and vacation durations are both 

exponentially distributed with means I/e and 11% respectively. Mer  completing service, a customer 

will exit the system with probability (1- b) and tetuni to orbit with probability b. Interarrival, service, 

and retrial times are al1 exponentially distributed. This mode1 can be us& to analyze the waiting time 

distribution of the fiesh arriva1 customers. Vacations can be used to represent handover customer 

anivals, 



NOTATTON 

A is the extemal arrivai rate 

1/p is the mean service tirne 

F C r  (1-b) 

Pcib 

I/a is the mean vacation rime 

1/8 is the mean ide t h e  

l/y is tbe mean retrial time 

j is the statu of the semer, j~ { O = idle, 1 = busy and 2 = vacation) 

i is the number of customers in orbit, i E {O I i c a} 

Pji is the steady state probability of king in state ji 

Fig. 6 - 5 Retn'd queue with feedback and single vacation policy 

VACATION bg b 

MODEL 

The system consists of six global balance equations as Iisted below: 

(A+B)P* =aP,o+Mo 

Y,/ 
f 

ORBIT 

P 

I 
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(%+p+B)P;,=AP,i+(i+l)IP,,,+AP;i-I for i = l  ...a (6 - 57) 

(~+a)P,=AP2,-,+6P,, for i = l  ...a, (6 - 59) 

FinaIly, sum of  a1  probabilities must equal to one, that is: Llii Pji = 1. 

We defme the generating hct ions  a s  follows: 

By summing each side of equation (6-55), we obtain: 

Then, by using the boundary condition (Le. equation 6-54), we can simplie (6-6 1): 

By summing each side of equations (6-57) and (6-59) and applying the corresponding boundary 

conditions, we get: 



Combining equations (6-63), (6-64), and (6-65) gives: 

We can sitnpIiQ equation (6-66) to the first order differential equation: 

By using partial fraction expansion, B(z)/A(z)-has the fom: 

where Qi are arbitrary constants and are the mots h m  the partial Eraction expansion, 

By using equation (6-70) and solving the first order differential equation, equation (6-69) becornes: 



From equations (6-64), (6-65) and (6-71), we obtain 

the value of C can be determined- 

6.5 Limitation of analytic methodo 

In Chapters 5 and 6, we looked at some advanced queueing models. The anaiytic solutions 

become very complicated as we take more system characteristics h to  account- This is especially true 

in the case of retrial queues. The state dependent amivals of retrial customers contribute to a complex 

Markov chah structure. This leads to sets of non-standard differential equations with variable 

coefficients. The sohtions to these types of differential equations are very tedious, and fiirther 

extensions of these models are almost impossible- So, an approximation technique must be employed 

in order to treat large size queueing systems (i.e. systern with large state space). in Chapters 7,s and 

9, we will demonstrate the power of decornposition in solving such complicated queueing systems. 



CEIAPTER 7 MULTIPLE P U E  TRGNSMISSlON SYSTEMS WlTH RS BLOCKiNC 

7.1 Introduction 

Tandem queues with blockbg are very common in mobile communication rnodels. They have 

been used to model the multiple phase transmission pmtocols (Le. a customer rnay have to receive 

more tban one service process before leaving the system). For instance, a data packet may have to 

transmit through a series of base stations before reaching the ha1 destination. Another example is 

that of a mobile user who may have to mvel fiom one ce11 to another in the mobile network. 

Handover custorners will not be affecteci by a fresh arrival sùice they have higher priotity. in this 

case, the tandem queueing model d e s c n i  this situation very well. We can think of each semer as a 

base station and the intermediate buffers are the waiting rooms for handover customers. By 

assurning preemptive priority, we do not need to include the intermediate arriva1 (Le. the fiesh 

arrival customer) in the successive node. Blocking may arise due to the lirnited capacity of the 

intermediate buffers. The blocking policies that are considered in this thesis are RS and BAS 

blocking policy. Decomposition algorithm and simulation results for RS and BAS blocking systems 

are discussed in this chapter (Chapter 7) and the next chapter (Chapter 8), respectively. The two 

bIocking policies are defmed as follows: 

Rejection Blocking (RS) or (Repetitive Service BIocking): A customer upon s e ~ k e  completion 

at the original node attempts to join the destination node. If the destination node is full, the unit 

receives another service at the original node. This action will repeat until the customer in the 

destination node completes a service and a buffer becornes available in the destination node. This type 

of blocking is very useful in modeling the retransmission behavior of teIecommunications. 

Blocking M e r  Service (BAS): A customer will start receiving service at the original node even if 

the destination node is full. If the destination node is hl1 when the customer finishes service, he will 

stay in the semer of the original node. During this period of time the server of the original node cannot 

serve any other customer. The blocked customer will proceed to the destination node immediately 

after de-blocking. This blocking mechanism bas been used to model disk V 0  configurations. 

A schematic diagram of the two blocking policies is presenteà in Fig- 7-1. 



The main purpose of this chapter is to obtain the mean end-to-end delay (Le- sojourn the), 

approximate waiting b n e  distniutions, and ceil Ioss probability (Le. blocking probability). 

The models considered in this chapter are: 

1) infinite buffers at the k t  node with zero, one and two intermediate buffers 

2) finite buffers at the first node with zero, one and two intermediate buffets 

The anaiyses are mainty based on two and the-node models. However, the methodology c m  be 

easily extended to an arbisary aumber of nodes. The Ievel of difficuity of the procedure is 

independent of the size of the networks. 

extemal 
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Fig. 7-1 Schematic drawing of the two blocking policies 

7.2 Review of the litenture 

Caseau and Pujolle [CASEAU 781 proposed the repetitive service (RS) blocking poiicy. They 

found the maximum throughput capacity of exponentid tandem queues with RS blocking and fmite 

intermediate buffers. Pems and Foster POSTER 801 uivestigated the exact and approximate bounds 

for the mean blocking tirne in two-node exponential tandem queues. They also derived the stability 



condition for these kinds of networks. Boxma and Konheim FOXMA 8 11 provided a comprehensive 

approximation analysis on the marginal equilibrium mean queue length dism'bution of exponential 

queueing networks. Altiok [ALTIOK 821 developed an approximate decomposition algorithm for 

exponential tandem queues with BAS blocking policy. Perros and Altiok extended the results to fmite 

input buffers in their later paper [PERROS 861 and tandem queues with phase type service time 

[ALTIOK 891. in both of these papers, the revised service process was modelled by phase type 

distribution and the order of complexity increased rapidly as the number of nodes increased- 

Brandwajn PRANDWAJN 881 provided an approximate queue length analysis on tandem queues 

with BIocking Before Service (BBS) blocking policy. Their approach reiied on the use of marginal 

probability distributions ("state equivaience'~ coupled with an approximate evaluation of the 

conditional probability introduced through the equivalence. DalIery and Frein PALLERY 931 

proposed the two-node decomposition rnethod for exponential tandem queues with BAS blocking 

policy. Liu and Lin [LW 941 proposed a two-phase decomposition method for solving the mean queue 

length of each node- The blocking policy was BAS and the input buffer can be either infinite or fmite. 

As we can see, most of the research papers concentrated on the individual queue length anaiysis 

and the computation algorithm is very complicated. The complexity mainly cornes h m  the phase 

type service tirne distributions. As the number of nodes increases, the senice tirne distribution 

becornes more and more complicated- in this chapter, we consider the end-to-end deiay instead of the 

individual queue length and develop a simple efficient decomposition rnethod. The end-to-end delay 

analysis is much easier than the queue length analysis because of the insensitivity property (which will 

be discussed in detail in section 7.3). 

7.3 Insensitivity property of tandem queues with RS blocking 

The end-to-end delay of tandem queues is insensitive to the number of intermediate buffers as 

the intermediate buffer size exceeds a certain value. In this section, we will present the intuitive 

explanation of this property. We atso obtained this observation h m  the simulation results (Tables 

In, IV, VïU and .Y). We fmd that a two-node tandem queue can be decomposed into two individual 

M . 1  queues without revising the service rime if there are two or more intemediate buffers (for 



RS) and while the % dwiations are sî i i i  mail. The details of the simulation results will be discussed 

in sections 7.5 and 7.7. 

There is a very important observation of the relationship between the number of intemediate 

buffers and the mean end-to-end delay of the system- This relationship c m  be summarked below. 

Observation: For RS blocking policy, the service t h e  can be divideci into two special cases: 

Case 1 : Deterministic service t h e  

The end-to-end delay is independent (insensitive for case 2) to the number of 

intermediate buffers if and only if: 

where n+, and 1/wFr are the number of intemediate bufTers and mean service time 

Case 2: Exponential service time 

1) Number of buffers at node i (ni) >= 2 for i = 2, ., ., M 
2) Sufficiently large b a e r  capacity at the fmt node 

The intuitive explanation is presented as follows- Let's look at Fig, 7-2. 

Fig. 7-2 Tandem queues with infinite & fmite intemediate buffers 

In the case of infinite intermediate buffers, the total end-to-end delay of the tagged customer 

(Cj) is the sum of the workload of the number of customers in fiont of him at node i and node i .t 1. 



in the case of finite intermediate buffers, the total end-to-end delay is the sum of the workioad of the 

number of custorners in h n t  of hixn (Cj) at node i and node i + 1 and the delay causeci by blocking- 

The main idea of insensitivity is: blocking wiii not cause additional delay to the blocked customer at 

node i if the blocked customer sees a busy server upon entering node i+l, This occurs because the 

blocked customer will have to wait in the queue of the successive node even if no blocking occurs. 

Thus, the tirne that the blocked customer waits in the blocked server is equivaient to the time he 

spends in the queue of the successive node, in the case of inf?nite intermediate buffers. I f  the 

blocked customer sees an ide semer upon arriving to the successive node, then the total end-to-end 

delay is not equivalent to the case of idh i te  intermediate buffers. The additional delay that is 

caused by this type of situation is referred to as the additionai blockage delay, The defmition of the 

additionai blockage delay is: the différence between the total end-to-end delay of a tandem queue 

with infinite intermediate buffets and a tandem queue with fuiite intennediate buffèrs. 

The probability that additional blockage delay occurs can be computed by using the concept of 

shortest processing tirne. Suppose server i is a machine with exponentially distributed service t h e  

and node i+l is a machine with ni+i +I phases Erlang senrice time. Thus the additional blockage 

delay occurs with the following probability CROSS 971: 

where ni+, is the number of intermediate buffers at node i+l 

SP is the service processing time 

From equation (7-3). the probability of the additional biockage delay decreases geometrically as 

the nurnber of intermediate buffers (n+l) increases. Thus, the effect on the end-to-end delay will 

decrease as we increase the number of intermediate bufEers. 



Another way to explain this observation is by looking at the relationship between Pr=~lockingJ 

and Pr=[additionai blocking delay occur 1 blocking]. The situation c m  be divided into three different 

cases. 

Case 1: mean service time of node i (Si)  > mean time of node i+l (Sit1) 

In this case, the Pr=[additionai blocking delay 1 blocking] is large because the service tirne of 

node i is larger than node i-tl. However, the Pr=@iocking] is smaii because there is a large 

chance that one customer leaves node i+l during a custorner service tirne of node i. As a result, 

the product of the two (Le. Pr=(additional blocking occws nblocking]) will be small- 

Case 2: mean service time of node i (Si) c mean service time of node i+1 (S+J 

This case is exady the opposite of case 1. Although the Pr-[blocking] is bigh, a blocked 

customer, with a high probability, wilI see a busy server and wait in the queue of the successive 

node. Consequently, the product of the two probabilities wiil be small too- 

Case 3: mean service t h e  of node i (Si) = mean service t h e  of node i+l (Sb1)  

In this case, the probabilities of the two are both moderate. So, the product of the two is small. 

By concluding ail the above cases, the total -shed woridoad seen by the blocked customer 

is almost the same as  in the case of infimite intemediate buffers (for sufficient amount of 

intemediate buffers). The time that the blocked customer waits in the server of node i is 

approximately the same as if the blocked customer receives service imrnediately and waits in the 

queue of node i+l. So, the waiting time of the tagged customer will saas@ the Lindley's condition: 

where W, & Wjel is the total mean waiting time of customer j and j - 1 respectively 

Sj_l is the total mean service time of customer j - 1 (Le. the service time of node i and i+I) 

Tj is the mean interanival time of customer j 

From the insensitivity property, we can be convinced that for tandem queueing systems with 

two or more intemediate buffers (for RS blocking), we can find out the total waiting time 

distribution by analyzing the individual decomposed MM1 queues. However, it is important to 

remember that the defmition of the waiting tirne is the totai end-to-end delay minus the total 'real' 



service tirne- That is, we treat the repeating service thne (for RS blocking) as part of the waiting 

tirne. By using the classicai result of level crosshg analysis of MYMI1 queues, we can estimate the 

approximate waiting time disû-iiution of each individual node. It is important to keep in mind that 

the waiting time that we find in node i+l does not ail physically belong to node i+L_ Part of the 

waiting bne  actuaily belongs to node i in the original system- However, we only care about the total 

waiting time distribution. Thus, it is not a serious problem to our analysis- By using the surnmation 

property of random variables (Xi)  and assuming each decomposed unit is independent, we have: 

From the above properties, we can find out the rnean and variance of the waiting time easily. 

Higher moments can aiso be obtained by summing up the random variables properly. 

Since the total end-to-end delay is minùnized if the server of node i+l is aiways busy wheaever 

there are one or more customers in any of its previous nodes, this condition can be referred to as  the 

optimal operating condition (in the point of view of end-to-end delay) of tandem queues. This 

characteristic can be surnmarized as follows: 

A tandem queue iiv working under optimal end-20-end delay condition (sentce time is dejined by 

user) Vand only ifthere is no additional blockage delay. In other words. a blocked customer in 

node i must see server i+I  busy upon entering node i+ 1. 

7.4 Decomposition analyses of tandem queues with infinite buffers at the first aode 

Many researchers before have considered tandem queues with an infinite bufier at the first node. 

Most of the decomposition results are concentratecl on the queue length analysis of the individual 

node. Since the output process h m  M/M/1/ao is Poisson, the two stations can be decomposed into 

two queues with Poisson arrivai process. in the case of infinite intemediate buffers, the two 

staaons are exacdy equivalent to two M/M/l/oo queues. Jackson's theorem can be applied to these 

kinds of systerns, in the case of finite intemediate buffers, analytical results are limited to two-node 



tandem queues. The rapid growth of state space is the main diffrcuity faced by analytical methods. 

Because of this, we develop an approximate decornposition method in order to avoid the problem of 

large state space. 

The decomposition method is based on two basic concepts, one is the revised service 

mechanism, and the other one is the virtuai b a e r  concept. When a server is blocked, it cannot 

provide service to 0th customers. As a result, the effective service rate is l e s  than the ofEered 

service rate, Wüen we decornpose the tandem queues, we must take this c h ~ t e & k  into account. 

That means the service rate musr be slower in the decomposed unit.. in the case of RS blocking, 

blocked customer will repeat the service until one customer leaves the successive node- En the paper 

by Caseau [CASEAU 791, he stated that the revised service t h e  distribution can be wrïtten as 

follows: 

where El, is the ErIang distribution with k phases and parameter pi 

bi+, is the blocking probability of node i+l 

By evaluatuig the summation, equation (7-7) c m  be simplified to pi (1-bi+,). Afier revising the 

service rate, a custorner who fmishes service at node i-1 wilI proceed to node i with probability 1. 

This occuts because the service rate is adjusted (i.e. slower) in order to account for the blocking. So, 

in the customers' point of view, the b a e r  capacity of each successive node is infite. This 

explanation is only valid for tandem queues with infmite buffers at the first node. It will be shown in 

the next section that for tandem queues with only a few buffers at the frrst node, the successive 

queues may not 'see' or detect an infmite capacity. 

b 

Fig. 7-3 Tandem queues with RS 



The blocking probability of tandem queues with RS blocking is computed by using the concept 

of flow balance. Frorn Fig, 7-3, the effective arriva1 rate to node 2 is uitlated due to the blocking 

mechanism. By using the classical result of M/M/  hi+ 1 queues, the blocking probability of a M 

node tandem queue can be computed as follows: 

The concept of virtual b&er (VB) is based on the properties of the exponentiai distribution. 

Let's suppose there are two servers operathg with exponentiai service time dism'butions. The 

probability that server A fmishes service before server B is: PA / p,, + pg. If we look at a tandem 

queueing system with no intermediate buffer, the successive server will see its previous servers as 

buffers if the previous servers W h  service before it. Therefore, for a two-node tandem queuehg 

system with infinite bufTers at the k t  node and no intermediate buffer, the expected number of 

buffers seen by node 2 is: 

where E w ]  is the expected vllzual buffer seen by node 2 

As we can see, the value of E[VB] wiIl aiways be infmity even if we have a finite number of 

intermediate buffets. Thus, node 2 will always see an infinite buffer capacity. [n the case of finite 

buffers at the Eüst node, we can still use equation (7- 10) to estimate the number of buffers 'seen' or 



detected by each node. However, as the number of buffers at each node uicreases, the estimation 

will becorne l e s  accurate. The details of the computation wiU be discussed in section 7.6. 

The general procedure of the decomposition algorithm for tandem queues with M nodes is stated a s  

fo llows: 

1) Compute the blocking pmbability by using equations (7-8) and (7-9) (RS). 

2) Revise the service rate of node i by using the blocklng pmbability. The teMsed service rate 

is: 

= ( - )  for i = l  ... M-1. 

3) Decompose each node into an UidividualM/M/I queue. 

4) Compute the average number of customers in the node i by using the classicai M/M/I resuIt 

WEINROCK 751, 

where Ni is the number otcustomers at node i and pi = & Li, 

5 )  Apply Little's theorem, the mean total end-to-end delay (TD) is obtained. 

The total mean waiting time can be computed by ushg the following equation: 

where TW is the total waiting time 

TD is the total end-to-end deiay 



TS is the total service t h e  

For system stability, the îüst node must be stable. That is, 1 Ci1 C 1. 

Note that the waiting t h e  includes the delay that is causeci by blocking- In order to obtain the 

waiting time distributions of each node, ievel crossing analysis cm be used to apply to each isolated 

node with revised input and service rate- The revised input rate and service rate is dependent on the 

blocking probability. Each isolated node is then modeleci as  an M / M /  1 queue, and the waiting time 

distributions can be obtained by using the classicai Ievel crossing results- Note that the waiting time 

of node i is not the actual time chat a customer waits in front of node i, This occurs because in the 

real physical situation they do not have idhite capacity (except at the fmt node). 

Simulation results are presented in Table iIi and ïV for two-node systems, Table WïI for three- 

node systems. They are compareci with the andytical results. Frorn the comparisons, the 

decomposition method is vaiidatd It is obvious that the algorithm can be easily extended to an 

arbitrary nurnber of nodes. A detailed analysis of the simulation results is presented in section 7-5. 

7.5 Analyses of simulation results for tandem queues with infinite bufiers at the first node 

S l M A N  V programs were used to cary out the simulations. The programs are listed in 

Appendix VII. The warm up period and nui length are computed in order to guarantee steady state 

conditions. The system is divided into the following categones: 

RS blocking with: 

1) no intermediate buffer 

2) one intermediate b a e r  

3) two intermediate buffers 

Each of the cases above consists of two and three nodes. For details of the experimental design, 

see Appendix 1. 

7.5.1 RS blocking witk no intermediorc bufler 

The simulation results are shown in Table 111 and ïV for two nodes and Table VIII for three 

nodes. The estimations are seriously underestirnateà when S 1 C S2. The reason is the revised 

service time cannot accurately represent the additionai blockage delay when there is no intermediate 

buffer. When a blocked customer enters the successive node, he will see an idle server with 



probability one, As a result, the relative speeds of neighbor servers have a great influence on the 

blocking probability. Wben we compute the blocking probability, we assume the input rate to each 

node is equal and is equal to the net extemai arriva1 rate (A). Since we did not consider the relative 

speed of the neighbor servers and the correlation, the blocking probability may be underestimated. 

Another cause of the underestimation is the coeEcient of variation. A semer that is subject to 

blocking will have a higher vanation in the service duration. As a result, the arrivai process to the 

successive node will have a higher coefficient of variation, Although the deparnite process of an 

MIAMI queue with feedback is Poisson, the output process is not- From Fig. 7-3, we see that the 

blocking probability is computed by assuming the output process of node i as the arriva1 process of 

node i+l. From Gelenbe [GELENBE 981, we have the distribution of the output process of an 

M M 1  queue with feedback as follows: 

where p is the probability of feedback (the blocking probabiIity(b) in Our case) 

s = p ( l - W  

Consequently, the output pmcess is a hyper-exponential disiribution with order 2. Since the 

coefficient of variation of a hyper-exponential distniution is higher than a Poisson or an exponential 

distribution, the net arrivai process to the successive node will have a higher coefficient of variation. 

The squared coefficient of variation of a hyper-exponential distribution is [GELENBE 983: 

where 



If we assume each departure is independent of each other and the state of the system, we can 

mode1 node 2 as a G W l  queue. By using diaision approximation, we state the expected nurnber 

of customers of G W  t [SHANTHIKUMAR 931 as follows: 

As we can see, as the value of Ca increases, the ECN] will increase. By using the Little's 

theorem, the mean end-to-end delay will also increase. These increases account for the 

underestimation of the systern. 

There are two ways to improve the estimations. They are mixed exponential service systems 

(for NO-node systerns only) and reverse direction anaiysis. 

The method of mixeci exponential service systems is simply treaMg the two servers as a two- 

phase server. This method is used for RS blocking policy. Since a customer cannot start his ' real' 

service until the server of node 2 is empty, it is equivalent to the following situation: a customer 

entes a two- phase service facility and exits the system after fuiishing. It is important to note that 

the waiting time distributions (or the queue length distribution) are not equivalent to the original 

system. This is because in the mixed exponential service system, a customer cannot enter server 1 

white server 2 is busy. Ln the original system, a customer will enter server 1 even if server 2 is busy, 

and repeats service again and again until server 2 becomes idle. At that time, the customer wili start 

his m e  service ai node 1. However, it is practical to treat the tirne of repeating service as part of his 

waiting time, then the waiting tirne distributions can be evaluated by using the level crossing 

methoci. By evaluating the first and second moments of the mixed exponential distribution, we can 

use the classical level crossing result of MtGI1 queues to find out the first and second moments of 

the waituig tirne, 



Another approach is the reverse direction analysis, This method is based on the fact that RS 

blocking system with f i t e  b u f f h  at the fmt node (Le. no loss) are reversïble. This property is 

stated by Altiok [ALTIOK 971 as follows: 

'In BBP or RS blocking policy with exponential service time. the throughputs are the same /or 

both directions. n e  two system also have the probability dktributionr of the bufer contents 

comp fementing each other. Thar is, P(n) in a bufier in the original line is the same as P(N - n) 

in the same bufler in the reverse line. renrirïng in the sum of the average conrents of the same 

bu-er in the two lines being equal to its capacity. for each buffet-. The reversed fine con be 

thoughr of as the sysiem of holes or the empry celk moving in the opposite direction of the 

physicalflow in the on-grgrna/ line. The movemenr of the holes and the physical units are 

synchronized under these blocking policies. ' 

We can apply this property to the case wben server 1 is much faster than server 2 in order to 

improve estimations. Rearranging the slower server in k a t  can improve the estimation because the 

effect of the blocking is decreased if the fiont server is slower than the successive server. As a result, 

the estimation will be less dependent on the estimation of the additional blockage delay. Since our 

decomposition rnethod relies heavily on the estimation of the additionai blockage delay, the 

estimations will improve as the delay decreases. in fact, the sojouni tirne estimation is much easier 

for the arrangement of decreasing mean service time in a finite tandem queueing system, nie 

irnprovement can be seen by cornparhg the original direction anaiysis with reverse direction 

analysis in Table W .  

As we can see fiom Table ZV, the original direction and reverse direction complement each 

other. When S 1 > S2, the % deviation of the original analysis is small while the % deviation of the 

reverse direction analysis is large. For SI < S2, the condition is exactly the opposite. For the 

simulation results of tbree-node tandem queues, see Table WI. 

75.2 RS blocking with one intermediate buffer 

In this section, we investigate the effect of adding one intexmediate buffer to each node (Le. 2 

to M) of the tandem queues. The simulation resdts show that the estimations are improved 

suficiently when cornpareci to the case of no intermediate buffer, see Tables iII, IV, and VID. 



The main reason is due to the uiseasitivity of the end-to-end delay property and can be seen by 

inspecting two extreme cases: 1) p: >>k and 2) pl «k 

In case 1, the blocking probability is very high- This occurs because the probability that a 

customer in server 1 t-inishes service before the customer in node 2 is very hi& (Le. pi/pl+pd- 

However, due to the buffèr between node 1 and node 2, the high blocking probability means that 

there is a very bigh chance that a customer in node 1 witl fuiish service and enter the buffer of node 

2 before the custorner in the server of node 2 has le& Tbat is, the probability of the semer of node 2 

is idle whiIe there is one or more custorners in node 1 is very low (except in the special case of fkesh 

arrivais). 

In case 2, the situation is exactiy the opposite of case 1. The probability that the customer 

finishing seMce at node 2 before the customer in node 1 is very high (Le- pupl+p2 ). As a result, the 

effect of the additional blockage delay is very high. However, the probability of blocking is very 

Iow in this case. Thus, the net effect of the additionai blockage delay stays low. This property 

provides a much easier way to estimate of the end-to-end delay of the system. 

Another reason for the improvement of the estimation is the increase of server utilization for 

node 2. The interarrivai t h e  will have l e s  effect on the end-to-end delay if the server utilization 

increases. Because the k h  arrival to node 2 will have a larger probabitity of seeing a busy server, 

he wilI have to wait in the queue of node 2 before receiving service. Thus, as the idle probability 

decreases, the mival distriiution will have Iess effect on the system. Note that this behavior only 

holds for systems with no loss. For system with loss, this is not always tme- We can see that by 

looking closely at an M/M/l/;! queue. If the queue is full, then the anival will be lost. Thus, the 

coefficient of variation of the arriva1 process wiii have sorne effects on the idle probability of the 

system. This occurs because, if the coefficient of variation is large, the time until next arrival may 

be very long or short, If it is short, then the customer will see a full system and will be lost. If it is 

long, then the customer will see an i d e  system This behavior is similar to the concept of the bus 

paradox of an M/GII queue WEINROCK 751. 



7.53 RS blocking with two intermediate buffers 

In the case of two intemiediate buffers, the redts  are fiirther improved due to the decrease of 

the effect of additional blockage delay. It is also worth noting that, if we decomposed the tandem 

queues ïnto two M M 1  queues without revishg the service tirne, the estimations are still very 

accurate. This occurs because the blocking probability is so small that we can neglect i t  From ttiis 

anaIysis, we can be convinceci that for tandem queueing systems with more than or equal to two 

intermediate buffets, we can h d  out the total waiting time distribution by analyzhg the 

corresponding individuai M/M/1 queues. 

In conclusion, the intermediate buffers have a great effect on the end-to-end delay. The 

relationship benveen the two is illustrated in Graph 7-1 to 7-3- We uivestigate three different cases- 

They are: 1) S 1 < S2 (Graph 7-l), 2) SL = S2 (Graph 7-2), and 3) S1 > S2 (Graph 7-3). 

From Graphs 7- 1 to 7-3, the fust intemediate bufFer has a great effect on the end-to-end delay. 

This is consistent with the insensitive property of the tandem queues. 
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From Graphs 7-1 to 7-3, we can see that the effect of an additional intermediate buffer is 

maximum when we go tiom zero to one intermediate buffer. There is no substantial change when 

we go from one intemediate b d e r  to two intemediate buffers. This exactly reflects the idea of 

insensitivity of tandem queues. From this observation, we can be swe that the effect of the number 

of intermediate buffers will diminish rapidly for al1 cases (i-e. S1 > S2, S1 = 52 and S 1 c S2). Fmrn 

the graphs, we can arrange the impact in descendhg order as foIIows: 

1) S1 =O-7 andS2=0.1. 

2) Sl=O.LandS2=0.65. 

3) S1=0.3andS2=0.3. 

As we can see, the symmetrical service time is the one that is the least affected by intennediate 

buffers. The reason is as folbws. in case 1, although the blocking probability is low, the mean end- 

to-end delay will decrease significautly if the additionai intennediate buffer prevents a blockage to 

occur. in case 2, although the mean end-to-end delay will not considerabiy decrease, there is a large 

chance of blocking. in case 3, both the blocking probability and benefit from intermediate buffers 

are not hi&. in section 7-6, we will extend this idea to tandem queues with finite input buffers and 

show that the insensitivity property is still valid, 



7.6 Decomposition analyses of tandem queues with fmite buffers at the k t  node 

The main difference between finite and f i t e  buffers at the first node is the effective arriva1 

rate fiom the external. In the case of infmite buffers at the f m  node, the effective external arrival 

rate is equal to the arrivai rate because there is no loss. However, in the case of fmite buffers, the 

effective extemal arrival rate is not known and has to be determined by using iteration methods. In 

general, most of the algorithms for computing the throughput capacity of the tandem queueing 

systems are quite complicated The one we will use is stated in detaiI in the followkg sections. 

7.6.1 Throughput capacity of finite tandem queues with RS blocking poücy 

Caseau and PujoUe [CASEAU 791 studied the issue of the throughput capacity of RS blocking 

systems. They provided a recursive algorithm to evaluate the throughput capacity of RS blocking 

tandem queues with infinite bufférs at the first node, in this section. we ceview the results fiom their 

paper and extend it to systems with finite buffers at the first node. 

The main observation of the RS blocking systems is that the net arrivai rate to each node is 

inflated (except for the f h t  node) and equal to: 

where is the net arriva1 rate to node i 

bi is the bIocking probability of node i 

The bi is computed as  follows: 

-n,+l bi =qN, = n , + l ] = p ,  for i = 2 . . . M ,  
1 -p.+' 

pi = for i =  1...M -1, 
/fi (1 - & + I l  



Since the last node c - o t  be blocked, the blocking probabiliv (bi) can be cornputeci by starting 

h m  the last node and working backwards to the k t  node. In a finite system, we have to modiQ 

equation (7-2 1) to: 

where j means &e j th iteration of the m i v e  dgorithm 

The reason that we have to iterate the algorithm is to fmd the effective extemal arrival rate to 

the system. By experience, the effective external arriva1 rate wiii converge in two or three iterations. 

The algorithm for estimating the throughput capacity of fmite tandem queues with RS blocking 

is stated as follows: 

1) Assume a value for A('), that is the initial value for the throughput of the iteration. By 

experience, the convergence wiU be faster if we take the slowest server in the system and 

treat al1 the previous servers as buffers. We can then fmd out the blocking probabiiity by 

the classical W l / n  result The k(O) is the effecave arriva1 rate of ihis queue. 

2) Start fiom the last node (i.e. M th node) and the effective arrival rate is the same as the 

departure rate. Due to the conservation of flow propeq of tandem queues and the fact that 

the 1st  node cannot be blocked, the departure rate is A('). 

3) By using equations (7-21) to (7-24), we can find out the bIocking probability of each node 

up to node 2, 

4) By using the blocking probability of node 2, the service rate of node 1 is revised and il is 
found by using equation (7-23). 

5) By using the revised service rate of node 1, we can find out the effective arriva1 rate to node 

1. It is a straight application of the M/M/l/nl+l, where nl is the nurnber of buffer at node 1. 

The effective arrival rate becomes A'". 

6) Repeat 6om step one and replace A(') with X'". 

7) The repetition goes on until ]l.@') - IL@ 1 < E. 



One of the disadvantages of this aigorithm is solvhg high order poiynomials as the number of 

intermediate buffers increases. Also, there are severai approximations in the algorithm: 1) the 

blocking probability does not consider the relative speed of neighbor servers, 2) the departure 

process of each node is assumeci to be Poisson, and 3) the rate of deparnire is independent of the 

s e ~ c e  rate of the successive servers. However, it is not compIeteIy true in the estimation of the 

throughput capaciq of tandem queues. In fact, the relative speeds of the neighbor servers have a 

certain effect on the throughput capacity, 4) negiect the feedback process. 

In the previous section, we show that the BAS biocking policy is approximately equivalent to 

RS blocking policy by taking the head of line buffer as the setver and the 'actual' server as the 

buffer of the successive node. So, we can acnially use the BAS throughput estimation algorithm to 

obtain the throughput capacity of RS blocking systems with one or more intermediate buffers. The 

details of the BAS throughput estimation algorithm is discussed in Chapter 8. However, in the case 

of F2S blocking with no intermediate buffet, we cannot appiy that equivalent property. This is the 

reason why we have to develop the aigorithm in this section. 

7.6.2 Decomposition aïgorithm for the finite tandem queues (RS) 

In this section, a detailed description of the decornposition rnethod for the finite tandem 

queueing systern is presented It is important to note that we are only interested in the end-to-end 

deIay anaIysis of the tandem queues. Thus, the individual decomposition units rnay not have a direct 

physical rneaning or interpretation. The decomposition algorithm is stated below: 

Compute the throughput capacity of the tandem queue by using one of the algoritbms of the 

previous section. For RS blocking with no intermediate buffer, the RS aigorithm is being 

used. For RS blocking with one or more intermediate buffers, the BAS aigorithm is being 

used. 

Decompose each node into individual M/M/l/VNi- ï he  VNi is the virtual capacity of the 

node i, and VNi = VB; + 1, VBi is the expected nurnber of buffers that server i sees or 

detects. The computation of the VB will be discussed in the folIowing paragraph. 



3) By using the classical result, find out the expected nurnber of customers in each of the 

individuai decomposeci M/M/l/VNi queues WEINROCK 751. 

where IRcfiUYD is the fmal estimation of the effective ihroughput 

pi is the revised service rate of node i 

4) E[end-to-end delay] = (EmI]  + E&] + .-. + EmM])/ Ln, where is the estimated 

effective throughput rate. 

The main idea of this decomposition aigorithm is based on the concept of virtuai buffers. The 

term 'virtuai buffet' is defmed as the expected number of buffers that the server i will see in fiont of 

it. Server i will treat its previous server as a bmer with the probability that it has a longer service 

time than its previous secver. Otherwise, it can only see its own b a e r  capacity. For demonstration 

purposes, we will show the computation of node 2's virtual bmer in a two-node tandem queueing 

system. The buffer capacities of node 1 and node 2 are n1 and n2 respectively. 

E[YB,] = (n, + I + n,) x PI +n2 x P2 (7 - 28) 
Pl +Pz Pl + P2 

The equation (7-28) can easily be extended to tandem queueing system with an arbitrary nurnber 

of nodes. The estimation of the virtuaI buffer is accurate only when the buffer size of each node is 

small. If the nurnber of buffers increases, equation (7-28) will becorne less accurate. This occurs 

because each customer in the queue can have either a longer or shorter service time than the 

successive server. Tbus, we have to keep track of al1 the possible combhations. The nwnber of 

combinations will increase as the number of buffers increases. From the simulation results, we can 



see that as the number of bufférs increases, we can approximate the virtuai buffer capacity as 

foIlows: 

in order to distinguish the rwo computation methods of the virtual buffer, we will refer to 

equation (7-28) as the stochastic vimial buffer (SVB) and equation (7-29) as the deterministic virtual 

buffer (DVB). We can assume the virtuai buffer as  a deterministic value due to the insensitivity 

property of tandem queues. We can see that by considerïog two extrerne cases. They are 1) pl » 

P2 and 2)  Pl Pz- 

in case 1, we c m  see that the virtuai buffer approximately equals to nl + 1 + nz. Thus, the value 

of the deterministic and the stochastic virtual buffer are itppmxirnately equal. In case 2, the virtual 

buffer capacity is approximately equal to n2. nius, one may say that the detennuiistic virtual buffer 

capacity is not equivalent to the stochastic virtual buffer capacity when p,  CC p2. Aithough the 

results of the two computation methods are different, the expected number of custorners in node 2 is 

approximately the same. Sbce the service rate of node 2 is very fast, the number of custorners 

cannot accumulate even though a large buffer capacity is provideci. It can be thougtit of as a large 

sink with low input flow and high drainage rate. No matter how large the capacity of the sink , the 

accumulation of the water can never exceed a certain upper limit That means, the average amount 

of water in the sink will remain the same as in the case of the upper Iimit even if we have a capacity 

far beyond the upper limit. in fact, it doesn't matter whether we use the value of the deterministic 

virtual buffer or the stochastic virtual buffer for the M/M/l/VNi model, the expected number of 

customers will still stay approximately the same. This observation can also be proved if we look at 

equation (7-26) closely. Since the server utilization (p) must be less than one for the condition of 

stability, the effect of the second tenn will decrease as the value of VNi increases- So, the expected 

number of customers in the system will be almost independent of the buffer size when we exceed a 

certain limit of the buflier value. in the case of low server utilization, this upper limit will be very 



small. As a result, the deterministic virtuai b d e r  is much more efficient when the buffer capacity of 

the node is large, 

7.7 Analyses of simuhtioa results for tandem queues with finite buffers nt the first node 

In this section, we examine the simulation results and validate the decomposition algorithrn- We 

provide simulation results for RS blockuig policy, which can be subdivided into: 

1) One buffer at the first node 

2) Three bufEers at the fmt node 

3) Five buffers at the fvst node 

7.7.1 RS blocking with no intermediate buffer 

The simulation results axe shown in Table 1, U for two-node and Table VI1 for three-node queues. 

From the previous section, we îndicated that RS blocking with no intemediate buffer cannot apply the 

BAS algorithrn to evaluate the effective throughput capacity. Therefore, we used the RS algorith- 

Although the algorithm wiU converge in several iterations, several asswnptions are made- Some 

chatacteristics of the systerns are not k ing  taken into account in this aigoritbm. We apply both 

stochastic and deterministic methods to compute the value of the virtual buffer. in the case of one 

buf5er at the fmt  node, the stochastic one has a better estimation. However, the stochastic estimation 

becomes inaccurate as the number of buffers at the first node increases. This inaccuracy occurs 

because we do not take into account every combination of each individual customer. We are only 

comparhg the servets, and the total number of combinations is M!, where M is the nmber of nodes in 

the system. ifwe want to keep back of every customer, the total number of combinations is (n, + nt + 

. . . t n~ + M)!, where ni is the buffer capacity of node i. As we cm see, the computation would be 

very rnessy. The sources of error come fiom the inaccurate estimation of throughput, departure 

processes, virtual buffer capacity, and additional blockage delay. Since the SCV of the departure 

processes of MIM/lNNi queues are approximately equd to one in most of the cases (see Appendix 

III), the effects of SCV on the estimations are small relative to other factors. For this reason, most of 

the estimations are underestimated instead of overestimatd The reason of the underestimation of the 

additional blockage delay is the same as for the case of infinite buffers at the first node. From Tables 1, 

ï i  & WI, we see that the stochastic virtual buffer estimation is go& when the number of buffers at 



each node is srnaIl, except for the cases of SI < S2. When S 1 e S2, the results are seriously 

underestimateci. The reasons for the underestimations are similar to the cases of infinite buffers at the 

fmt node. in this case, the detenninistic virtuai buffier provides a better estimation- From Tables I and 

II, the end-to-end delay is increased as the revised buffer capacity increases and the accuracy of the 

estimations is improved- As the bmer capacity at the fmt node increases, the deteministic virtual 

buffer estimation becomes better for al1 combinations o f  S land S2. The estimations are also improved 

when the service times of the tandem queues are symrnetrical. 

The waiting time of each decomposed unit does not have a real physicat meaning. The waiting 

time of second node of the decomposed unit may have a value that is larger than the actual buffer size 

of the original system can provide. That means, it is impossible for a customer in the original system 

to wait for that considerabte length of time. In fact, the virtual buffer concept means part of the 

waiting tirne in the decomposed mits belongs to their previous nodes. In other words, we are 

separating the system into two cases, blocking and no blocking. When there is no blocking, the 

waiting time of each customer is exactly the same as the case of Lindley's equation- When there is 

blocking, part of the waiting t h e  of a particular node may belong to its previous node. 

When no blocking occurs, the servers of each node will only see its own bufffer capacity and the 

interanival tirne of each node is the same due to the conservation of flow property of the tandem 

queueing system (only for no blocking system). When blocking occurs, the successive server will see 

the blocked previous server as a b a e r  and it wilt also see the b a e r  capacity of the node of the 

biocked server. The interanival rate of this decomposed unit is the same as the external effective 

arriva1 rate to the system. As a result, the additional waiting time that is caused by the blocking can be 

taken into account by the virtuai buffer. For example, i f  a two-node tandem queueing system with nl = 

3 and nz = 1, the decomposed unit of node 2 may have a virtual buffer value between 5 and 1. Thus, 

the waiting times of the customer in the buffer position that goes beyond the buffer capacity of node 2 

actually betong to the previous node of the original system. Note that the virtual buffer defmition is 

the same as the case of infinite buffers at the first node. We actuaily developed this decomposition 

method based on the observations in infinite capacity systems. 



The simulation d t s  (see Tables 1, II and VII) show that most of the errors corne h m  

underestimation. This is the same as the case of infinite buffers. As we will see in the later sections, 

the result improves when the number of intermediate buffets increases. 

7.7.2 RS blockiug witb one or two intermediate buffers 

In this section, we add one and two intermediate buffers into the system. The ttiroughput 

estimations are based ou the BAS algorithm. The estimations are improved as we increase the number 

of intermediate buffers. The values of the virtual buff i  are detemiined by using the deterministic 

virtuai buffer rnethod Note that the accuracy of the Wnial buffer's value will have less effect on the 

estimation as the number of intermediate buffers increases- h fact, this is what we should expect 

because there is a decrease in the blocking probability, so there is a large chance that a custorner 

departing from node i will see at least one customer in node i + 1. Thus, we can actually model the 

decomposed units as infinite capacity queueing systems (except for the fmt node) when the number of 

intermediate bufTers is suficiently large. 

As we can see Eiom Tables 1 and II, the estimations are very accurate for fmite buffer capacity at 

the first node. It is obvious that the estimations will be even more accurate when the number of 

intermediate buffers increases. Another observation is the effect of the intermediate buffer on end-to- 

end delay decreases as the number of intermediate buffers increases. From Graph 7-4, the mean end- 

to-end delay increases as the number of intermediate buffers increases. This occurs because of the 

increase in the tbroughput capacity. Since S 1 S2, the server of node 1 acts like a buffer for node 2. 

As a result, the tandem queues are approximately equal to an M/M/l/nl+n2+2 queue. As the value of 

intermediate b d e r  capacity increases, the mean number of customers in the system increases. By 

Little's theorem, the mean end-to-end deiay will also increase. Because of this characteristic, we can 

use the M/M/l/ nl+n2+2 model to estimate the throughput capacity of the tandem queues when S 1 

S2. From Graph 7-7, the effect of the number of intemediate buffers on throughput capacity decreases 

as we increase the nurnber of buffers at the first node. Thus, the throughput capacity will not increase 

by adding additional iatennediate buffets when we have five buffers at the fust node. As a result, the 

mean end-to-end delay will not increase as we increase the nurnber of intermediate buffers. The details 

of the intuitive explmation will be in Chapter 8. In the cases of S 1 = S2 and S 1 > S2 (Graphs 7-5,7-6, 



7-8 and 7-9), the throughput capacity wiii be less affectai by the number of intermediate buffers. 

Thus, the additional intermediate buffet wiii lower the addition blockage delay. As a result, the mean 

end-to-end deIay decreases. 
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7.8 Extension to split and merge configuration 

The decomposition methoci can be extended to split and merge configurations. The simulation 

results are sbown in Table XV. For sirnplicity, we are only concentra~g on the case of infinite 

buffers at the input nodes and two intemediate buffers for two reasons. Firstiy, the ef5ect of tbe 

additional blockage delay is les,  and secondly, we can demonstrate that the insensitivity is valid for 

arbitrary configuration and the aigorithm is working very well for the split and mage configurations. 

7.8.1 Spiit conf~urations 

In this section, we are considering the split configuration systems. When a customer finishes 

seMce in node 1, he will proceed to node 2 and node 3 with probability Plz and P13, respectively. The 

number of buffers in fiont of node 1 is infinite and the extemd arriva1 rate to node 1 is A-. Due to the 

additive nature of Poisson process, the effective arriva1 rate to node 2 and node 3 are APlz and ÀPI3, 

respectively. The decornposition algorithm for split configurations is stated as follows: 

1) Evaluate the effective arriva1 rate to al1 the branch nodes (Le. i = 2.. .M). That is 

Ai = A x e i  for i = 2  ... M .  (7 - 30) 

where A is the extemal arriva1 rate to node 1 (i-e. the central node) 



is the effective arriva1 rate to node i, for i = 2,3, ..- , M 

2) Decompose each node into an W I  queueing system. 

3) Find out the expected nurnber of customers in each of the decomposed units. 

4) By using the Little's theorem, the total mean end-to-end deiay of the system is estimated, 

Note that we have not revised the service rate of the central node because the blocking effect is 

very small for the case of two or more intermediate buffers. ïhis is shown in the simulation results of 

the tandem queueing sysrems. 

From the simulation resutts, the estimations are very accurate, and therefore, the decomposition 

method proves to be applicable to split configurations. 

7.8.2 Merge configurations 

in this section, we consider merge configuration systems. The central node is node M and the 

branch nodes are node 1 to node M-1. Al1 the branch nodes are assumed to have infinite capacity. By 

using the additive property of the Poisson process, the effective arrivai rate to node M is the sum of al1 

the effective arriva1 ntes to nodes 1 to M-1. The decomposition algorithm for the merge configuration 

is stated as follow: 

1) Evaluate the effective arriva1 rate to the central node M. ïhat is, 

where is the external arrival rate to node i, for i = 1,2,3, .., , M- 1 

AM is the effective arriva1 rate to the central node N 

2) Decompose each node into an M/M/l queueing system, 

3) Find out the expected number of customers in each of the decomposed units. 

4) By using Little's theorem, the total mean end-to-end delay of the system is estimated. 

From the simulation results, the estimations of this algorithm are very accutate. 

In conclusion, the decomposition method can be used to apply to any feed forward queueing 

networks with infinite capacity at the external arriva1 nodes - that is, for al1 the systems with no loss. 

Although it is possible to extend to finite queuehg systerns, it is out of the scope of this thesis. 



CHAPTER 8 MCTLTIPLE PHASE TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS WlTa BAS BLOCKING 

8.1 Introduction 

in this chapter, we will investigate tandem queues with BAS blocking policy. The defmition of 

BAS blocking policy is stated in Chapter 7. The general structure of the decornposition and 

simulation analysis is similar to the case of RS blocking policy- We will obtain the mean end-to-end 

deIay, approxirnate waithg time distn'bution and blocking probability for tandem queues with BAS 

bIocking policy. The models in this cbapter can be divided into the following categories: 

1) infmite buffers at the fmt node with zero, one, and w o  intemediate buffers. 

2) finite buffers at the first node with zero, one, and two intermediate buffers. 

Each of the above categories is subdivided into two and three-node systems. The extension to 

arbitrary number of nodes is trivial, and the level of difficulty is independent of network sue, 

8.2 Insensitivity property of îandem queues with blocking 

The insensitivity property is even more obvious in BAS blocking policy. When there are one or 

more intermediate buffers (for BAS), the mean end-to-end delay is almost unaffected by the 

blocking mechanism. From Tables VI aiid X, we can see that the % deviation is very mal1 even if 

we decompose the tandem queues into individual MW1 queues without revising service t h e .  The 

details of the explanation h m  simulation analysis will be discussed in sections 8.4 and 8.6. 

The main observation of the relationship between the number of intemediate buffers and mean 

end-to-end delay of a queue is summarized as follows- 

Observation . The mean end-to-end delay of a tandem queue with an arbitraq number of nodes 

is insensitive to the number of intermediate buffers if: 

1) BAS blocking policy; 

2) buffer size of node i (ni) >= 1 for i = 2, . . ., M; 

3) ~sfficiently large buffer capacity at the first node. 

REUARK: The optimal operating condition ako ho/& for the BAS blocking policy- 



8 3  Decomposition rnaiyses of tandem queues with infinite butrers at the h t  node 

The main difference between bdhite tandem queues with RS blocking and with BAS blocking 

is the computation of the blocking probability. In the case of BAS blockuig policy, a customer wiil 

not repeat service when the successive node is blocked, Aithough this is different fiom the case of 

BAS blocking, we c m  creat tbe head of line butlier as the server and the 'actual' server as the last 

buffer of the successive node. As a result, the blocking policy is changed to BBS-SO. Due to the 

memoryless property of exponential distribution, BBS-SO is equivaient to RS. Thus, the service 

time can be revised in the sarne way as in the case of RS btocking policy. However, we have to 

rnodify the computation method of blocking pmbability. The blocking probability of BAS blocking 

policy is computed in a different way. in the decomposed system, the server of node i-1 is treated as  

the last buffer space of node i. As a result, we have to take into account the additional b&er when 

cornputing the blocking probability. The blocking probability of node i is stated as follows: 

After obtaining the blocking probability, the revised service rate can be computed (Le. p[l-b]). 

The general procedure of the decomposition aigorithm for tandem queues with M nodes is stated as 

follows: 

1) Compute the blocking probabitity by using equation (8-1) for BAS blocking, one buffer is 

added because of the nature of the BAS blocking mechanism. 

2) Revise the semce rate of node i by using the blocking probability. The revised service rate 

is: 

= ( l - + )  for i = l  ... M-1,  

3) Decompose each node into an individual MM1 queue. 

4) Compute the average number of customers in the node i by using the classical M/M/l result 

[XLEINROCK 751, 



where Ni is the nmber of customers at node i, 

5) Apply Littie's theorem, the mean total end-to-end delay (TD) is obtained. 

The total waiting ame c m  be computed by usïng the following equation: 

where TW is the total waiting time 

TD is the total end-to-end delay 

TS is the totai service time 

For the system to m a i n  stable, the tint node must be stationary. That is, A 1 El < 1. 

Note that the waiting tirne includes the delay caused by blocking. That is, the t h e  a customer 

spends at a blocked server is included as part of his waiting time. The waiting time distribution of 

each node cm be obtained by using level crossing anatysis- The procedure is simitar to the case of 

RS blocking policy. Each isolated node is modelled as an M M 1  queue with revised amival and 

service times. It is important to keep in mind that the waituig time of node i is not the actual time 

that a customer waits in h n t  of node i because they do not have infinite capacity (except for the fust 

node) in the real physical situation. 

Simutation results are presented in Table VI for two-node systerns and Table X for three-node 

systems. The decomposition algorithm is validated by cornparhg the analytic results with the 

simulation resul ts. It is obvious that the algorithm can be easiIy extended to an arbitrary number of 

nodes and configurations. The detailed analysis of the simulation results is presented in section 8.4. 



8.4 Analyses of simulations resulb for tandem queues with infinite bufiers at the first node 

S I M A N  V pmgrams were used to carry out the simulations. The programs are Iisted in 

Appendix ViII. The warm-up period and running-length are computed in order to guarantee steady 

state conditions. The system is divided into the following categories: 

BAS bldcing with: 

1) no intermediate buffer 

2) one intemiediate b d e r  

3) two intemediate buffers. 

in each of the cases above, the system is subdivided into two and three-node queueing systems. 

For details of the experimentai design, see Appendix 1. 

8.4.1 BAS blocking with zero, one, or two intermediate buifers 

The tandem queueing systems considered in this section are with BAS blocking policy. in the 

case of no intermediate bufTer, simulation results are sbown in Tables VI and X. The main 

difference between BAS and RS blocking is the following: in BAS blocking a customer will enter 

node i and receive its 'real' service no matter if node i t l  is fidl or not. When a custorner fmishes 

service at node 1 and fmds that al1 the waiting rooms in node 2 are occupied, he will stay in the 

server of node 1 until one customer departs fiom node 2. During this period of tirne, no customer 

can be served in node 1. Thus, we can easily Unagine that the effect of the additiond blockage 

delay is lower than the case of RS blocking policy for the same number of intermediate buffers. We 

can consider server 1 as the b a e r  of node 2, and the bufTer that is in front of server 1 is the server 

with RS blockiig policy. Therefore, the BAS blocking systems with no intermediate buffer is 

approximately qua1 to the RS blocking systems with one intermediate buffer. The meaning of 

'approximately qua1 to' is that they are not equivaient when there are three or more nodes in the 

system. When we look at a tbree-node BAS queueing system with no intemediate buffer, the server 

of node 2 can be thought of as the b a e r  of node 3 aad the server of node 1 can be thought of as the 

buffer of node 2. Then, it is obvious to see that there is no RS type server in node 2 and node 3 of 

this system. Thus, a 3-node BAS tandem queueing system with no intermediate buffer cannot be 



equivalent to a 3-node RS blocking tandem queuemg system with no intermediate buffer. In the 

case of two nodes, the two systems are equivaient when the first node has an inh i te  buffer capacity. 

The decomposition methods give a better estunation than in the case of RS blocking (see Tables 

VI & X). This occurs because the blocking probability is computed by considering the server of 

node i as the buffer of node i+l, and so we are actudly treating the buffer in front of server i as the 

server of the decomposed system. The blocking policy becornes BBS-SO. Due to the memoryless 

property of exponential distributions, BBS-SO blocking is the same as RS blocking policy- 

Sirnilar to the case of RS blocking, the estimation is Iess accurate when server 1 is much faster 

than the server 2. The reason is the same as the case of RS blocking. 

In the case of one or more intemediate buffers, the estimations are very accurate. We can even 

decompose the systems without revising the service rate- Simulation results are s h o w  in Tables VI 

and X. The relationship between the number of intemediate buffers and end-to-end delay is shown 

in Graphs 8- 1 to 8-3. 
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From Graphs 8-1 to 8 3 ,  the effect of the fmt additional intermediate bufiér is large relative to 

the second additional intermediate buf ir  in the case of BAS blocking policy. However, it is larger 

in the case of RS blocking policy because the semer of node 1 is acting as a buffer of node 2 in BAS 

blocking, thus the effect of the intermediate buffer is decteased. The effect o f  the intermediate 

buffer is the smallest when S 1 is approximately equal to S2. 



8.5 Decomposition suidyses of tandem queues with Iinite buffers at the fmt node 

in the case of f i t e  input buff&s, we have to compute the effective arrivai rate to the tandem 

queues before decomposition- Most of the algorithms for throughput capacity estimation are quite 

complicated and are in the form of iteration structure. The throughput capacity aigorithm that we 

are going to use is presented in the next section. 

8.5.1 Throughput capacity of fiaite tandem queues with BAS blocking poücy 

There are many research papers on the BAS blocking systems- The estimation of throughput 

capacity is also very well studied, in this section, we will review one of the most efficient estimation 

algorithrns. The algorithm decomposed the system (except for the first node) into individual 

M/M/L/ni + 2 systerns, where ni is the number of buffers in fiont of node i. The buffer çapacities of 

the decomposed system are augmented by one (except for the first node) because the previous 

server is acting as a buffer when it is blocked. The basic idea of the algorithm is based on the 

behavior of water flowing in a sink. As we pour in water to a sink, the time that is required to fil1 up 

the whole sink is dependent on the input rate oniy (assume starting fiom an empty status). In order 

to drain out the water completely, we have to face an inflated input flow because ail the losses will 

corne back and as a result, the net input rate is infiated. This situation is exactly identical to the 

tandem queues with finite capacity. Thus, the blocking probability is estirnated by using the 

effective service rate of the previous node as the input rate, and the idle probability is estirnated by 

using the inflated arrivd rate (Le. A, / (1-b)). The two main classical results are the blocking 

probability and the idle probability of an M/M/l/ni + 2 system. They are stated as follows: 

where Ni is the number of customers in node i and p = Up.. 



Before we state the procedures of the aigorithm, we have to define some important notations 

that are used in the algorithm- 

is the extemal amival rate to the first node 

is the arrivai rate to node il for i = 2,3, .,, , M 
- 
?+ is the inflated arrivai rate to node i, for i = 2, 3, ... , M 

TRo7 is the estirnatteci throughput of the j th iteration 

bi is the blocking probability of node i, for i = 2,3, --- , M 

Pi[idle] is the ide  probability of node i, for i = 2,3, ... , M 

pi is the service rate of node il for i = 1,2,3, -.- , M 

ni is the number of bufTers in Çont of server il for i = 1,2,3, .. . , M 

Now, we are ready to descni the algorithm for a h i t e  tandem queueing system with M nodes 

and each node consisting of ni buffers. 

1) Starting fiom node 1, we analyze node 1 as an M/M/l/nl+ 1 system. The blocking 

probabiIity and the i d e  probability can be obtauied by using equations (8-7) and (8-8). 

2) From node 2 to node M, we decompose each node Uito an M/M/l/ni + 2 system, with 

corresponâing revised arrival rate and service rate. 

3) The arrival rate to node i is: 

By using the arrival rate of equation (8-9) and the service rate (pi), we can fmd out the 

blocking probability by using equation (8-8). 

4) The inflated arrivai rate to node i is: 

By using equations (8-7) and (8-IO), we can fmd out the idle probability of node i. Then 

we proceed to node i+ 1 and repeat the same process as started fiom step 2. 



5 )  When we reach node M (Le. the las node), we are finshed, The effective throughput rate 

is the product of the s e ~ c e  rate of node M and the idle probability of node M. 

6) From experience, the estimation is not very accurate for two-node and three-node tandem 

queueing systems. It can be improved ifwe subshtute the effective throughput rate that we 

obtained in the round into the arrivai rate of node 2 and repeat the procedure fiom node 

2 to node M. The estimation of the second round will be well improved. 

The advanrage of this algorithm is that it takes into account the relative speed of the neighbor 

servers and the simple cornputarion procedures- However, it does not consider the slowdown of 

service rate due to blocking in the successive nodes- Thus, this will contribute some of the errors. It 

is actually opposite of the RS throughput estimation algorithm. In the RS throughput estimation 

aigorithm, we considered the slowdown of service rate due to blocking, but we did not consider the 

relative speed of the neighbor servers. 

For the RS blocking systems with one or more intermediate buffers, we can use the BAS 

aigorithm to estimate the iiiroughput capacity. The only modification of the algorithm is not to 

augment the bmer capacity of each node by one. The reason is that the BAS biocking policy is 

approximately equivalent to the RS bIocking policy if we take the head of tine buffer as the server 

and the 'actual' server as the bufKer of the successive node. However, in the case of RS blocking 

with no intermediate buffer, this equivalence is not m e  because there is no head of Iine buffer in the 

successive node (Le. node 2 and node 3). 

85.2 Decomposition algorithm for frnite tandem queues (BAS) 

In this section, a detailed description of the decomposition method for the finite tandem 

queueing systems is ptesented. Since we are oniy interesteci in the end-to-end delay analysis of the 

tandem queues, other performance rneasures such as queue length cannot be found by using this 

algorithm. in fact, the individuai decomposition units may not have a direct physica1 meaning or 

interpretation, This is the same as the case of RS blocking. The decomposition algorithm is stated 

as below: 



Compute the throughput capacity of the tandem queue by using the throughput estimation 

aigorithm of the previous section. 

Decompose each node hto individuai M/M/l/VNi. The VNi is the virtual capacity of node 

i, and VNi = VBi + 1. VBi is the expected number of buffers that server i sees. The 

computation of the VE3 will be discussed in the following paragraph. 

By using the classical redt,  £inci out the expected number of customers in each of the 

individual decomposed M/M/l/VNi queues ~ E I N R O C K  751. 

where 

T R " ~  is the fiaal estimation of the effective throughput 

- 
pi is the revised service rate of node i 

Note: For BAS blocking policy, we have to add one bmer to each decomposed unit due to 

the nature of the blocking. That is, replace ni by ni + 1. 

E[end-to-end delay] = (E(NI] + EN2] + . - . + E p M ]  )/ ;LG where kr is the estimated 

effective throughput rate. 

The decomposition algorithm also relies on the concept of virtual buffers. Since the server of 

node i is acting as a buffer of node i+I and no repeating service is allowed, the determuiistic virtual 

buffer will be more suitable for BAS blocking policy. For a detailed explanation of the concept of 

virtual buffers, see Chapter 7. 

8.6 Analyses of simulation results for tandem queues with finite bu ffen at the first node 

In this section, we examine the s~ula t ion  results and validate the decomposition aigorithm. We 

provide simulation results for BAS blocking policy. The policy is divideci into: 

1) one buffier at the first node 

2) three buffers at the f h t  node 

3) five buffers at the first node 



8.6.1 BAS blocking witb zero, one or two intermediate buffers 

In this section, we are going to discuss the results of the finite tandem queueing system with BAS 

blocking policy. The simulation resuits are shown in Tables V and EX. As we saw in the case of 

infinite buffers, the BAS blocking yields a better estimation than the RS blocking with the same 

number of intexmediate buffers. The same is me for the finite tandem queueing systerns. The 

explimation of this observation is pceseated in the section of infinite buffer queueing systems, For 

fmite tandem queuehg systerns, we have to face an additionai source of error, which is the throughput 

estimation, From the shulation resuits, we discovered that the estimations of the BAS algorithm 

tumed bad when server 1 was mucb faster than server 2. This is especially serious for the cases of no 

intemediate buffers. We approximate the throughput of these cases by another method (simiIar to the 

characteristic of S 1 » S2 in section 7.7-2). This method is similar to the virtual buffer concept and is 

stated below: 

For a tandem queueing system wirh BAS blocking policy. fthe service rate of node I is a lot f i e r  

than node 2. we con treat the server and bufler ofnode 1 as part of the buBr ofnode 2. The bu-er 

capaciîy is the sum of n na and server 1. Then, we can estimate the eficrive arriva1 rate by using the 

clussical M M I h  +n2+2 resuits. 

The reason that we can do this is stated as follows: 

For a server with a very fast service rate, the semke time will be very small. As a result, the 

contribution of the semice time to the total end-to-end delay is small enough to neglect. Another way 

to explain this is by looking at the blocking probability. Since the blocking probability is very high, 

the  server wilI spend most of the t h e  in blocking status. Thus, it can be modelled as a buffer of the 

second node. Because of this observation, the mean end-to-end delay increases as the number of 

intermediate buffers increases (see Graphs 8-4 and 8-7). Note that this characteristic dso happens in 

the case of RS blocking. For S1 = S2 the mean end-to-end delay aiso increases as the number of 

intermediate buffets increases. This is different h m  the case of RS blocking. nie reason behind this 

characteristic is the nature of BAS blocking. Since a customer will receive the 'real' sem-ce no matter 

if the successive node is blocked or not, the throughgut capacity will be more sensitive to the number 



of intermediate bufférs. This is reflected in Graph 8-5. Wben the buffer capacity at the frrst node is 

sufficiently large or the mean service time at the first node is sufncientiy long, the throughput capacity 

will be less sensitive or even insensitive to the number of intermediate buffers. In these cases, the 

mean end-to-end delay will decrease as the number of intermediate buffers increases, see Graphs 8-6, 

8-8, and 8-9. 
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8.6.2 Extension to split and merge coniiguration 

The decomposition method can be extended to split and merge configurations in the same way as 

RS blocking policy. The simulation results are shown in Table XV. For simplicity, we are oniy 

concentrating on the case of infinite buffers at the external arrivai node and two intemediate buffers. 

ï h e  reason is, the effect of the additional blockage delay is small enough to be neglected and we c m  

dernonstrate that the algorithm is working very well for the split and merge configurations. In fact, the 

estimations are even more accurate in the case of BAS blocking policy. This is maidy because of the 

nature of BAS blocking (Le. server of node i acts as a buffef of node i+l). 

8.7 Strength and weakness of decomposition and simulation analyses 

M e r  applyïng the decomposition algorithm to solve tandem queueing systems, we observed 

several advantages and disadvantages of the aigorithms- They are listed as follows: 

Advantages: 1) capable of handling systems with large state space. 

2) simple computation procedures. 

3) the complexity of the algorithm is independent of the state space size. 

Disadvaatages: 1) difficult to preserve correlation property after decomposition. 

2) dificult to predict the range of % deviation (Le. level of accuracy). 

3) difficult to understand and explain where errors originate. 



4) Since a decomposition algorithm mus be vaiidated by simulation experiments, it 

is time consuming. 

The major disadvantage of simulation output is that output data are always correlated This is 

pointed out by Law and Kelton 911, They pointed out that the simulation output data are 

always correlated (to the best of their howledge), thus we cannot apply traditional statistical methods 

to analyze the simulation output data (see Appendïix VI). If we assume the random variables are h m  

a covariance-stationary process, then the sample mean is an uabiased estimator- Unfornmateiy, the 

sample variance is not an unbiased estirnator. As a result, if we use traditional statidcal techniques to 

estimate the variance of a set of simulation output data, a serious e m r  will result in the analysis. A 

detailed explanation of this is out of the scope of this thesis, but interested readers can refer to their 

book [LAW 911. A brief explanation is also available in Appendk VI. 

Due to the non-independent output data, we cannot validate the variance of analytical results. 

From the insensitivity property, it is clear that as we increase the number of intemediate buffers to a 

sufficient amount, the decornposed mode1 is almost quivalent to the original model. Since we do not 

have any tools to validate, we cannot predict how large the sufEcient amount is. Also, we do not know 

how good the approximation is for a given arnount of intermediate buffers. This is the major limitation 

of approximation algorithm and an alternative technique m u t  be developed in order to resoIve this 

problern. The idea of the approach is presented in Chapter 10. 

REU4RK: in order to be a covariance-sfationas,process. the mean and variance mmt be stationary 

over time. Also, the covanance between two successive observations Ir on& dependent on the time 

&Terence between them and Ir nof dependent on the actual time value of the two observations. 

8.8 Conclusions 

in conclusion, we surnmarïze the advantage and disadvantage of the decomposition methods. The 

advantage is obviously the simplicity. The disadvantage is when the queueing networks are broken 

into individual independent systems, the conelations between processes are not considered. This is the 

main source of emrs  (to the best of our understanding) and it is very dificuIt to impmve. As we will 

see in Chapter 9, the correlation process is even more serious because of the retrîal input. The 

departure process of node 1 is strongly dependent on the retrial rate and the service rate of node 2. As 



a result, the decomposition method dws  not work very weii when the corrdation process is dominant- 

Frorn the simulation results in Chapter 9, we can see that the correlation pracess is dominant when the 

number of intemediate buffers is d. This is because the end-to-end delay will be very sensitive to 

the interanival time and the interarrivai time is strongly correlated to the previous node. As a result, 

the % deviation is very large. This sensitivity will decrease as the nurnber of intermediate buffers 

increases. The details of the decomposition algorithm of retrial tandem queues are presented in Chapter 

9. 



CHAPTER 9 TANDEM QUEUES WITH RETLUGI, WüT 

9.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to study the end-to-end delay of tandem queues with repeated 

atternpts. As mobile communications become more common, the number of mobile users in a ce11 

base station also cxpands. As a redt, a more detailed analysis of the customers' behavior must be 

performed in order to optimize the network performance (i-e. waiting t h e ,  overload control and 

server utilization). As we have seen Ui Chapter 7 and 8, the accuracy of a decomposition aigorithm 

relies heavily on the departure process of each node. Although exact analytic results of MIM.1 and 

M/G/1 retrial queues' departure processes are available (see F A L N  & TEMPLETON 9q), they are 

very complicated and involve heavy usage of transforms. Thus, it is not convenient to perform fast 

engineering analysis. A h ,  suice the retrial rate of the custorners is only an approximation, an exact 

complicated analytic solution is generally not necessary. The rnodels in this chapter focus on the 

behavior of handover customers. Since a handover customer must be a fi-esh customer fiom its 

original ce11 which moves to a neighbo~g cell, it is not very accurate to model the amval process as 

a Poisson process. In fact, he had been a fi.esh customer and may have then undergone some 

repeated attempts before gainmg admission to his original cell. Thus, it is suitable to model the 

arriva1 Stream as the departure process of a retn'al queue. For presentation purposes, the direction of 

movement is assumeci to be unidirectional, (Le. only one possibility of handover direction). The two 

main performance masures that are studied in this chapter are the end-to-end delay and customer 

los probability (or blocking probability). The analytica1 methods are mainly based on 

decomposition and level crossing analysis. The following sections will be divided as follows. In 

Section 9.2, the model consists of two nodes each having infmite bufferforbit capacity. in Section 

9.3, the number of intennediate buffets is fullte and al1 blocked customers will be lost, In Section 

9.4, the intermediate buffer is fmite and two blocking policies (RS & BAS) are analyzed, For a 

detailed definition of the blocking policies, see Cbapter 8. These models are extensions of the 

models in Chapters 7 and 8. A schematic diagram of the model is shown in Fig, 9- 1. 



Fig. 9-1 Remal tandem queueing system 

9.2 Infinite intermediate buffers 

The purpose of this section is to obtain a simple approximation methoci for the deparnue process 

of an M/M/1 retrial queue- The mode1 consists of two stations and infinite intemediate buffers. The 

service process and cetrial ptocess are both exponentially distn'buted- When a custorner arrives to 

node 1 and fmds the server busy, he will joui the orbit and retry at a later time, Otherwise, he will 

receive service immediately. After fhishing service at node 1, he wilI proceed to node 2 

imrnediately. The analysis is based on decomposition methods and simdation results are provided 

for validation. 

The mode1 is decomposeci into an M/M/l/l retrial queue and an M/M/I or GyiWl queue. The 

departure process of an M M V l  retrial queue is not exponential (fiom FALIN & TEMPLETON 

97J) and the variance of the ùiterdeparture time is bounded by 

where Td is the interdepartme tirne 

A is the extemal arriva1 rate 

l/pl is the mean service time of node 1 

l/y is the mean retrial tirne 

pl and pz are the server utilization of node 1 (i.e. Upl) and node 2 (Le. Up2) ,  respectively- 

It is obvious that as y approaches hfinity, the process will becorne exponentially distributecl, In the 

analysis, the amval process to the second node is approximated in three different ways: 1) Poisson, 

2) General independent (GI) with Squared Coefficient of Variation (SCV) estimateci by method 1, 

and 3) GI with SCV estimated by method 2. Method 1 estimates the SCV by using the average of 



the boundary values of the double uiequality (9-1) as the variance of the interdeparture time and then 

computes the SCV based on this value. That is, 

Method 2 assumes the orbit only affects the mean arriva1 rate, and the variance only depends on the 

extemai arriva1 rate. As a result, the SCV is stated as follows: 

where ORB is the randorn variable for orbit population 

The procedures for fmdhg the end-to-end delay of the mode1 are given below- 

1) Calculate the average number of customers in the M/M/l remal queue (node 1) by using 

where NI is the number of customers in node 1 

X is the extemal arrival rate 

l/pr is the mean service t h e  of node 1 

I/y is the mean retrial tirne 

Pl = 

2 )  Case 1 : Calculate the average number of customers in the W I  queue (node 2) by using 

where N2 is the number of customers in node 2 

1/p2 is the mean service t h e  of node 2 



Pz = w z  

Cases 2 & 3: Calculate the average number of customers in the G W I  queue (node 2) 

[SHANTHIKUMAR 931 by, 

where Ca is the coefficient of variation of the amv3i process to node 2, 

3) By using Litîie's formula, the mean end-to-end delay is @ B I ]  + Ewz])/A 

The analytic and simulation results are listed in Tables XVII to XXI. The results show that the 

departure process of an MM1 retrial queue is approximately equal to Poisson- From the simulation 

results, most of the percent deviation is less than 5% (under stable conditions, UpI<l). The % 

deviation will decrease as l/rnean rem-al tirne (y) increases. From equation 9- 1, the interdeparture 

time wilI converge to exponentiai as  y Uicreases to infmity, so the % deviation should decrease as 

l/mean reaial time (y) increases. In the case of viewing the second node as a G W I  queue, we 

observe several properties of these methods- Wben l/mean retrial time (y )  is hi&, method 1 gives a 

better estimation. When l/mean remal time (y)  is low, method 2 provides a better estimation. This 

is so because as l/mean remhi time (y) increases, retrial customers will have a greater effect on the 

arrival process. For that reason, we cannot assume the variance of the arrival process only depends 

on the external arrivais. A h ,  by observing equation (9-7)' the probability that the retria1 time is less 

than the interarrival time will increase as l/mean retnai time (y) increases. In fact, the upper bound 

and lower bound value will converge to l/;CZ as y increases to infinity. In this case, the customer will 

always be in fiont of the queue, and the systern is then similar to an M/M/L queue with random order 

policy. Because of the convergence pmperty, the average value of the inequality (equation (9- 1)) 

will be a very good estimate. When I/mean retrial tirne or retrial rate (Le. y) is low, the effect of 

orbit on arrival process will be less and the reaiai customers in orbit will tend to stay in orbit for a 



longer perbd of rime. Since the interval leagth of the ineg.ality equation (9-1) will increase as 

l/mean retn'al time or remal rate (Le. y) decreases, the average of the upper and lower bounds wilI 

not provide a g d  estimation when y (or Urnean remai time) is low. However, the mean number of 

customers in the orbit is approximately constant (as the system reacbes the steady state). We can 

then view the arrivai process as a sum of two Poisson processes. The external arrival process (Le. 

the fresh arrivais that enter service without reiriais) will mainly contribute to the variance of the 

arrivai process (ie. external and retriai amvals). The reason for asçuming that is: the process is 

dominated by the extemal arriva1 process and the proportion of renia1 customers in the amval Stream 

is very small most of the time- It can be shown by using the memoryless property of the exponential 

distribution, eqution (9-7): 

where IRT is the random variable for the inter-rhal time (Le. exponentially distributed) 

lAT is the random variable for the inter-externai arrival tirne (Le. exponentially dismbuted) 

From equation (9-7), we can see that when Ilmean retrial tirne (y)  is Iow, the proportion of the 

arrival streams that is contributeci by the retriaf customers will be very low. As a resuit, the hction 

of variance for the process that conaibuteci by remal custorners is very low, 

Another way to approach the SCV of low Urnean retrïal time (y) systems is approximating it as 

a loss system. When a customer anives to a busy server, he wilI enter the orbit and stay for a long 

period of time. It is almost equivalent to treating him as a lost customer. Thus, the system is 

approximately equivalent to an M/M/I/n+lsystem, where n is a virtual buffer capacity and is directly 

proportional to Urnean remai tirne (y). Since the departure pmcess of an M . l / n + l  queue will 

have a lower SCV (Le. < 1), the square of the mean inter-arriva1 tirne must be greater than the 

variance of the inter-arriva1 time. 



The effect of the retnal rate on the mean end-to-end delay is minimum when S 1 cc S2 and 

maximum when S 1 » S2, see Grapb 9- 1. Since the nmber of customers in orbit is srnall when S 1 

is small, the mean remal time will have less effect on the mean end-to-end delay. 

Graph 9-1 RT Q with infinite 16 

l /mean  retrial time 1 
i 

Notes: In Graph 9- 1, (S L,S2) are the mean senrice time of node 1 and 2 respectively- 

RTQ means reûial tandem queues and IB means intermediate buffers 

9 3  Fiaite intermediate buffers with blockeâ customers departing fmm the system 

in this section, the model consists of an M/M/l/I retnal queue and an M/M/1/2 queue. The two 

queues are connected in series and blocking occurs when the bufTer at node 2 is full. When a 

customer arrives to node 1 and finds the server busy, he will join the orbit and retry at a later tirne- 

After finishing service at node 1, he will proceed to node 2. if the second node is full, the customer 

will depart the system; in other words, the blocked customer at node 2 is lost. This model is very 

usehl to mode1 a delay sensitive system, like voice transmissions. A schematic diagram of this 

model is shown in Fig. 9-2- 



blocked customers 
will leave the system 

Fig. 9-2 Retrial tandem queues witb blocked customers departhg fkom the system 

The procedure of the decomposition is as follows: 

1) Calculate the average nurnber of customers in node 1 by using equation (9-4). 

2) Calculate the average number of customers in node 2 by using the classical result of the 

MIMI 1 ln2+ 1 model [KLENROCK 753, 

p* (n, + 2)p,"" 
E[N,]  = -- 

1-P ,  1 -P ,  nt+t . 

where nz is the bufXer capacity of node 2 

3) By using Little's formula, the mean end-to-end delay is obtained. The average end-to-end 

delay includes only the nondeparthg customers. For stability, UpI < 1. 

The analytic and simulation results are provideci in Table XXII. As y increases, the departure 

process witl converge to exponential, and the anival process to node 2 will become Poisson. The 

analytic results are quite close to the simulation results and thus the approximation model is 

reasonably validated. The maximum percent deviation is less than 5% under stable conditions. 

From the simulation results, the % deviation increases as the utilization of server 1 increaçes (for the 

same y). This is caused by the random overtaking behavior of retrial queues (Le. retrial customers 

will receive service in random order). As the utilization of server 1 inmeases, the fiaction of arriva1 

strearns that is contriiuted by r e W  customers also incfeases. As a result, retrial customers have a 

strong effect on the system. Randorn overtaking means that al1 reîrial customers have the same 

probability of successfully departing the orbit in the next time instant disregarding how bng tbey 

spent in the orbit. This behavior is similar to W l  queues with random order policy. As a result, 



it is very difficult to keep track of the waiting tirne of individual customers in nodes 1 and 2. This 

will lead to an inaccurate estimation of the departure process. Since the departure process of node 1 

is the arrival process of node 2, the inaccurate estimation will lead to emr. Tûis characteristic can 

be also explained by using the SCV concept When S 1 » S2, the probability that a customer leaves 

node 1 and enters node 2 is very high. Consequently, the coefficient of variation of the deparme 

process will have a great effect on the mean end-to-end delay because most of the customers 

departhg from node 1 wiii find a space in node 2. As a redc the % deviation will increase as S 1 

» S2. From the simulation results, we see that the accuracy of the estimations will increase as S2 

increases and it will lead to an increase in the blocking probability. The explanation of this propeq 

is obvious. When S2 » S 1, the probability of a customer leaving node 1 and seeing server 2 busy 

increases. Since a customer will exit the system if server 2 is busy upon arriving, the effect of SCV 

on the end-to-end delay will decrease- in other words, if the probability of server 2 being busy 

increases, the effect of the interanival process to node 2 decreases (only for a system with few 

buffers and blocked customer loss). Thus, the high server utilization can muiimize the % deviation 

caused by inaccurate computation of the SCV. 

9.4 Retrial tandem queues with RS btocking policy 

in this section, we investigate the retrial tandem queues under RS blocking policy- The 

defmition of the RS blocking policy is stated in Chapter 7. The only difference between the two 

models is the extemal input. in the model discussed in this section, customers will enter orbit and 

retry after an exponentially distniuted amount of bme if the server is busy upon arrival. A 

schernatic diagram of the model is shown in Fig. 9-3. in the following subsections, we are going to 

discuss the estimation of the blocking probability and the decomposition algorithm of the systems. 

Fig. 9-3 Retrial tandem queues with RS blocking policy 
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9.4.1 EsLimation of the blocking probability 

in this section, the estimation of the blocking probability of the RS policy is discussed. We 

stated in chapter 7 that the net arrival rate to node 2 is inflated due to the feedback service process. 

The feedback pmess will increase the net arriva1 rate to node 2 h m  A to AJ(1 -w, where th, is the 

blocking probability of node 2. By using the law of conservation of flow in tandem queueing 

networks, the effective arrivai rate to node 2 must be A- The modei is then anaiyzed by using 

decomposition rnethod. The first node is decomposed hm an M/M/I/l retriai queue with revised 

service tirne (the service rate is decreased due to the feedback bop). The second node is 

decomposed into an M/M/l/n2+I queue (n2 equal to O, 1 or 2)- The offered arriva1 rate to node 2 is 

kl(l -bz) and the effective arriva1 rate is A. By using the classical result of the M/M/l/n2+1 model, 

the bIocking probability is s h o w  below. 

Note: the subscnpt of 'b' is omitted because we have onIy one blocking probability in the system 

For the case of n2 = 0, the equation (9-9) becomes a quadratic equation, 

For the case of nz = 1, the equation (9-9) becomes a cubic equation, 

For the case of n2 = 2, the equation (9-9) becomes 

For the case of n2 = 3, the equation (9-9) becomes 



in generai, fer any arbitrary values of nz, we can fhd the blocking probability with the 

following forms: 

[z~+'-' J [(1 - b)p2 ] I i  

î=O 

By solving equations (9- 10) to (9- l3), the blocking probability is obtained, The bIocking 

probabilities are iisted in Table XVI (see Graph 9-2). The blocking probability is then used to define 

the revised exponential distribution and the inflated arriva1 rate to node 2. 

l Server 2 utilization 

9.4.2 Decomposition dgoritbm for retriai tandem queues with RS blocking poücy 

In this section, we present an algorithm for the RS blocking policy. There are three ways to 

decompose the system: 

1 )  Mode1 the second node as an M/M/l queue 



2) Model the second node as a GVMI1 queue with SCV computed by method 1 for high retrial 

rate. 

3) Model the second node as a G W I  queue with SCV computed by method 2 for low retrid 

rate. 

The procedures of the algorithm are stated as follows: 

1) Compute the blocking probability of node 2 by using equation (9-9). 

2) Decompose node I into an M/M/l tetriai queue with the service rate revised as follows: 

For stability, ic / FI < 1. 

3) Compute the average number of customers in node 1 by using equation (94) .  

4) Decompose node 2 into either a G W l  or M/M/l model. 

5) Evaluate the average number of customers in node 2 by using equation (9-5) or (9-6). 

6) By using Little's theorem, the mean end-to-end delay is obtained. 

9.5 Retrial tandem queues with BAS blocking policy 

In this section, we are going to study the BAS blocking policy of a retriai tandem queue. The 

method to decompose this system is different from that we used in Chapter 8. We employed the 

phase type distribution to describe the revised service time of node 1. As a result, node 1 is 

modelled as an M/G/l retrial queue. A schematic drawing of the mode1 is shown in Fig. 9-4. in the 

following subsections, we describe a procedure for revishg the service time and the decomposition 

algorithm. 

locked customers will stay in server 1 
until a customer departs frorn node 2 

Fig. 9-4 Retrial tandem queues with BAS blocking policy 



95.1 Tbe revised service t h e  and bloclting probabiiity 

The blocking probability of node 2 is estimated by modelliig node 2 as an M/M/l/n2 + 2 

system. The nz is the number of buffers at node 2. We added one buffer to it due to the nature of 

BAS blocking. That is, the server of the previous node acts like a buEer of the successive node, 

The revised service rate of the first node depends on the blocking probability of node 2, ïhus, 

as the biocking probability of node 2 increases, the effective service rate of node 1 will decrease. 

However, the blocking probability of node 2 atone is aot enough to defrne the revised service 

process of node 1. Since the blocking probability solely depends on the service rate of node 2, it 

does not take into account the relationship between the mean service times of node 1 and node 2. It 

is obvious that as  the service rate of node 1 increases while maintaining the service rate at node 2 

constant, the duration of the blocking cime should increasc accordingly. In fact, the service rate of 

the first node can be divideci into two cases: 

1) When there is no blocking (Le. 1 - b), the service rate is pi- 

2) When blocking occurs, the customer in server 1 will still finish service fmt, and then stay in 

server 1. Due to the memoryless property of the exponentiai distribution, the time that a 

customer spends waiting in server 1 can be approxirnated by an exponential random variable 

with rate pz- As a result, the customer actuaily goes through two phases of service in server I 

if b l o c h g  occurs. 

The service time distribution of node 1 can then be modelled as a Coxian distibution with two 

phases (see Fig. 9-5). 

Fig. 9-5 Two phase Coxian distribution 

The probability density function of the distribution is as foHows PERROS 941: 



The Laplace üansform of the distribution is shown below: 

By taking the first and second derivative of the transform (9- 17), the f m  and second moments 

of the distribution can be obtasned and the result is the following: 

9.5.2 Decomposition algorithm for retrial tandem queues with BAS blocking policy 

Since the revised service tirne in node 1 is no longer exponentiai, the BAS rnodel cannot be 

decomposed into an M/M/l remid queue and M/M/I queue. in fact, the f i t  node is an M/G/I 

retrial queue. The general service tirne in the M/G/I remal queue can be descriM by equations 

(9- 18) and (9- 19). The mean number of customers in node 1 is given as beIow FALW 971: 

where Nt is the number of customers in node 1 

Node 2 is an MM1 or G W 1  queue. The average number of customers in node 2 can be 

obtained by the classical M/M/I or GUM/l results. The mean end-to-end delay of the main rnodel 

can then be obtained by using the fesult of Little's formula as follows: 



where TD is the total end-to-end delay . 

The procedure for calculating the end-to-end delay of the main mode1 can be sumrnarized as 

follows: 

Decompose the retrial tandem queue ïnto an M/G/I retrial queue for node 1 and an M/U/l 

or GVM/ 1 queue for node 2. 

Calculate the blocking probability by using equation (9-22). Augment the buffer capaciy 

by one due to the BAS blocking policy (Le- M/M/1/n2+2)- 

where p, = A / p2 

By using the blocking probability, the revised service time distribution can be defmed by 

equation (9- 17). 

Fhdhg the fmt and second moments of the revised service time by using equations (9- 18) 

and (9- 19). 

By using equation (9-20), the average number of customers in node 1 is obtained. 

%y using the classical MM1 or G W l  (SCV is computed by using Method 1 for high 

remal rate and Method 2 for Iow retrial rate) results, the average number of customers in 

node 2 is obtained (i.e. equations (9-5) or (9-6)). 

Note: Since the approximate departure process of M/G/l retrial queues is very hard to estimate, 

we approximate it in the same way as M/M/I remal queues. 

7) By using equation (9-21), the mean end-to-end delay of the system is obtained. 



9.6 Analyses of the simadation results 

In this section, we compare the aaaiytic and simulation results. The SIMAN V programs were 

used to carry out the simulations. The warm up period and lengh of each run are designed in order 

to guarantee that a steady state has been reached. For details of the experhental design and 

prograrns, see Appendices 1, IX and X The decomposed mode1 of the second node is divided into 

two cases for RS blocking: I )  M/M/1 and 2) G W I -  When the retrial rate or l h e a n  retrial time (y) 

is low, SCV is computed by using Method II. \%en the retrial rate or limean retriai t b e  (y) is high, 

Method I is use& We will compare the values obtained by these two different models and present 

the obsewed properties. For BAS blocking, an additional method is introduced. 

9.6.1 RS retrial tandem queues with no intermediate buffer 

As we have seen in the previous chapter, the additional blockage delay will have a serious effect 

on systems with no intermediate buffer. A detailed analysis of the additional blockage delay and 

theu effect on the waiting tirne was presented in the previous chapter. in this section, we focus on 

the effect of the reirial input. ïhis is the main difference between the models of this chapter and 

previous chapters. Fmm equation (9-l), we find out that the output of the retrial queues will have a 

lower square coefficient of variation. It is because the variance of the interdeparme time is tess than 

1. As Ilmean remal time (y) decreases, the variance of the interdeparture time will also decrease. 

This property will help us to explain some observations of the simulation resuIts. 

From the simulation resdts in Tables XI and XII, we can divide the data into two main 

categories: 1) overestimation, and 2) underestirnation, 

As we have seen before, the under and over estimations are directly affecteci by the value of the 

coefficient of variation. The two processes that can affect the SCV are the retrial process and the 

blocking process. Because of the retrial process, it is dificult to detemine whether the SCV is an 

underestimate or overestimate. 

Another observation is the accuracy of the GVM/I and the M.Mt1 models of the second node. 

As we can see fiom Tables XI and Xi& the G W l  will be more accurate wbea the blocking effect is 

smalI, That is what we are expecting because h m  the output of the infinite intemediate buffer's 

simulation results, we iïnd that the G W l  models are better than the MIMI1 models. Note that the 



computation of the SCV for the G W I  models is different for high and low retrial rates (or Urnean 

retrial tirne). Since the SCV of the departure process is less than one when the blocking process is 

not dominant, the mode1 will be similar to the case of infite intermediate butrers. When there is a 

high biockurg probability, the SCV increases, and so the M/M/I assumption wiIl provide better 

results. 

9.6.2 RS retrial tandem queues with one or two intermediate buffers 

In this section, we examine the effect of the intemediate buffers on the end-to-end delay 

analysis. The simulation resuits (Tables M and XI I )  show that the proportions of data that are 

overestirnated and underestimated decnxw as we add one intermediate bufTer. This is due to the 

decreased effect of the SCV of node 2's amival process on the end-to-end delay as the server 

utilization of the second node increases. A customer who enters the system will either wait in the 

first node or second node (i.e- no l o s  system). Therefore, it does not matter when he travels h m  

the first node to the second node if server 2 is occupied. The only case that it does maaer is when 

server 2 is idle (Le. thîs is the same as the condition of additional blockage delay in Chapter 7 and 8) 

when he arrives to node 2 (except the system is empty when he arrives). Then the distribution of the 

departure process of node 1 will have a senous effect on the end-to-end delay. Because of this 

property, the % deviation will decrease as the buffkr capacity of node 2 increases. 

Another observation is that the increased proportion of &ta of the G W 1  estimation is better 

than the M/M/1 estimation. This occurs because the blocking probability is decresised as the number 

of intennediate buffm increase. As a result, the system will be closer to the infimite intennediate 

buffer assumption. 

The effect of the intermediate buffers on the mean end-to-end delay is s h o w  in Graphs 9-3 to 

9-6. 
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Graph 9-6 ReWal tandem queues with RS blocking 
(Ilmean retrfal time = 10) 
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From the graphs above, we see that the effect of the first intermediate buffer is relatively iarger 

than the second intemediate buffer. Also, the effect increases as the retrial rate (y)  (or Ilmean remal 

time) increases since the probability of al1 intemediate buffers k i n g  occupied decreases as Urnean 

rehial tirne (y) decreases. As a result, the additional intemediate buffer has a small effect when y is 

small. Another observation is that the effect reaches a maximum when S 1 » S2 or S 1 cc S2. The 

intuitive reasoning is as follows: 

Although the probability of occupying the intermediate bufTer is small when S 1 » S2, the mean 

end-to-end delay will sufficiently decrease if the intermediate buffer is occupied. This occurs 

because the blocked customer will have to repeat a very long setcice tixne if blocking takes place so 

that there will be a large probability for the blocked custorner to see an idle server upon entering the 

successive node. As a result, an additional intemediate buffer can reduce the additional blockage 

delay. 

In the case of S 1 cc S2, although the blocked customer will not need to repeat a very long 

service time, the blocking probability is very high. That means the benefit for each individual 

customer is small, but most of the customers will gain the benefit. in the case of S 1 » S2, only a 

few customers will gain the benefit, but the benefit for each individuai is substantial, 

9.63 BAS retrial tandem queues wïtb no intermediate buffer 

in this section, we examine the BAS blocking policy of the remal tandem queues. As we have 

seen in Chapters 7 and 8, the effect of the blocking process is lower than for the RS blocking policy. 

For this reason, the effixt of the blockhg on the coefficient of variation will be lower. When we 



compare with RS blocking, the % deviation in BAS blocking is smaller because the server of node I 

acts as a b s e r  for node 2. As a remit, the server utilization will increase and the effect of the 

additional blockage delay will decrease. 

Shce the service t h e  of BAS retrial tandem queues is modelled by a Coxian distribution, the 

model of node 1 is assumeci to be an MG/l retrial queue- The variance of the interdepartue time 

(Td) is bowlded by the following inequalities FALIN & TEMPLETON 971: 

where q is the steady state idle probability 

y2 is the second moment of the service time distniution 

From the above inequaiity, we can see that as y incrases toward infinity, ni, will approach 1- p 

and equation (9-23) will become an exact equality. 

From the simulation results (Tables XïU and XIV), the proportion of overestimated &ta is less 

than the case of RS blocking. Also, the amount of overestimation is lower than for RS blocking 

when Ilmean setrial t h e  (y) is low. This means that the coeficient of variation of the output 

process of the retrial queue with Coxian service distribution is higher than that of the exponential 

dismbution. This is actually reflected h m  equation (9-23). in the decomposed G W I  model, we 

have added one more method for the computation of SCV, by using the upper bound vaiue of 

equation (9-23). This method will be referred as rnethod 3. From the simulation results (Tables XIII 

and XIV), we see that the G W 1  model works well when the blocking probability is low (Le, as the 

number of intermediate buffers increases, or S 1 > S2). 

Since the revised service tirne distribution of node 1 relies heavily on the blocking probability 

and the service rate of node 2, there is a special characteristic of the simulation results for al1 

methods. When the cetrial rate (or l/mean retrial time) is iow (Le. 0.05 or O. 1) and the blocking 

probability is hi@, the results are undereshated When the retrial rate (or Urnean retrial tirne) is 

high (Le. 1 or IO) and the blocking probability is bigh, the results are overestimated. It is relevant 

to see that this observation is mainly caused by the renia1 rate (or l/mean remal time) because the 



blocking probabilities are high in both cases. We know that the blocking probability is 

overestimated because we assume the customer in the head of the 'orbit' wili proceed immediately 

to the server when the previous customer has le& Ln reality, this is not me. When the previous 

customer leaves, the next customer is still in the process of retrial, so the probability that the next 

customer fmishes service in node 1 before the customer finishes service in node 2 is smaller, As a 

result, the bIocking probability is overestimated. The overestunation of the blocking probability will 

cause the second moment of the service time to increase, As a result, the value of SCV will increase 

by the relationship of equation (9-23). 

However, the overesbmation of SCV will only cause o v e r e ~ a a o n  of mean end-to-end delay. 

Thus, this cannot be used to expiain the underestimation in the case of low reaial rate. The 

underestimation is more likely caused by the long duration of retrial time. Since the retrial tirne is 

long, there is a large probability that server 2 is idle while there are one or more customers in orbit. 

As a result, this is sunilar to the effect of the additional blockage delay. Since node 2 is not assumed 

to see a retrial input, the delay that we estimateci h m  node 2 may be smailer than the actual value. 

In the case of low retriai rate (or I/mean remal lime), this effect is dominant and so the result is 

underestirnated. in the case of hi& retnd rate (or Urnean retrial time), this effect is not as serious 

because the customers will proceed to the server very quickly once it is ready. As a result, the 

overestimation of the blocking probability is dominant and the result is overestimated 

9.6.4 BAS retrial tandem queues with one or two intermediate buffers 

As we increase the nurnber of intermediate buffers, the estimations will become more accurate. 

The reason is similar to the case of RS blocking, A h ,  the accuracy of method 3 becomes less than 

rnetbods 1 and 2 as we increase the size of the intennediate buffets. In the case of hi& retrial rate 

(or Urnean remd time) and high blocking probability, the results were senously overestimated by 

method 3 because the SCV of method 3 is the upper bound of the SCV. When the blocking 

probability is small, the value of the SCV is dominateci by the output ptocess of the retrial queues. 

Since we are using the upper bound of the inequality, the SCV vdue is overestimated. 



The effect of the intermediate buffers on the mean end-to-end delay is d l e r  than the cases of 

RS blocking. The reason behind this is similar to the cases of tandem queues with Ulf'te buffers at 

the fmt node. 

R E . :  Retrïal rate and l/mean rembl rime are equivalent and are used interchangeably in th& 

thes&. The definition of retnàl rate îs the rate of reartempts of an individual custorner in 

orbit. This is diflerenr fiom the net retriaL rate ofthe system. The ner retrial rate is the 

product of E[ORB' and remul rate. The defuiition of mean r e W  rime k rhe average 

amount of tinae between successive reattempis of an indiw'duaI mtomer in orbit. 

9.7 Conclusions and furthet developmeat 

in conclusion, the decornposition method becomes more accurate as the nuniber of intermediate 

bufTers increases. Once again, this characteristic is mainly due to the insensitivity property of 

tandem queues. As we can see in Chapter 7 and 8, the method can be extended to an arbitrary 

configuration feedfoward queueing network. The procedures are similar to Chapters 7 and 8, 

The dificulty faced by retrial tandem queue decomposition is similar to infinite and finite 

tandem queues. However, the effect of correlation and covariance between neighboring nodes is 

higher and harder to understand than the models in Chapter 7 and 8 due to the renia1 process. 

Because of the retrial process, the % deviations of the models in this cbapter are larger than those in 

Chapters 7 and 8. Another problem is the departun: process of retrial queues. The exact analytic 

solution of departuce process of M/M/1 remal queue is very complicated as cornpared to an M/M./I 

queue. As a result, the SCV of the arriva1 process of node 2 is more difficuit to obtain. For this 

reason, the accuracy of the decomposition algorithm is less than the cases of infmite and fuiite 

tandem queues. In fact, the order of accuracy of the decomposition algorithm can be arranged in 

descending order as follows: 

1) tandem queues witb infimite buffet capacity at the fmt  node. 

2) tandem queues with finite b d f "  capacity at the h t  node. 

3) tandem queues with remal input. 

In fact, the reliability of the insensitivity approach also depends on the value of the coefficient 

of variation of service process (SERVICEcov). In this thesis, since al1 the service processes are 



assumed exponentially distri'buted and the SERVICEcov is equal to one, the effects of S E R W a o v  

on the estimations are irrelevant However, if we change the service pmess  to a general 

distribution, the effects of SERVICEcov on the accuracy of the insensitivity approach will be 

reveded. As SERVICbv increases, the estimations will be Iess accurate. in generai, the reliability 

of the insensitivity approach decreases when the correlation between subsystems inmases. As a 

result, tandem queues wiil require more intermediate buffers in order to minimize the additional 

blockage delay. 

There are several directions for future research of the decornposition algon'thm: 

1) Decomposition algorithms for tandem queues with the server control mechanisms that we 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

2) Tandem queues with vacation blocking. The meaning of vacation blocking is defined as 

foilows: when a server is blocked, it will go away for a random duration. If the successive 

node is still in blocking statu when the server r e m s ,  it will go away for another random 

duration (for multiple vacation policy), or it will stay in the system and not provide any 

service until one customer leaves the successive node (for one vacation only po1icy)- The 

vacation process is independent of the blocking process. For example, if a customer leaves 

node 2 d u h g  the vacation of server 1, the server of node 1 will not start service until the 

end of the vacation. The vacation policy will make the value of SCV of node 1 departure 

process harder to predict. 

RE&IXRK: In the lirerature of queueing networks wiih blocking, there are four main blocking 

policies. They are Block B@e Service-Semer Occupied (BBS-SOI. Block Before 

Service-Server Not Occupied ( B B S - S m .  Block A@ Service (BAS). and Repetitive 

Service Blocking (m). In the case of an qvonentially distributed service process. BBS- 

SO is equivalent to RS. ï h s ,  the decornposition algorithm for RS blocking policy can 

afso be applied to BBS-SO policy- There are some other equivalencies between d~fjierent 

blocking policies. but these are not in the area ofth f i  thesis, Interested readers can refer 

ro fPERROS 941. 



CHAPTER 10 SUMMARY AM) CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 Summary 

In this thesis, we used level crossing analysis (workload based methodology) to solve several 

single server and IWO server queueing models that are subject to different server control mechanisrns 

and queueing behavior. The complexity of the solution procedures of leveI crossing is less than other 

nwnber based methodologies, such as the moment generating fiuiction and the ma& geometric 

method W U T S  8 11, The reason is that the state space is smaiier if it is based on workioad rather than 

the number of customers. For example, in the multiple customer class queueing rnodel, we only need 

to know the total workload at any instant of t h e  insead of the number of customers of each class. In 

the case of number based methodologies, the state space will grow rapidiy as the number of customer 

classes increases. This occurs because the state space is composed of the number of cusiomers of each 

distinct class. Due to the workload based characteristic, level crossings also have an advantage in 

solving queues with reneging or balking. We can look ahead and determine whether a verticd jurnp 

(up crossing) should occur or not upon a customer's arrival, if the customer's waiting time exceeds the 

maximum (usually defined by system specification), we can then simply ignore his arriva1 (see Chapter 

3 1. 

The main disadvantage of the workload based methodology is chat the service policy is limited to 

FIFO only. In the case of retrial queues, we cannot appIy level crossing to estimate the waiting tirne 

distribution of retrial customers because of the inherent random order service policy. We applied 

probability generating fictions to solve these kinds of models and obtained the moments of the 

number of customers in orbit (see Chapter 6). The complexity of the solution procedure increases 

rapidly as  we include more server control mechanisrns. The retrial behavior wilI yield a set of non- 

standard differential equations with variable coefficients; and these equations are very dificult to solve 

in general. 

Due to the limitation of the exact analyrk solution, we developed an approximation algorithm 

(decomposition) to solve queueing systems with large state space, such as tandem queues. Although 

we applied level crossings (in Chapter 5) to solve a two-node tandem queue with intermediate arrivals, 

the solution procedure would becorne more difficult as we increase the number of buffers at the fmt 



node. Also, it is almost impossible to extend to tandem queues with more than two nodes due to lack 

of supplementary variabIes (except when we apply multi-dimensional level crossing methodology, see 

[WU 941, but the solution procedure is more difficult). By using decomposition, we obtain the mean 

end-to-end delay of tandem queueing systems with infinite, fmite, and retrial inputs where the number 

of intermediate buffim is finite in ali the cases (see Cbapters 7,8 and 9). Decomposition aigorithm has 

the advantage of simplicity, but it is very difficult to predict the accuracy of the estimation. The 

correlation and covarÎance between subsystems are usuaiiy very difficult to predict Since we assume 

subsystems are independent of each other, the interactions between subsystems in the decomposed 

rnodels may not be equivdent to the original models. in general, errors and % deviations are very 

difficult to predict beforehand The only way to validate an approximation algorithm is to conduct a 

simulation experiment, but this wiil be very t h e  consuming and the simulation data are not always 

reliable. 

10.2 Future research 

10.2.1 Approwimate analytic met hodology 

AAer applying both exact (level crossing and moment generating function) and approximation 

algorithm (decomposition) to soIve mobile communication-oriented queueing systems, we discovered 

the advantages and disadvantages of these methodologies. Although exact analytic methods are 

accurate, the complexity of the solution procedure grows rapidly as the probiern size increases, The 

accuracy of the approximate algorithm is unclear and difficult to predict Thus, there is a need to 

develop an approximate analytic method to handle complex queueing systems. The basic requirernents 

of a good approximate analytic method must have the following features: 

1) The solution procedure is less difficult (or complicated) than exact analytic methods. 

2) The accuracy of the estimation can be controlled. 

3) The % deviation must be easy to predict 

4) The joint and central moment between subsystems must be taken into account to a certain 

extent. 

One of the applications of approxirnate anidytic method is used to validate the approximation 

algorithm in Chapters 7, 8 and 9. For example, since the simulation output &ta is not independent, we 



cannot obtain the variance or higher moments of the waiting tirne distn'bution of tandem queues. As a 

result, we cannot validate the results h m  the decomposition aigorithm and the insensitivity property 

of waiting time distributions (see Chapters 7 and 8)- By using approximate analytic method, we can 

construct approximate waiting tirne distributions for tandem queues and then compare with the results 

h m  the decomposition algorithm The accuracy of the algorithm can be obtained through the 

comparisons. 

10.2.2 Packetize trrimc versus customer tmaffic 

In this thesis, d l  the queueing models were based on the customer leveI (Le. continuous time 

frame) ratber than on the packet level (Le. discrete time h e ) .  AIthough packet level queueing 

systems are closer to real situations, exact solutions will be very complicated even in simple situations- 

The cornplexities are mahly due to arrival and seMce processes- 

1) Arriva1 process: the arrival processes of packet ievel queueing systerns are no longer Poisson. 

Data packet and voice packet amvais are usually rnodelled by batch arrivais and Markov 

Modulated Poisson Process (MMPP), respectively. These arrivai processes are very difficult 

to solve in general. 

2) Service process: since the length of each packet is deteministic, the models will become 

*/D/C queueing models. Since the service time is not exponentially distributed anymore, the 

system no longer belongs to the class of Markovian-type queueing models. These m e s  of 

non-Markovian queueing systems are not easy to analyze in general. This is obvious as we 

compare tbe solution procedure of an M/M/I queue with an M/D/l queue. 

Afthough we considered the customer level instead of the packet level, we can still draw some 

relationships between these two systems. For example, we can cornpute the expected number of 

customer amivals during a random waiting duration, see Chapter 4. Since the total voice duration is 

exponentially distributed, the number of voice packets per customer arrivd can then be estimated. Let 

lWka be the length of each voice packet and l/p be &e mean voice duration. The mean number of 

voice packets per customer arrival is quai to (1 /p)/lFm. By using this relationship, we can transform 

a workload based measure hto a packet-based measure. Unfortunately, this estimation is onty valid for 

rnean value, not for second or higher moments. 



In order to obtaui information of higher moments, we have to solve the discrete models directly. 

As we pointed out earlier, this is a very difficult ta& There are several comprehensive theses and text 

books on these kinds of queueing systerns- For a detailed treatment of Markov Modulated Queuekg 

Systems, please refer to m B A R i  921 and 9q.  For queues with buk arrivais, please refer to 

[TEMPLETON 831. 

From the above example, we can see that the complexity of mobile communication models will 

încrease rapidly as we take more characteristics of r d  systems into account, Thus, the need for a new 

methodotogy to handIe these types of situations is evident 

103 Conclusions 

In concIusion, system m o d e h g  of mobile communication systems will grow increasingly 

complicated due to the following reasons: 

the advancement of mobile technology (i-e. multi-media t r a c ,  complex server control 

dgoritbm). 

in order to use the bandwidth more efficiendy while maintaining the quality of service, more 

accurate information (Le. obtaining complete distribution instead of onIy obtaining the mean) 

is requited, For example, tail probability distribution plays an important role in detennining 

the quality of service. 

a more detailed understanding of performance measures and interactions between processes is 

required. 

Traditional techniques of queueing theory will not be sufficient to handIe the rapid growth of 

technology, and new techniques must be developed to îülfill the challenges in the future. 



APPENDIX 1. DESIGN OF THE SIMULATION EXPERiMENTS 

The approach that we used in the simulation expetiment is called repIication/deletion. The basic 

procedure is to nin n replications of the simulation each of length m. Ody the &ta afler the warm up 

period 1 are used to cornpute the estimated mean. The reason for implementing a wann-up p e n d  is 

because of the problem of the initial transient or the startup problem in the simulation experirnent- 

Since the output of the &ta may not be in steady state condition at the beginning of the simulation, we 

have to determine the warm up period in order to guarantee that each observation is in a steady state 

condition. We used Welch's procedure to determine the length of the wann-up period. A brief outline 

of the procedwe is stated below. For a detailed explanation, see M W  911. 

1) Make n > 5 replications, each of length m. Let Yji be the ih observation fiom jh replication. 

2) Compute the mean of each observation, that is: 

(Al - 1) 

3) Compute the moving averages h(w) ( where w is the window and is a positive integer nifh 

that w I L m d )  

f i = w +  1, ..., m - w 

(Al - 2) 

4) Plot Ti(w), for al1 i and choose the value of 1 at the point of convergence. 

The length of each simulation nin in this thesis is long enough to yield a very narrow 95% 

confidence interval. The length of the 95% CI of each nui is srnaII enough to neglect. As a result, we 

can ignore the effect of confidence interval on the computation of % deviation. 



APPENDIX II. SUMlMARY OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS 

Table 1. Two node rinite tandem queues with RS blocking poücy 

1) As the number of intediate buffers increases, the % deviation will decrease, 

2) Overestimation occurs when the mean service time of node 1 is longer than node 2 (except in the 

case of 5 bufTers at the first node and 2 intermediate buffers). 

3) Underestimation occurs when the mean service time of node 1 is shoner than node 2 (except in the 

case of 5 buffers at the fmt node and 2 intermediate bufiérs). 

Table II. Two node finite tandem queues with RS blocking policy (Symmetical Analysis) 

1) The % deviation is s d l  when both the mean service times of node 1 and 2 are short, 

2) Overestimation occurs when the mean senrice t h e  of node 1 is longer than node 2 (except for 5 

buffers at the fust node). 

3) Underestimation occurs when the mean service time of node 1 is shorter than node 2 (except for 5 

buffers at the first node). 

Table m. Two node infmite tandem queues with RS blocking policy 

1) The % deviation is decreased as the number of intermediate buffers increases. 

2) Overestimation occurs for most of the cases. 

3) When the mean service time of node 1 is sufficiently smaller than node 2, the % deviation is 

smali. 

Table IV. Two node inrinite tandem queues with RS blocking poücy and no intermediate buffers 

1) The original direction anaiysis yields a smail% deviation when the mean service t h e  of node 1 is 

sufficiently longer than node 2. 

2) The reverse direction analysis yields a small % deviation when the mean service time of node 2 is 

sufficiently longer than node 1. 

Table V. Two node fimite tandam queues with BAS blocking policy 

1) Overestimation occurs more ofien than the RS blocking policy. Almost al1 the % deviations are 

caused by overestimations, except for the cases of high blocking (Le. S 1 = 0.1 and S2 = 0.5,0.7 & 

0.8). 

2) The % deviation decreases as the number of intermediate buffers Uicreases. 



3) Most of the high % deviations are caused by underestimation. n e  underestilnation occurs when 

the mean service thne of node 1 is sufliciently shorter than node 2. 

Table VI. Two aode infinite tandem queues with BAS blocking poticy 

1) The % deviations are srnail for al1 the cases. The insensitivity property of the end-to-end deIay in 

BAS blocking policy is observed. 

2) The % deviations are increased when the tandem queues are ahos t  symmetrïcal and the total 

mean service times (Le. S1 + 52) close to the mean interarriva1 times (Le, one). 

Table MI. Tbree node finite tandem queues m'th RS blocking policy 

1) The % deviation decreases as the nwiber of intemediate buffers increases. 

2) If the service times are symmetrîcal, the % deviations are small- 

3) In the cases of one or more intemediate buffers, the % deviation is minimized if the service times 

are a m g e d  in descending order (Le. node 1 bas the longest service time). 

Table Vm. Tbree node infiiiite tandem queues with RS blocking policy 

1 )  The % deviation decreases as the number of intermediate buffers increases, 

2) If the number of intemediate buEers is greater than one, the mean end-to-end delay is insensitive 

to the number of intermediate buffers. 

Table IX Three node finite tandem queues with BAS blocking policy 

1 )  The % deviations are smail when the service times are symmetrîcai. 

2) The % devia!ion decreases as the number of intemediate buffers increases. 

3) In the cases of no intennediate buffers, 3 or  5 buffers at the füst node, the % deviations are 

rninimized if the s e ~ c e  times are arranged in descending order. 

4) In the cases of one or more intermediate buffers, the % deviations are not very sensitive to the 

order of the service time. 

Table X. Three node infiaite tandem queues with BAS blocking policy 

1) The mean end-to-end delay is insensitive to the number of intermediate buffers when there are one 

or more intemediate buffers. 

Table XI. Retrial tandem queues witb RS blocking policy 

1 )  The % deviation decreases as Ilmean =trial time ( y )  increases. 



The % deviation decreases as the number of intemediate bufTers increases, 

The MAU1 decomposition is better than the G W l  decomposition when the blocking probability 

is high. 

As the number of intermediate bufSers increases, the G W I  decomposition becornes more 

accurate. 

Overesh t ion  occurs when the mean service t h e  of node L is longer than node 2. 

Underestimation occurs when the mean sencice tirne of node 1 is shorter than node 2. 

in the cases of no intermedisrte buffer, underestimation occurs when the blocking probability is 

high and l/mean reûial time (y) is either high or low. 

In the cases of one or more intemediate buffers, underestimation occurs when the blocking 

probability is high and Ilmean retrial thne (y )  îs low to intermediate (Le. between 0.05 to O. 1). 

As the number of intermediate bufférs uicreases, underestimation will not occur for the high 

Urnean retrial tirne (y), even though the blocking probability is hi&. 

10) -4s the number of intermediate buffers increases, underestimation will be less likely to occur. 

Table Xn. Retrial tandem queues with RS blocking policy (Light traffic) 

1) The % deviation decreases as the number of intermediate buffers increases. 

2) G W 1  decomposition is good when the blocking probability is low. M/M/I decomposition is 

good when the blocking probability is hi&. 

Table Xm. Retrial tandem queues with BAS blocking policy 

The % deviation decrases as the number of intermediate buffers uicreases. 

Most of the results are underesthated when Ilmean renia1 time (y) is low. When Urnean retrial 

time ( y )  is high, overestimation occurs more oîlen. 

The M/M/I decomposition yields better results when there is no intermediate buffer. 

As the number of intermediate buffers increases, the results of GYM/l decomposition become 

more accurate than the M/M/  1 decomposition, 

In the cases of no intermediate buffer, undetestimation occurs for both the high and Iow llmean 

reûial tirne (y).  



In the cases of two or more intermediate buffers, underestimation occurs less often than in the 

cases of zero or one intemediate buffer. A h ,  the degree of underestirnation is Iower as the 

number of intermediate buffers uicreases. 

Table XIV. Retriai tandem queues with BAS blocking policy (WG/l retrial queues estimation) 

1) The % deviation decreases as the number of intermediate buffers increases. 

2) There is l e s  underestirnation as the number of intemediate buffers increases. 

3) In the case of no intermediate b s e r  and high I/mean retrid time (y) (i-e. 1, IO), underestirnation 

occurs when the service time of node 1 is a Iot longer than node 2. 

Table XV. Spüt and merge queueing networks 

1) The % deviations are mal1 for most of the cases. 

Table XM. Estimation of the blocking probability 

1 ) The blocking probability decreases as the buffer capacity increases. 

Table XVII. Numerical analysis of tandem queues with retriai input and infinite intermediate 

buffers 

1) Al1 results are overestimated. 

2) The % deviation decreases a s  Urnean remal time (y )  increases. 

Table XVIII. & XX. Numerid anaiysis ... (Node 2 GUM/1) SCV computed by average number 

of eustomers in the orbit 

1) The % deviation is small when Urnean retnal tirne (y) is low. 

2) The % deviation is large when l/mean reuial time (y) is high. 

Table XIX. & XXI. Numerical analysis ... (luode 2 C W I )  SCV computed by the average of the 

upper and lower bound 

1 The % deviation is large when Urnean retrïal time (y) is low. 

2) The % deviation is srnall when llmean retrial time (y) is hi@- 

Table XXIT. Retrial tandem queues wlth intermediate departure 

1) The % deviations are small for al1 cases. The accuracy of the estimation is independent of l/mean 

retrial tirne (y). 



Table XXIII. M/M/I retrial queues with fdback  

1) A11 the estimations are very accurate and the adyt ic  sotution is validated- 

Table XXIV. Departure pnniess of i n  M/M/l queue 

1 )  The value of SCV decreases as  the buffer capacity decreases while the server utilization stays 

constant. 

2) The value of SCV decreases as the server utilization decrettses whiie the b d e r  capacity stays 

constant- 

3) The value of SCV converges to one as  the bufTer capacity incrases to infinity. 



APPENDIX m. DEPARTURE PROCESS OF MIWI AND WIIN QUEUES 

A x m n Q N  

A is the extemal arrivai rate 

1/p is the mean service tirne 

P = W  

N is the buffer capacity 

where 

Numencal examples for the relationships between buffer capacity (N) and the coefficient of variation 

of departure process (i.e. VA RI^>]/@^])') are show in Table W. 



APPENDIX W. SOME IMPORTANT STATISTICAL mTEKODS 

Let X and Y be two continous time random variables. 

fx(x), fy(y) and fxy(x,y) be the density fûnction of X, Y and XY, respectively, 

The kh moment of X is: 

The variance o f  X is: 

ï h e  standard deviation of X is: 

Conditional expectation is defllied as follows: 

The joint moment of two random variables (KY) is defmed as follows: 

Correlation of X and Y is E(XY1 (Le. set the vaIue of j and k equal to 1). 

The jth central moment o f  X and Y is defined as the joint moment of the centered tandom variables, 

(Le. X - E[XJ and Y - Er(]). It is: 



By semng the values of j and k equal to one, equation (A4-7) becomes the covariance of X and Y. By 

multiplying out the brackets, we have: 

COV(X, Y, = mq- ECXIE[YI. 

If X and Y are independent of each other, equation (A4-8) becomes: 

COV(X, Y )  = aX - QX]]E(Y - E[U] = 0. 

The correIation coefficient of X and Y is defied by: 

where pxy is the correlation coefficient of X and Y 

ox  and ut- is the standard deviation of X and Y, respectively 

The squared coefficient of variation of X is defined as: 

Sq - Coeff - Var = 
VAR[X] - E[x'] - - 1.0 
( E W I ) ~  ( E m 2  



APPENDK V. SOME IMPORTANT PROBABlLITY DISTRIBUTIONS 

POISSON 

Let N(s) be the number of castomers in the system at time S. 

(W' =-2i Pr[N(t + s) - N(s)]  = - for n = O , l  ... a, (AS-1) 
n ! 

EXPONENTlAL 

Let X be a continuous tirne random variable. 

h CDF of k-phase Erlang process is given as follows: 

F, ( t )  = Pr[S, S t ]  = Pr[N(t) t k]  = 
j=t j! 

(W' ,-a f, 0 )  = - (k  - l)! 

(AS - 7) 

Note: A k-phase Erlang process is defined as the sum of k independent exponential processes (with 

same parameter). 



APPENDM. M. STATISTICAL METBODS FOR SIMULATION ANALYSIS 

The content of this appendix is fiom Law and Kelton &AW 9 11. 

Sarn~le m u  

where Xi is IID randorn var-able or an independent observation 

n is the total number of observations 

- 
X(n) is sample mean of the population 

where XZ(n) is sample variance 

Since sample mean can be very close to actual mean in one experirnent and very far away in 

another experiment, we need to find a way to measue how accurate the sample mean is. in fact, as the 

population size (n) inmases, the sample mean will be closer to the actual mean. The details of this 

argument is presented in [Law 9 11. Thus, the unbiased estimator for Var[ %(n) ] is: 

1 " XZ (n) 
i= 1 n 

Note: Equaaon (A6-3) is only valid if and only if al1 X i  are independent. 

We c m  still apply equation (A6-1) to frnd the sample mean of simulation output data if the output 

data are covariance-stationary- However, we c a ~ o t  apply equations (A6-2) and (A6-3) to estimate the 

variance. For this m o n ,  we can only use the mean value of the simulation output data. This 

argument is aiso stated in p. 25 1 of maw 9 11 and quoted as follows: 



'The standard datiarion in the output report of S W  Vsimulator are nor reliable, in general. 

since they are based on formulas that czsswne independent output data. which will not be satrSfed in 

practice. ' 

where ~ - , - l d  is the upper I d  critical point for the t disalbution with n- ldf. 

a is the % of data that faII out of the interval. For example, for 90% CI, ad. 1. 

The meaning o f  the Confidence Interval (CI) can be illustrated in the figure below: 

- 
lower bound CI upper bound CI 

value of the estirnated mean 



BEGIN; 

CREATE: EXPO(1,S) : MARK(ArrTime) ; 
QUEUE, FQueue; 
SEIZE : Serverl; 
DELAY: EXPO(0-2,3); FIFST SERVER 
BRANCH, 1: 
IF, STATE (Semer21 == IDLE-RES , NODES : 
ELSE, REP1; 
RELEASE: Serverl; 
QUEUE, SQueue ; 
SEIZE : Semer2 ; 
DELAY : EXPO ( O.SSS,4 1 ; SECOND SERVER 
BRANCH, 1 : 
IF, STATE (Server3) == IDLE-RES , NODE3 : 
ELSE, REP2; 
RELEASE: Server2; 
QUEUE, 3 Queue ; 
SEIZE : Semer3 ; 
DELAY: EXPO (0.4,4 ; THIRD SERVER 
RELEASE : Semer3 ; 
TALLY : FlowTime, INT (ArrTirne) ; 
COUNT : Customer : 
DISPOSE ; 

B W  

BEGIN ; 

RETRY 

REPl 

NODE2 

REP2 

NODE3 

CREATE: EXPO(l,S): MARK(ArrTime); 
QUEUE, FQueue ; 
SEIZE: Serverl; 
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 .7,3 ) ; FIRST SERVER 
BRANCH, 1: 
IF, NQ(SQueue1 c 1 , NODE2: 
ELSE, =Pl; 
RELEASE : Semerl; 
QUEUE, SQueue ; 
SEIZE : Semer2 ; 
DELAY : EXPO (O.lS,4 1 ; SECOND SERVER 
BRANCH, 1: 
IF, NQ(3Queue) c 1 , NODE3: 
ELSE, REPS; 
RELEASE: Server2; 
QUEUE, 3 Queue ; 



SEIZE: Server3; 
REP3 DELAY : EXPO ( 0 .2 ,4  ) ; THIRD SERVER 

BRANCH, 1: 
I F ,  NQ(4Queue) c 1 , NODE4: 
ELSE, REP3; 

NODE4 RELEASE: Server3; 
QUEXJE, 4Queue; 
SEIZE : Semer4 ; 
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 . 1 , 7  ) ; FORTH SERVER 
RELEASE: Server4; 
TALLY : F l o w T i m e ,  INT (ArrTime) ; 
COUNT: C u s t o m e r :  
DISPOSE; 



APPENDIX WII. S M A N  PROGRAMS FOR TANDEM QUEUES WITFI BAS BLOCKING 
POLICY 

BOFFgR 

BEGIN; 

RETRY 

GOON 

STAYl 

NODE2 

ST-AY 2 

NODE3 

-TE: EXPO(1,S): MARK(ArrTirne); 
QUEUE, FQueue, 3 ; 
SEIZE : Serverl; 
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 .7,3 ) ; FIRST SERVER 
BRANCH, 1: 
IF, STATE (Server2) == IDLE-RES , NODES: 
ELSE, STAYl; 
BLOCK: Bayl; 
PROCEED: Bayl; 
! TALLY : IntDep , BETWEEN; 
RELEASE: Serverl; 
QUEUE, SQueue ; 
SEIZE : Semer2 ; 
DELAY: EXPO (0.2,4 ) ; SECOND SERVER 
BRANCH, 1: 
IF, STATE (Server3) == IDLE-RES , NODE3 : 
ELSE, STAY2; 
BLOCK: Bay2; 
PROCEED: Bay2; 
TALLY : IntDep , BETWEEN; 
RELEAÇE : Semer2 ; 
IF: NQ(SQueue) == 0; 
UNBLOCK: Bayl , NB (Bayl ) ; 
ENDIF; 
QUEUE, 3 Queue ; 
SEIZE : Semer3 ; 
DELAY: EXPO (0.4,8) ; THIRD SERVER 
RELEASE : Semer3 ; 
TALLY : FlowTime , INT (Arflirne) ; 
COUNT: Customer: 
DISPOSE; 

BEGIN; 

CREATE: EXPO(1,S): ~ ~ ~ ~ ( A r r T i r n e ) ;  
RETRY QUEUE, FQueue ; 

SEIZE : Serverl; 
GOON DELAY: EXP0(0.7,3); FIRST SERVER 

BRANCH, 1 : 
IF, NQ(SQueue1 < 1, NODES: 
ELSE, STAY1; 

STAYl BLOCK: Bayl; 



PROCEED : B a y l  ; 
TALLY: I n t D e p ,  BETWEEN; 

NODE2 RELEASE: Serverl; 
QUEUE, SQueue ; 
SEIZE  : Server2 ; 
IF:  NQfSQueue) == 0 ;  
UNBLOCK: B a y l  ; 
ENDIF;  
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 . 2 , 4  1 ; SECOND SERVER 
BRANCH, 1: 
IF,  N Q ( 3 Q u e u e )  c 1 , NODE3: 
ELSE, STAY2; 

STAY2 BLOCK: B a y 2 ;  
PROCEED: Ba-; 
TALLY : I n t D e p  , BETWEEN; 

NODE3 RELEASE : Semer2 ; 
QUEUE, 3 Queue ; 
SEIZE : Semer3 ; 
IF: N Q ( 3 Q u e u e )  == 0 ;  
UNBLOCK: Bay2; 
ENDIF;  
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 - 4 , 4  1 ; THIRD SERVER 
BRANCH, 1: 
IF, NQ(4Queue) < 1 , NODE4: 
ELSE, STAY3; 

STAY3 BLOCK: B a y 3 ;  
PROCEED : B a y 3  ; 
TALLY: I n t D e p ,  BETWEEN; 

NODE4 RELEASE : Semer3 ; 
QUEUE, 4Queue ; 
SEIZE : Semer4 ; 
IF: N Q ( 4 Q u e u e )  == 0 ;  
UNBLOCK : B a y 3  ; 
ENDIF;  
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 - 0  9 ,7  ; FORTH SERVER 
RELEASE : Server4 ; 
TALLY : F l o w T i m e  , INT ( A r r T i m e )  ; 
COUNT : Cus t o m e r  : 
DISPOSE;  



APPENDM M, SIMAN PROGRAM FOR RETRIAL TANDEM QUEUES \WTH RS 
BLOCKING POLICY 

BEGIN; 

CREATE : EXPO ( 1 , 5  ) : MARK ( ArrTirne ; 
RETRY QUEUE, FQueue,O,ORBIT; 

SEIZE : S e m e r l ;  
RESTART DELAY: EXP0(0,3,3) ; FIRST SERVER 

BRANCH, 1: 
I F ,  STATE ( S e r v e r 2 )  == 1 DLE-EUS, GOON: 
ELSE, RESTART; 

GOON RELEASE : S e r v e r l ;  
TALLY : I n t D e p  , BETWEEN; 
QUEUE, SQueue; 
SEIZE : Semer2 ; 
DELAY : EXPO ( O. 2 , 4  ) ; SECOND SERVER 
RELEASE: Server2; 
TALLY : FlowTime , INT ( M i m e )  ; 
COUNT : Cus tomer : 
DISPOSE ; 

ORBIT ASSIGN: NOrbit = NOrbit + 1; 
STORE: NumOrb; 
DELAY : EXPO ( 0.1,7 ; RETRIAL RATE 
ASSIGN: N O r b i t  = N O r b i t  - 1; 
UNST0RE:NumOrb; 
COUNT: N u m e t r i a l :  
NEXT (RETRY) ; 

BEGIN; 

CREATE: E X P O ( 1 , S ) :  MARK(ArrTime); 
RETRY QUEUE, FQueue,O.ORBIT; 

SEIZE : S e m e r 1  ; 
RESTART DELAY: E X P 0 ( 0 . 3 , 3 ) ;  FIRST SERVER 

BRANCH, 1: 
I F ,  NQ(SQueue)  c 1, WON: 
ELSE, RESTART; 

GOON RELEASE : Serverl; 
TALLY : I n t D e p  , BETWEEN; 
QUEUE, SQueue  ; 



SEIZE : Semer2 ; 
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 . 2 , 4  ) ; SECOND SERVER 
RELEAÇE: Server2; 
TXLLY : FlowTime , INT ( M i m e  1 ; 
COUNT: Customer: 
DISPOSE; 

ORBIT ASSIGN: NOrbit = NOrbit + 1; 
STORE: NumOrb; 
DELAY: EXP0(0.1,7); RETRIALRATE 
ASSIGN: NOrbit = NOrbit - 1; 
UNSTORE : NumOrb ; 
COUNT: NumRetrial: 
NEXT (RETRY) ; 



APPENDIX X S I M A N  PROGRAMS EOR RETRIAL TANDEM QUEUES WITH BAS 
BLOCKING POLICY 

BEGIN; 

CREATE: EXPO(1,5): MARK(ArrTirne1; 
RETRY QUELTE, FQueue, O, ORBIT ; 

SEIZE: Serverl; 
RESTART DELAY : EXP0 ( 0.1,3 ) ; FIRST SERVEK 

BRANCH, 1: 
IF, STATE (Semer2 == IDLE-RES , GOON : 
ELSE, STAY; 

STAY BLOCK: Bay; 
PROCEW: Bay; 

GOON RELEASE: Semerl; 
TALLY: IntDep, BETWEEN; 
QUEUE, SQueue ; 
SEIZE : Semer2 ; 
DELAY : EXPO ( 0 .1,4 ) ; SECOND SERVER 
RELEASE: Server2; 
IF: STATE (Semer2 1 == IDLE-RES ; 
UNBLOCK: Bay; 
ENDIF ; 
TALLY : FlowTime , INT (ArrTirne ) ; 
COUNT : Custorner : 
DISPOSE ; 

ORBIT ASSIGN: NOrbit = NOrbit + 1; 
STORE: NumOrb; 
DELAY : EXPO (2 0,7 ) ; RETRIAL RATE 
ASSIGN: NOrbit = NOrbit - 1; 
UNST0RE:NumOrb; 
COUNT: NumRetrial: 
NEXT (RETRY) ; 

BEGIN; 

CREATE : EXPO ( 1,s ) : MARK (ArrTime) ; 
RETRY QUEUE, FQueue , O, ORBIT; 

SEIZE : Serverl; 
RESTART DELAY: EXP0(0.3,3); FIRST SERVER 

BRANCH, 1: 
IF, NQ(SQueue) c 1, GOON: 
ELSE, STAY; 

STAY BLOCK: Bay; 
PROCEED: Bay; 



GOON RELEASE : 
TALLY : 
Q-, 
SEIZE : 
IF: 
UNBLOCK : 
ENDIF; 
DELAY : 
RELEASE : 
TALLY: 
COUNT : 
DISPOSE; 

Serverl ; 
IntDep, BETWEEN; 
SQueue ; 
Semer2 ; 
NQ (SQueue) == 0 ; 
B a y ;  

EXP0(0.5,4) ; SECOND SERVER 
Server2 ; 
FlowTime, LNT (ArrTime) ; 
Customer : 

ORBIT ASSIGN: NOrbit = NOrbit + 1; 
STORE: NumOrb; 
DELAY: EXPO(10,71; RETRIALRATE 
ASSIGN: NOrbit = NOrbit - 1; 
UNST0RE:NumOrb; 
COUNT: NumRetrial: 
NEXT (RETRY ; 



APPENDIX XI. COMPARISONS OF COEFFICIENT OF VARLATION BETWEEN SV AND 
QVS POUCIES 

Graph A l  1-1 Corn parisons of coefficient of 
variation between QVS and SV 
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Table 1.2 NODE FINITE TANDEM QUEUES WlTH RS BLOCKING POLlCY 

No IB 1 buffer at the first node No 18 3 buffer at the first node No If3 5 buffer at the first node 
T.Delay Sim. % dev. TaDelay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. 

0.229746 0,23045 0.305651 0.236613 0.23633 0.119746 0.237118 0,23681 0.130189 
0.526927 0.54837 3.910387 0.577871 0.60356 4.256291 0.589755 0.61091 3.462828 
0.873678 0.95291 8.314748 1 .O64025 1.1739 9.359799 1.149501 1.2884 10.78076 
1.058095 l.18Ol f0.33854 1.355828 1.5473 12.37457 1.52Ol6l 1 14.87029 
1.153301 1.2991 J1.22307 1,512lW 1.751 1 13.64317 1.725617 2.0862 17,28419 
0.514867 0.50794 1.363718 0.619731 0.58872 5.267531 0.639867 0.60795 5.249926 
0.857604 0,8656 0.923743 1 .O8S458 1.0978 1 .l24245 1.1 S6389 1.207 1 4.201036 
1.051253 1,0744 2.154452 1.385977 1.4462 4.164193 1.51607 l.6701 9.222798 
0.837746 0.82165 1 .M8M5 1 .IO3792 1.t01 0.253543 1.416733 1.243 t3.97689 
1,023439 1.0003 2.31 3183 1.245486 lAO6l 11 A2263 1,806567 1.6528 9.303454 
1,181 I l 9  1 .l568 2.102281 1.856015 1.7468 6.252302 2.693254 2.2206 21,28496 
1.281 ô45 1.2498 2.548017 1 . W I 6 9  1,9267 0.543386 2.972528 2.5085 16.49821 

1 IB 1 buffer at the frist node 1 18 3 buffer at the first node 1 18 5 buter at the first node 
T.Delay Sh.  % dsv. T.Delay Sim, 36 dev. T.Delay Slm, % dev. 

0.221 104 0.21887 1.020857 0.223332 0,22208 0.56397 0,223376 0.22275 0,281051 
0.531823 0.52231 1.821244 0.545742 0.54161 0.70282 0,547052 0.54305 0.73696 
0.948336 0.95687 0.891891 1 .O37628 1.0655 2.61 5039 1,062953 1,101 6 3.508294 
l,l946!M 1.2222 2.253769 1.434805 1.4337 0,077087 1.535635 1.5426 0.451534 
1,314847 1.367 9.815171 1.635024 1,6409 0,358083 1,786341 1 -81 24 1 A37798 
0,482637 0.47618 1 , 3 W 2  0,534934 0.52986 0.957544 0.543978 0,53951 0.828165 
0,803408 0.769 4.47443 0.887456 0.86891 2,134412 0,90236 0.89686 0.613247 
1 ,O1 2566 0.95751 5.749899 1.1 39186 1.1 107 2.564645 1.164477 1.1642 0.023824 
0,780314 0,77265 0.991847 0.987934 0.97649 1.171991 1,078289 1.0642 1.323894 
0,924066 0.90049 2.618076 1.15553 1.1362 1.701246 l.25958l 1,2464 0.895604 
l.lOl253 1,091 5 0.893517 1.573288 1,5573 1.026617 1.91 O683 1.8859 1.314133 
t.168158 1.151 1 1.481896 1.6547 1,6308 1.465561 2,007445 1.9786 1457867 

Note: IS is the number of buvers behveen node 1 end node 2 
S i  and S2 are the mean service time of node 1 and node 2, respectively 



Table I.(cont'd) 2 NODE FINITE TANDEM QUEUES WlTH RS BLOCKING POLlCY (cont'd) 

2 tB 1 buffer at the first node 2 IB 3 buffer at the first node 2 IB 5 buffer at the first node 
T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. 

0.220187 0.21863 0.712143 0.222292 0.22169 0.271766 0.222333 0.22196 0.168185 
0.533925 0.5256 1 .58397 0.54 1362 0.53785 0.6529 0.541882 0.53933 0.473176 
1 .O08409 1.0047 0.369122 1.07327 1 .O762 0.272224 t.092097 1.1026 0.952602 
1.30726 1.3142 0.528079 1 A7425 1.4732 0.071298 1.556846 1.5455 0.73114 
1 A60954 1.4896 1.923088 1.6951 9 1 ,Tl O3 0.883464 1,831 848 1.831 7 0.00805.û 
0.479827 0,47456 1.109919 0.530306 0.52617 0.786089 0.530907 0,53464 0.803688 
0.789583 0.76283 3.507048 0.85691 4 0.84253 1,707233 0,86791 7 0.85674 1.3OJS5rl 
1 .O04251 0.9569 4.918327 l.lOO636 1 .O759 2.299071 1.1 17628 1 + 1 O1 3 1 .48257l 
0,776397 0.7701 5 0.81 11 1 0,978373 O,WOll 0.851741 1.06483 1,057 0.740748 
0.910524 0.89488 1 .W82OS 1.1219W l,lO6l 1.430116 1.212367 l,l9D2 1 .O9797 
1 .O96999 1 .O9 0.642076 1.559989 1.5453 0.9Sû57S 1,886465 1,8625 l . 286W 
1.1591 2 1 1.1495 0.836942 1,626649 1.61 6 0.6S9003 1.95667 1 1.9346 1 .l4O856 

Note: 18 is the number of bufers between node 1 and node 2 



Table 11.2 NODE FINITE TANDEM QUEUES WlTH RS BLOCKING POLICY (SYMMETRICAL ANALYSIS) 

No IB 3 buffer at the first node No 18 5 buffer at the first node 
T.Delay Slm, % dev. f.Detay Sim. % dev. 

0.2366f3 0.23633 0.119746 0.237118 0.23681 0.130189 
0.389982 0.39691 1.745572 0.392844 0.39802 1.30051 3 
0.577871 0.60356 4.25629 0.589755 0,61091 3.462828 
0.401609 0.39435 1.840731 0.405469 0,39778 1.933041 
0.578607 0.5852 1.126674 0.588685 O. 59348 0.807956 
0.792622 0,82491 3.9149 12 0.81 81 37 0.86458 3.371 744 
0.831 389 0.81 787 l.6SZB6t 0.868999 0.85929 1 .l29877 
1.08546 1 .O978 1.124077 1.156392 1,2071 4.200814 
1.385896 1 .a462 4.169845 1 .SI61 02 1.6701 9.220865 
1.452651 1 A l  99 2,306556 1.64146 1.6523 0.656075 
1.802464 1.808 0.306177 2.105722 2.2255 5.382089 
2.20006 2,2414 1.û44399 2,673037 2.9277 8.698114 
2.270659 2.1947 3.461009 2.862261 2.8671 0.168773 

Note: IB is the number of bufers behveen node 1 and node 2 





Table W. 2 Node Infinita T8nd.m Qti.u# with RS blocking policy, INFINIE bufhr 
at the fimt nodm and No Int.mndirt, Buffar 

S2 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.3 
0.5 
0.5 
0.7 
O.? 

% d.v. 
0.433874 
3.382987 
9.387459 
14.54983 
17.82017 
18.5265 
19.62551 
10.15966 
16.8371 5 
21 .O5937 
21.31142 
0.231444 
6.920595 
13.20349 
1 .O70106 
2.810078 
2.489380 
2.735082 

% dev. 
0.433874 
O.ôO6533 
1.33301 1 
1 602838 
1 2921 03 
1.13sa1 
1.396981 
3.742492 
4.362723 
4.360386 
4.471 719 
2.371 971 
6.920595 
8.2-5 
f.laUS15 
15.48m 
19.S8525 
29.29164 

Note: RS1 and RS2 are the revise s e ~ - c e  time of node 1 and node 2, r'eSpedi~ly 



Table V. 2 NODE FINITE TANDEM QUEUES WITH BAS BLOCKING POLlCY 

No IB 1 buffer at the first node No 18 3 buffer at the first node No IB 5 buffer at the first node 
T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. 

0,220764 0,21876 0.91 5864 0,223327 0.22242 0.407866 0.223376 0.22261 0.344086 
0.51 2536 0.50653 1 .l8579!i 0.543092 0,53853 0.847212 0.546739 0,5435 0.595863 
0.858868 0.88182 2.602805 1 .O07759 1 .O306 2.216307 1.05416 1.0943 3.668093 
l.213579 1.3254 8.436738 1.636049 1.7 294 5.397898 1,943149 2.014 3.517914 
1.387821 1.5638 11,25329 1.950612 2.1489 9.22744 2 2.432873 2.6305 7.512893 
0.482349 0.47588 1.359272 0.534928 0.53037 0.859494 0.543978 0.54006 0.725468 
0.786595 0,75091 4.197245 0.884869 0.86409 2404784 0,902047 0.8963 0.641237 
l.l65Sl l.lW 4.605099 1 -41 2056 1.3798 2.337729 1.481 342 1SO8l 1.774319 
1.368435 1,3178 3.842422 1.724652 1.709 0.915843 l.85lOM 1,9495 5.049615 
0.780089 0,77185 1.067397 0,98793 0.9787 0,943074 1.078289 1.0719 0.596027 
1.08792 1.0429 4.31678 1.37571 3 1.3329 3,212037 1.50597 8 1,4883 1.323880 
1.2771 39 1.2062 5.881 184 1,652275 1.5763 4.819813 1.8271 39 1.7999 1.513372 
1 . l O l O M  1.0906 0.961291 1 Si3285 1,5589 0.922738 1.910683 1.8916 1.008838 
1 .NO242 1.2143 2.13634 1.74974 1.7243 1.475367 2.123913 2.1ûû8 1,100191 

1 18 1 buffer et the first node 1 IB 3 buffet at the first node 1 IB 5 buffer at the first node 
T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev, T.0elay Slm, % dev, 

0.220144 0,21898 0.53177 0.222292 0.2218 0.221758 0.222333 0.22189 0.199781 
0.52641 3 0.51972 1.287798 0.540367 0.5374 0,552046 0.541 766 0,53801 0.698059 
O.948Ol2 0,95631 0.867754 1.O52O46 1.0562 0.393299 1,08541 1 1.091 6 0,566971 
l.4219l4 1.5257 6,802505 1.7 88888 1.8643 4.045055 2.045072 2.0893 2.1 1687 
1.659671 1.8486 10.22009 2.186397 2.3768 8.010902 2,629881 2.7947 5.89757 
0,479793 0.47466 1.081462 0.530306 0.52672 0.680735 0.538907 0.53524 0.685037 
0.783432 0,76002 3,080511 0.855949 0.84202 106M221 0.867801 0.85742 1 A0693 
1.209923 1.1647 3.882844 1.39421 9 1.3555 2.856402 1.443632 1.4229 1 AS704 
1.456006 1 Al68 2.767258 1.746051 l.7087 2.185959 1.852969 1.8591 0.329773 
0,776373 0.7701 3 0.810584 0,978372 0,96826 l.ûU383 1 .O6483 1,0575 0.6931 16 
l.072372 1.041 3.01368 l .3 lOW 1.2797 2.433707 1 A l  1985 1,3895 1.618236 
1.26638 1.21 26 4.435107 1.559258 1.5046 3.632704 1.684 143 1,6465 2.28621 8 
1.096982 1 .O9 0.640565 1,559989 1.5457 0.924427 1.886465 1.8656 1.1 18429 
1.227022 1,2104 1.373227 1.702849 1.6821 1.233535 2.039246 2.01 34 1.283718 

Note: /B is the intemedkte bufer, Le. the number of bufer nocie 1 and node 2 



Table V.(conCd) 2 NODE FlNlTE TANDEM QUEUES WlTH BAS BLOCKING POLlCY (cont'd) 

2 IB 1 buffer at the first node 2 IB 3 buffer at the first node 2 18 5 buffer at the first node 
T.Delay Slm. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. 

0.220095 0.21888 0.555197 0.222192 0.22177 0.190341 0.222233 0.22185 0.172511 
0.532458 0.52573 1.279816 0,53979 0.53735 0.45401 0.540312 0,53973 0.107787 
1 .O10233 t ,0088 0.142066 l.078984 1 .O799 0.084867 1 .O99766 1.0978 0.1 7 9051 
l,6lOSf 6 1.702 5.37159 1.922462 1.985 3.1W506 2,132251 2.1459 0.636059 
1.922725 2.1 127 8.992051 2.410574 2.5851 6.751243 2,814793 2,9575 4.825271 
0.47957 0.47462 1 .O43007 0,529862 0,52645 0.64ô075 OS384t 7 0,53496 0.646249 
0.784837 0.761 14 3.1 43362 0.84896 0.83949 1,128109 0.8591 75 0,85203 0.83863 
1.250228 1.2004 4.150914 1,398789 1.3644 2,520123 1,433818 1.41 3 1 .473295 
1,543545 l,49rll 3.309341 1.790635 l.7523 2.187712 1.87601 1 1,862 0.752494 
0.776069 0.77012 0.772536 0.977477 0.9684 0.937269 1.063537 1.0564 0.675572 
1 .OtOW 1 .O403 2.907684 i.295237 1.2724 1 .TM32 1.388674 1.3722 1.2OOS2B 
l.2699O5 1.21 74 4.312858 1,5328 1.491 3 2.782828 1.640516 1.6OB3 1 . W 9 W  
1.096676 1 ,O9 0.61252 1.558809 1.545 0.893759 1.884201 1.861 1.2467O1 
1.225282 1.2103 1.23784 1.695O42 1.6767 1.093931 2.024393 2,0045 0.992398 

Note: IB Is the Intemediate bu&, Le. the number of bufer noûe 1 and node 2 



Table VI. 2 NODE INFINITE TANDEM QUEUES WlTH BAS BLOCKING POLlCY 

No IB lnfinite buffer at first node 1 IB lnfinite buffer at first node 2 IB Infinite buffer at first node 
T.Delay Sim. YO dev. T,Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim, % dev. 

0.223346 0.2227 0.289938 0.222333 0.221 95 0.1 72767 0.222233 0.2219 0.1 50218 
0.548296 0.54534 0.542011 0.542086 0.54047 0.298964 0,540389 0.54007 0.059012 
1.1 32075 1.1 325 0.037086 1 .12 1.115 0.44843 1.115242 1.1133 0.174404 
2.481206 2.5266 1.796628 2.464123 2.46 0.167594 2.456271 2.4535 0.112954 
4,15681 2 4.3139 3.64143 4,137635 4.1 389 0.030559 4.128509 4.1226 0.143341 
0.54527 0.54273 0.468036 0.540234 0.53786 0.441439 0.539738 0.53761 0.414439 
0,900825 0.90424 0.377653 0.8691 35 0,86396 O.599Qll 0.860651 0.85694 0.433079 
1 .SM62 1.6182 4.927602 1.473684 1.4705 0.216539 1.M9275 1.4403 0,6231 59 
2.081 O28 2.2827 8.8WlS 1.999388 2.01 56 0.804326 1.965991 1.9558 0.521074 
1,12946 1.1257 0.333991 1.112915 1.1086 0.389188 1.111291 1.1072 0.3695û4 
1.577332 1.6149 2.326351 1.46819 1,4648 0.231425 1,4MOO7 1.4346 0.381274 
1.924731 2.0572 6.439278 1.7 52228 1.7607 0.481 163 1.698699 1.691 7 0.413708 
2,516684 2,5201 0.135555 2.451 466 2,451 0.019021 2.445145 2,4446 0.02228 
2.864458 2.9052 1.402388 2.634279 2.6358 0.057607 2.593335 2.592 0.051495 

Note: If3 is the intennediele buffer, Le. the number of builer node 1 and node 2 









Table X. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF 3 NODE INFINITE TANOME QUEUEING SYSTEM WlTH BAS BLOCKING POLlCY 

(I8:O REVlSED SERVICE) 
TaDelay Sim. % dev, 
0.33558 0.3347 0,263003 

(IR0 NO REVISED SERVICE) (1B:l REVISED SERVICE) 
TaDelay Slm, % dev. T,Deley Slm. % d8v. 

0.333333 0,3347 0.408326 0,333556 0.33248 0.323568 
0.488621 0.52941 2 0.53495 1 .O35281 0.530608 0.5283 0.436794 
0.54096 0.75 0.76686 2.198576 0.7M039 0.74917 0.649889 
0,036378 1.287582 1.3289 3.109211 1.293542 1.2879 0.438102 
0.11825 l.287S82 1.3099 1.703817 1.289741 1,2845 0.407988 
0.254205 1,287502 1,345 4.269019 1,304404 1,2877 1.297189 
0.498369 l.287fiSZ 1,317 2,233736 1,296658 1.2756 1.650804 
0,204902 1.287582 1.3457 4.31ô818 1,302244 1.2842 1 .«)SO88 
0.819015 1.287582 1.3366 3,6673ô7 1.302956 1.2801 1,78S482 
0.1891 15 1.027778 1.0667 3.648844 1,035259 1.0288 0,627799 
0.136@52 1.027778 1.0435 1 . M 2  1.029576 1,0234 0,603522 
O.ûû8031 1.027778 3,0748 4.374974 1,041733 1.0303 1.109652 
0.313301 1.027778 1,0482 1.916314 1,033147 1.0183 1,458063 
0.301605 1.027778 1,0767 4,543719 1.040065 1.0281 1,183625 
0.393978 1.027778 1.0729 4.2û5632 1.091528 1,0259 1,523366 

(li3:l NO REVISED SERVIC 
T'.May Slm. % i 

0.333333 0,33248 0.25 
0,529412 0.5283 0.21 

0.75 0,74917 0.11 
1,287582 1,2879 0.02 
1.287582 1.2845 0.23 
1.287!92 1,2877 0.00 
1.287582 1.27543 0.93 
1,287582 1,2842 0.28 
1,287Sô2 1,2801 O S  
1,027778 1,0288 0.09 
1.027778 1.0234 0.42 
1,027778 1.0303 0.24 
1 .O27778 1 .O1 83 0.93 
1.027778 t.0281 0.03 
1 .O27778 1.0259 0.10 

I) (IR2 REVISED SERVICE) (IR2 NO REVISED SERVICE) 
DV. T.De\ay Sim. % drv. T.Delay Sim. K dw. 
657 0.333356 0,33245 0.272389 0,333333 0.33245 0.265704 
442 0,529591 0,52796 03Oû639 0.5294 1 2 0.52796 0.274976 
Vû9 0.750802 0,74789 0.3ûS3 0,75 0,74789 0,282127 
1715 1,288462 1.2835 O.386S85 1,287582 1.2835 0.318013 
a14 1.287815 1.2829 O,M31û6 1.287582 1,2829 0,364931 
,187 1.294723 1.2807 1,0949!W 1,287582 1.2807 0,537339 
,299 1.29173t 1.272 1.551172 1.287582 1,272 1.224976 
1331 1.292574 1.2804 0.95077 1.287582 1.2804 0.560895 
i«iZ 1 ,2W598 1,2728 1.712462 1.287582 1,2728 1,161353 
1381 1.029232 1,0237 0.540350 1 .O27778 1,0237 0.398337 
76ô 1,028036 1,0221 0.580774 1.027778 1.0221 0.555501 
BOS 1,032823 1.0247 0.79275ô 1.027778 1,0247 0.300359 
,745 1,02975S l.Ol8l j.144822 f .O27778 l.Ol8l 0.9Sû572 
342 1.031 153 1.021 7 0,925226 1,027778 1.021 7 0,594ô69 
1037 1 .O32882 1.0206 1.203378 1,027778 1.0208 0,70329 

Note: 18 is the number of bufers behveen node 1 & node 2 and node 2 & node3, they are the same in a// cases 
SI is the mean setvice time of node t 



206 
Table Xi. RETRUL TANDEM IIEUES WWH RS BLOCKING PûUCY 

Re-Rate 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0-1 
O. 1 
o. 1 
o. 1 
o. 1 
0.1 
0.1 
O. 1 
0.1 
O. 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

10 
10 
1 O 
10 
10 
10 
1 O 
1 O 
10 
1 O 

ition 
K &v. 
f.36132 

6.184121 
2 5 . a 3  
35.60963 
1.136535 
4.074446 
0.504% 
1.283362 
8.928%1 
2.765274 
2.23123 
4.264381 
2o.nw 
34.- 
2 1  17275 
5201 7 15 
1.û81434 
3.324S41 
7.8121 83 
5.341 139 
2.423ST4 
1.594466 
1.619491 
4.1 onw 
2om448 

1 5 
1 .os562 
3.2s2.4 
6.126217 
S d e r r l  
1.700937 
232Sa28 
1.69Mû8 
0.7Wûô3 
1 396474 
1.63WlQ 
0.@80575 
1 .ô7492 
1 .ml 5 
2.28oso1 

Note: Re-Rate ïs retnal rate or llmean mtrial time 
Compare = %dev(Wl )  - SCdev(GW1) 



Re-Rate 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.05 
0.1 
o. 1 
o. 1 
0.1 
o. 1 
o. 1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
1 O 
1 O 
10 



Table XII. RETRIAL TANDEM QUEUES WlTH RS BLOCKING POLlCY (Light trafflc) 

No IB GllMll Decomposition No IB MIMI1 Decornposition 1 16 GllMll Decornposition 
RI R2 T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim. % dev. Compare T.Delay Sim. % dev. 
10 10 1.483781 1.4608 1.573166 1.4861 1 1 1,4608 1.732688 0.1 59522 1.34383 1.3145 2.23123 
10 5 1,810046 1,9575 7.532782 1.821429 1.9575 6.951286 -0.581496 1.51 1 124 1 ,51 13 0.01165 
10 3.333333 2.230258 2.7425 18.67793 2,261905 2.7425 17.52398 -1.153945 1.735495 1.8128 4.264382 
5 10 3.249557 3,0041 8.17073 3,253968 3.00101 8.317574 0.146845 2.889054 2.8414 1.677139 
5 5 3,895298 3,6872 5.643738 3.916667 3.6872 6.223331 0.579533 3.105079 2,9971 3.60277 
5 3.333333 4.769827 4.7649 0.103395 4.82857 1 4.7649 1.33626 1.232864 3.4 1 1514 3,3849 0.766258 

3.333333 10 5.604893 5.0498 10.99237 5.611111 5.0498 11.11551 0,123145 4,882431 4,7812 2.117275 
3.333333 5 6.820186 6.01 13.48063 6.85 6.01 13.97671 0.496075 5.181 522 5.0064 3.49797 
3.333333 3,333333 8.597755 7.7037 11.60553 8,678572 7.7037 12.65459 1.049057 5.632466 5.3499 5.281715 

10 10 0.360121 0.34972 2.874097 0.361 1 1 1 0,34972 3,257209 0.2831 12 0.334638 0,32672 2.423574 
10 5 0.531 387 0.53435 0.554438 0.535714 0,53435 0,255317 -0,2991 21 0,4767 0.46543 2,42141 5 
10 3.333333 0.751289 0,79277 5.232U2 0.761 905 0,79277 3,093341 -1.339101 0.659998 0,64964 1 .SM65 
5 10 0.68078 0.63444 7.3M001 0.68254 0.63444 7.581439 0.277438 0.61 5168 0,60445 1 .773154 
5 5 0.908974 0.86492 5.093461 0,916667 0,86492 5.982827 0.889366 0.764705 0,73977 3.37071 
5 3.333333 1.209699 1,2037 0.498343 1.228571 1.2037 2.066248 1.567905 0.960435 0.93439 2.787398 

3,333333 10 1 ,108801 1.0141 9.338418 1 . l  1 1 11 1 l.OI4l 9.566229 0.22781 1 0.977359 0,95729 2.ûBW4û 
3.333333 5 1.439904 1.3178 9.265736 1.45 1,3178 10.03187 0.766137 1.141211 1,1027 3,492405 
3.333333 3,333333 1.9O38Ol 1.7879 6.18251 1 1.928571 1,7879 7.867971 1.38546 1.361808 1.305 4.353115 

10 10 0.248507 0,24334 2.123507 0.248611 0.24334 2.166151 0.042644 0.234492 0.23057 1.700937 
10 5 0,406689 0.40565 0.256222 0.407143 0.40565 0.3680M 0.1 1 1789 0,37661 1 0.36831 2.253892 
10 3,333333 0.610792 0.62322 1 .Ml 39 0.61 1905 0,62322 1.81 5609 -0,17853 0.560582 0.54784 2.325927 
5 10 0,425203 0,41248 3.0- 0.425397 0.41248 3.131503 0,047004 0.3891 16 0.38206 9,846881 
5 5 0.61 5818 0.61012 0.933903 0.616667 0.61012 1 .O73013 0.1391 1 0.53647 0,52291 2,593191 
5 3.333333 0,866489 0.88916 2.549702 0.868571 0,88916 2,315W8 -0.234194 0.729394 0.71187 2,461714 

3.333333 10 0.660841 0,63427 4.189272 0.661 11 1 0.63427 4.231813 0,042541 0.588548 0,58105 1.290474 
3.333333 5 0,908821 0,89407 1 ,61985 0.91 0.89407 1.781741 0,131091 0,74454 0.72848 2,204536 
3.333333 3,333333 1.250678 1.2852 2.686094 1.253571 1 .Z8S 2.460983 -0.2251 11 0.952582 0.93727 1.633719 



Table Xll.(cont'd) RETRIAL TANDEM QUEUES WlTH RS BLOCKING POLlCY (Llght tratfic) 

1 lB MIMI1 Decornposition 
R2 T.Delay Sim. % dev. Compare 
10 1.345956 1.3145 2.393016 0.161786 
5 1 ,520648 1.51 13 0.618542 0.606892 

3.333333 1.759807 1 -81 28 2.923265 -1.341 1 17 
10 2.893104 2.8414 1.819667 0.142529 
5 3.123188 2.9971 4.206998 0.604228 

3.333333 3.457623 3.3849 2.148447 1.362189 
10 4.888181 4.7812 2.23754 0.120265 
5 5.207188 5.0064 4.010626 0.512656 

3.333333 5.69761 2 5.3499 6.499409 1.217695 
10 0.335628 0,32672 2.726616 0,303042 
5 0.481 O27 0,46543 3.351076 0,929681 

3,333333 0.670614 0,64964 3.228599 1.634134 
10 0,616928 0.60445 2.W357 0.291203 
5 0.772398 0,73977 4.410534 1.039824 

3.333333 0.970308 0.93439 4,807205 2.01 9807 
10 0,979660 0,95729 2.337778 0.241 33 
5 1.151 307 1.1 027 4,40798 0.91 5585 

3.333333 1.386579 1.305 6.251240 1.8981 34 
10 0.234596 0.23057 1.745942 0,045006 
5 0.377065 0.36831 2.37702 0. $23128 

3.333333 0.561695 0.54784 2.528022 0.203095 
10 0.38931 0,38206 l.8977I3 0.050833 
5 0.537319 0.52291 2.755502 0.16231 1 

3.333333 0.731477 0,71187 2.754234 0,29252 
10 0,588818 0.58105 1,336912 0.046438 
5 0,745719 0.72848 2.3664û7 0.16187 

3,333333 0.955475 0.93727 1.942394 0,308675 

210 GllMll Decomposltlon 218 MIMI1 Decomposltlon 
T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.0elay Sim. % dev. Compare 
1.332447 1.3224 0.759752 1.334557 1.3224 0.919297 0.1 59544 
1.471 844 1.4662 0.304921 1.481 114 1.4662 1.01716 0.632239 
1.655669 1,6653 0.578326 1.67871 3 1.6653 0.80547 0,227144 
2.860189 2.8333 0.949025 2.864208 2.8333 1.090896 O. 141871 
3,004871 2.9386 2.255205 3,022527 2.9386 2.856012 0,600808 
3,205591 3.1 596 1.455596 3,249446 3.1 596 2.843585 1,387988 
4,825755 4,7696 1.17736 4.831466 4,7696 9.297088 O, 1 19728 
4.983399 4.8916 1.876666 5.008472 4.891 6 2.38923 0,512564 
5,220008 5.096 2.433432 5,282226 5.096 3.654365 1.220933 
0.332566 0,32696 1 ,794485 0,333556 0.32696 2.01 7301 0.30282 
0.469512 0,45841 2.42183 0,473839 0.45841 3.365729 0.943898 
0.645254 0.63243 2.027734 0.65587 0.63243 3.106337 1.678603 
0,60991 4 0.59984 l.67WSa 0,611674 0,59984 1,9729 0,293441 
0.746403 0,72654 2.733982 0,754096 0.72654 3.792741 1.058759 
0.922585 0.89899 2.624593 0,941458 0.89899 4.723934 2,099342 
0.967047 0.95427 4.338851 0,969357 0.95427 1.56101S 0.242094 
1,10508 1 .O8 2.3222611 1,1151 77 1 .O8 3.257û87 0.934829 
1,286284 1.2482 3.051075 1.3 11054 1.2482 5,035584 1.984509 
0.233352 0,23045 1.259235 0,233456 0.23045 1.301265 0.045029 
0.372658 0,36776 1.33181 0,3731 11 0,36776 1,455123 0.123312 
0.552473 0.54523 1.32843 0,553586 0.54523 1,532497 0.204067 
0.386227 0.381 26 1.302687 0,386421 O.38126 1,353628 0.050939 
0.526404 0.51683 1.852435 0.527253 0.51683 2.016655 0,16422 
0.708577 0.69526 1.915329 0,710659 0.69526 2.214037 0,299508 
0,582877 0.57476 l.4l22Ol 0.583147 0.57476 1 AS9147 0,046946 
0,724668 0.71126 1,8851 0.725847 0.71126 2.05088 0,165789 
0.91 IO44 0,89088 2.263359 0,913937 0.89088 2.588107 0,324749 



Note: Compare = %dev(MMl) - %dev(GWl) 
Re-Rate is retrial rate or Ilmean m1n.I î he  







Table XV. SPLIT AND MERGE QUEUEING NETWORKS 

BAS BLOKING POLICY RS BLOCKING POLICY 
T.Delay Sim. % dev. T.Delay Sim, % dev. 

0,592314 0.61 01 5 2.923196 0.592314 0,56589 4.66948 
0.61 11 11 0.61701 0.9- 0.61 11 11 0.60423 1.138823 
0,895769 0,8936 0.242707 0.895769 0,8931 0.298828 
0,888889 0.88564 0.366841 0,888889 0.88415 0.535982 
1.663743 1.6423 1.30565 1.663743 1,6506 0.796237 
1.662162 1.641 1.289589 1.662162 1.6429 1,172449 
0.533835 0.53032 0.662729 0.533835 0,53024 0.677917 
0,635965 0.64529 1.445 0.635965 0,62486 l.777181 
0,760664 0.79376 4.167033 0.760684 O,? 1064 7.042069 
1,105263 1,0928 1 . lW?S 1.105263 1,0951 0.92805ll 
1.267582 1,2841 0.271 139 1.287582 1,2813 0.49026 
2.525526 2.4979 1 .lo595 2,525526 2.4905 1.406365 

Note: Both models have infinite buffers at the central node, 
for RS Mocking, 1 buffer at each branch and 2 buffer at each branch node for BAS blocking 

RS BLOCKING POLICY 
T.Delay Sim, 36 dsv. 

0,216374 0.21589 6.22434 3 
0,533835 0.53051 0.626677 
t.IO5263 1.098 0.66149 
2.438596 2,3587 3.38731 
O.MO2l3 0,34038 0.048981 
0.657674 0,65561 0.31476 
1.229102 1,2253 0.310305 
0.62091 5 0.61 779 0.505811 
0.938375 0,94603 0.809134 
0.702204 0.69696 0.752443 

Note: Infinite buffers at the central node and 2 buffets at each branch nodes, 
S1 is the mean service time of node I 



Table XVI. ESTlMATiON OF THE BLOCKlNG PROBABIUTV 

O buffer 
0.1 
O .2 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
0.7 
0.8 
0.9 

2 buffer 
0.0009 
0.0065 
0.0201 
0.0439 
0.0804 
O. 1 322 
0.2041 
0.3049 
0.4581 

3 buffer 
0-000 1 
0.0013 
0.0058 
0.01 64 
0.0362 
0.069 
0.1202 

0.2 
0.3345 



Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

- Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

TABLE XVII. Numerical Ari.lysis of Tanâam QU.IWI wi!h Ratrial Input 
and Infinite tntamdoiato BuffW0Jodel:MIMIl Rstrirl, N e .  ml) 

S I  \ S2 
O. 1 
0.1 

% dev 
0.2 
0.2 

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.4 
0.4 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dov 
0.6 
0 -6 

% dev 
0.7 
O .7 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

S I  \ S2 
0.1 
o. 1 

Orb dev 
0.2 
0 2  

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.4 
0.4 

?6 dev 
0.5 
0.5 

eh dev 
0.6 
0.6 

% dev 
0.7 
0.7 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8, 

% dev 

Retnal Rate = 0-1 
0.4 0.5 

1.8205 21276 
1.8889 22222 

3.75121 4.446324 
3.3022 3.592 
3.41 67 3.75 

3.467385 4.396664 
5.2472 5.5215 
5.381 5.7143 

2 . m 3 1  3.491805 
7.7995 8.0616 

8 8.3333 
2.57û678 3.370299 
1 1 341 
1 1.66ô7 

2.871 8û1 

Reûial Rate = 1 
0.4 0.5 

0.85643 1,181 3 
0.8888 13333 

3.- 3.462287 
1.108 1,422 
1.1667 1 -5 

5.2@7- 5.485232 
1.4501 1.7583 
1.5238 1 . W l  

5.û82408 5.619064 
1.9064 22068 

2 2.3333 
4.909776 5.732282 
2.5551 
2.6667 

4.361135 



Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

TABLE XVil.(Cont'd) Nunnricrl AnrIysk of Tandem Que- with Rotriai Input 
rnâ tnfinito Intofmâoiatm Buff.i(Nod.l:Wl R.Mat Nod.2: W 1 )  

SI \ S2 
0.1 
0.1 

% dev 
0.2 
0.2 

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
O .4 
0.4 

Or6 dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dev 
0.6 
0 -6 

% dev 
0.7 
0.7 

Z dev 
0.8 
0.8 

% dev 

Retrial Rate = 10 
0.3 0.4 0.5 

0.54348 o.ns 1-1 10s 
0.550794 0.7889 1.12222 
1 . M 2  1.2ïW6 1.05538 
0.691 23 0.92629 1 2563 
0.70357 0.94167 1275 
1.78S223 1.660387 1.48ô498 
0.88376 1 -1 1 74 1 -4467 
0.9 1.1381 1.47143 

1.837603 1.85251 5 1.7-8 
1,141 7 1 -3741 1,7032 
1.1619 1.4 1.73333 

1.7692Sf 1.884û7 1.769023 
1.5036 1.7352 
1.5286 1.7667 

1.662616 1.8153S3 
2.0439 
2.0786 

1 .a7735 



Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

TABLE XV 

Note: 

S I  \ S2 
o. 1 
0.1 

% dev 
0.2 
0.2 

./O dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.4 
O -4 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dev 
0.6 
0.6 

% dev 
0-7 
0-7 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

S I  \ S2 
O. 1 
o. 1 

./O ddv 
0.2 
0.2 

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.4 
0.4 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

O h  dev 
0.6 
0.6 

% dev 
0.7 
0.7 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

O/r dev 

'III. Nuirnriuf An8ly.b of Tandem QUOUOS with Rotrial Input 
and Infinit. Intonndai.t. Bufhr(Node1:Wl Rotrial, Nod.2: GUMI1) 
SCV is computed by using the average number of customer in orbit 

Reüïal Rate = 0-1 
O. 1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0-6 0.7 

1-31 19 1 A391 1 -6029 1 -8205 2-1276 2.5946 3.381 5 
1 -331 225 1 -46301 1.6281 91 1.844839 2-145575 2.59541 6 3.345505 
1.473079 1.619076 1 .S7704? 1.336933 0.844858 0.031468 1 .Oô4469 
2-8185 2.9414 3.0963 3.3022 3.592 4.0349 4.7928 

2.857995 2.982448 3.135507 3.332738 3.6039ô4 4.008397 4-683123 
1.369336 1.39SSl3 1.266258 0.924779 0.33308 0.656852 2.288361 
4,7804 4.9004 5.0501 52472 5.5215 5-935 6.6558 

4-81 9691 4.939348 5.081 673 5.261 71 5.506805 5.871 027 
0.821909 0.794794 0.625203 0.276537 0.266115 1.017897 
7.3451 7.4632 7.6094 7-7995 8.0616 

7,43728 7.552023 7.685086 7.850288 8.072834 
1.254986 1 .tSOl5 0.994643 0.651 164 0.1 39347 
10.888 11.006 11.152 11.341 

11.10273 11.21336 11.33868 11.49148 
1.972151 1.884092 1.673995 1.326899 
16.392 16.51 16.657 

16.601 75 l6.7OW9 16.8282 
1.279588 1 SOS876 1 .O21796 
25.073 25.1 93 

25.76768 25.87252 
2.77061 6 2.697265 

NIA 
44.1005 

Retrial Rate = 1 
0-3 0.4 0.5 

0.62741 0.85643 1.1813 
0.6265 0.841 542 1.1 39838 

O.US1 16 1.7Wl2 3.50985 
0.88799 1-1 08 1 -422 

O.88O412 1 -072808 1 -336686 
0.853376 3.176t49 5.999551 

1.2363 1.4501 1,7583 
1 -21 6406 1 -388734 1.6221 12 
1.608124 4.231 ôl9 7.74S428 

1.6963 1.9064 2.2068 
1 -675507 1.831 61 8 2.040349 
1.22SIû8 3.9226'11 7.54265 

2.349 2.5551 
2329489 2.473563 
0.83061 5 3.1 91 1 39 
3.31 94 
3.32082 
0.012771 



Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

TABLE XVlll.(cont'd) Numorical Amlysis of Trnâom Quouas wH), Rbal Input 
and Infinite Intwmdmiato Buffer(Nod.l:MIM/l Rotrial, Nod.2: G W 1 )  

Note: SCV is computed by using ttie average number of customer in orbit 

S I  \ S2 
0.1 
0.1 

% dev 
0.2 
0.2 . 

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
O -4 
O .4 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dev 
0.6 
0.6 

% dev 
0.7 
0.7 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

% dev 

Retrial Rate = 10 
0.3 0.4 0.5 

0.54348 0.779 1.1 1 05 
0.5118 0.712894 0.989991 
5.829û0 8.48603 10.85119 
0.691 23 0.92629 1 2563 
0.6241 32 0-786846 1 .O0561 2 
9.701037 15.05402 19.95445 
0.88376 1 .Il74 1 A467 
0.798055 0.939413 1 -1 25722 
9.697754 S.928M 22.1 8669 
1.1417 1.3741 1.7032 

1 .O50231 1 -1 82357 1 -354635 
8.01 1652 13.95JOS 20.46529 
1.5036 1.7352 

1 -41 3023 1.541473 
6.023993 1 1.1 6453 
2,0439 

1 -961 508 
4.031 122 



Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

TABLE XIX. Numarial Anrlysb of Tandm Quoum with Rotrial Input 
and Infinita Intormdoirt. Buffmr(Nodol:M/M/l Rotrial, Noda2: G W )  

Note: SCV is computed by using the average of the upper bound and Iower bound 
Retnal Rate = 0.1 

S I  \ S2 0-1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
0.1 1.31 19 1 -4397 1.6029 1.8205 2-1 276 2.5946 3.381 5 
0.1 1 -326885 1 -44404 1 -581 649 1 -7541 33 1 -987746 2.334303 2.91 2977 

% dev 1 .l4ZO6 0.301454 1.325758 3.6$5553 6.5733 10.03227 33.85549 
0.2 2.8185 2.9414 3.0963 3.3022 3.592 4,0349 4.7928 
0.2 2.853255 2.965668 3.094339 3.252506 3.46436 3.777433 4.300538 

% dev 1.2331 1 0.825057 0.063322 1.- 3.553459 6.380991 10.27086 
0.3 4.7804 4.9004 5.0501 5.2472 55215 5.935 6.6558 
0.3 4.817914 4.931 583 5.062621 5.2î4578 5.442195 S.7Wl36 

% dev 0.764737 0.636326 0.24793 0.431 117 1.436294 2.878927 
0.4 7.345 1 7.4632 7.6094 7-7995 8.06 16 
0.4 7.437884 7.554662 7.691559 7.862903 8.094785 

% dev 1.263205 1.225501 1 .O7971 0.8t2911 0.41 1637 
0.5 10.088 11-006 11.152 11.341 
0.5 11.10562 11.22599 11.36965 11.55184 

% dev 1.998677 1.998774 1.951 68 1 .a59063 
0.6 16.392 16.51 16.6s 
0.6 16.60671 16.730ïï 16.88139 

% dev 1.309853 1 .337lW 1.347147 
0.7 25 .O73 25.1 93 
0-7 25.77448 25.90224 

% dev 2.79774 2.815241 
0.8 NIA 
0.8 44.10891 

S I  \ S2 
0.1 
0.1 

% dev 
0.2 
0.2 

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.4 
0.4 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dev 
0.6 
0.6 

% dev 
0.7 
0.7 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

% dev 

Retnal Rate = 1 
0.3 0.4 0.5 

0.62741 0.85643 1 -1 81 3 
0.640178 0.868199 1.186222 
2.034979 1 .aï422 0.41 6678 
0.88799 1 .IO8 1 -422 
0.909699 1.1 29885 1 -436 
2.4446ô5 1.975186 0.884529 

1.2363 1.4501 1.7583 
1.260944 1 -475534 1 .ï73143 
1.993338 1 -753925 0.ô4416 

1.6963 1.9064 2-2068 
1.733595 1 -944828 2.237333 
2.198636 2.015715 1.383602 

2.349 2.5551 
2.399083 2.6091 95 
2.13208 2.1 17154 
3.3194 

3.400262 
2.436046 



Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

TABLE XlX.(cont'd) Numafical Analysb of Tanckm Quauos with Rotrial Input 
and Infinit. Intwmckiate Buffor(Nod.1:MIWl Rotrial, Nod.2: GüM/1) 

Note: SCV is camputed by using the average of the upper bound and lower bound 

SI \ 52 
O. 1 
o. 1 

% dev 
0.2 
0.2 

./O dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.4 
0.4 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dev 
0.6 
0.6 

96 dev 
0.7 
0.7 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

Retrial Rate = 10 
0.3 0.4 0.5 

0.54348 0.779 1.1105 
0.549681 0.78672 1 -1 18449 
1 . l m 3  0.991073 0.715818 
0.691 23 0.92629 1 2563 
0.701 489 0.937608 1 -267938 
1.4ô4176 1 221 899 0.92641 
0.88376 1.1 1 74 1 A467 
0.897107 1.132457 1.461618 
1.510230 1.347485 1 .O31 t 52 
1.1417 1.3741 1.7032 
1.1 5838 1 -3931 31 1 -721 381 

1 . a 1  003 1 384984 1 .O67484 
1.5036 1.7352 

1 -524622 1.758969 
1.3881 02 1.369831 
2.0439 
2.07444 
1 A9421 8 

O h  dev 5.360148 



Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

TABLE XX. Nurwricrl Aiulysis of Tandom Qri.u.r with Rotrial Input 
and Infinita Int.rmd.iate Buthr(Nod.l:M/M/l R.tri.1, Nod.2: GW1)  

Note: SCV is cornputecl by using the average number of customer in orbit 
Retrial Rate = 0.4 

SI  \ S2 0.1 0 2  0.3 0-4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
0.1 0.49454 0.62385 0.7904 1.0141 1.3334 1.8216 2.6066 
0.1 0.497839 0.629445 0.794289 1 -01 0397 1 -31 031 2 1 .?SM91 2.506884 

% dev 0.66707 0.8967ûâ 0.492029 0.3651 ûû 1.731 487 3.U2526 3.825525 
0.2 0.97477 1.0988 1.2511 1.4708 1,776 2-245 3.047 
0.2 0.981 931 1.106731 1 258749 1.45431 1 1-723 2-12353 2.791 7 8 

% dev 0.734605 0.721772 0.131 136 1.421 116 2.984206 5.41068 8.3781 11 
0.3 1.593 1.7144 1.8678 2.0737 2368 2.8243 
0.3 1.6051 32 1 -723872 1 -8W467 2-041733 2.282615 2.M0356 

% dev 0.761 609 0.552497 O.17644l 1.541554 3.605783 6.512914 
0.4 2.4266 2.54611 2.6973 2.8976 3.1 822 
0.4 2-436942 2550545 2681458 2.843217 3 . m 1  

% dev 0.426178 0.15ôSû4 0.567311 1.876827 3.823423 
0.5 3.5791 3.6991 3.8489 4.0476 
0.5 3.602383 3.71 1856 3.834987 3.984279 

% dev 0.650526 0.344849 0.36141 1.56442 
0.6 52871 5.4076 5.5582 
0.6 5.351455 5.457801 5.515037 

% dev litl7ZO7 0.926337 0.302916 
0-7 8.1364 82583 
0.7 8.267469 8.371 61 5 

% dev 1.610896 1.372131 
0.8 13.724 
0.8 14.10039 

% dev 2.74256 
Retrial Rate = 0.7 

S l \ S 2  0.1 O 2  0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
O. 1 0.3736 0.50389 0.67241 0.90009 1 2236 1 -71 71 2.5439 
0.1 0.378739 0.510167 0.674671 0.89025 1.189352 1.63668 2.382596 

% dev 1.37546 1.24S73S 0.337215 1.033221 2.796917 4.6û34S9 6.3- 
0.2 0.70887 0.83417 0.99509 1;2131 1.5257 2.23û3 3.0171 
0.2 0.713915 0.838182 0.989194 '1.163145 1 A49387 1.84615 2.508148 

% dev 0.71 1732 0.4UôS39 0.592514 2.469262 5.001819 17.44622 16.86891 
0.3 1.1377 12606 1.417 1.6282 1.9311 2.4002 
0.3 1.14S697 1 -263587 1.402583 1 -5n285 1 -81 4272 2.1 6601 9 

% dev 0.702697 0.23699 1 .O17164 3.127052 6.049795 9.756712 
0 -4 1,7159 1.8374 1.9913 2.1977 2.495 
0.4 1,72236 1 334968 1 -964ûû4 2.1 22757 2.335501 

% dev 0.376SO4 0.132387 1.37074 3.410064 6.392737 
0.5 2.521 2.6423 2.7953 2.9999 
0.5 2.530673 2.6392 2.760546 2.90698 

% dev 0.383716 0.1 17316 1.243284 3.097436 
0.6 3.7258 3.8477 4.0011 
0.6 3.74409 3.84- 3.965513 

% dev 0.490903 0.051656 0.8û9425 
0.7 5.6797 5.803 
0.7 5.767326 5.870989 

% dev 1 .S2786 1.171613 
0.8 9.61 26 
0.8 9.814606 

% dev 2.101467 



Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

TABLE XXI. Numarical Anrlysis of Tandom Queues with Ratrial Input 
and Infinite Intormdaiate BuChr(Node1 :MIMI1 RoMal, Nod.2: GUM11) 

Note: SCV is cornputeci by using the average of the upper bound and lower bound 
Retnal Rate = 0.4 

SI \ S2 0.1 0 2  0.3 0-4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
0.1 0.49454 0.62385 0.7904 1.0141 1.3334 1.8216 2,6066 
0.1 0.497707 0.628869 0.792877 1,007645 1.305525 1 -750971 2.493764 

% dev 0.640446 0.80455 0.313416 0.636501 2.090525 3.877328 4.328859 
0.2 0.97477 1.0988 1.2571 1.4708 1.776 2.2363 3.0171 
0.2 0.982348 1 -1 08555 1 -2632.24 1 -4630% 1.738179 2.148641 2.833376 

% dev 0.77ï429 O.8û7799 0.487184 0.52803 2.129578 3.919813 6.089437 
0.3 1.593 1.7144 1 .a678 20737 2.368 2.8243 
0.3 1.606567 l.73Ol43 1.879853 2071718 2.33479 2726674 

%dev 0.851887 0.91828 0.645295 0.095566 1.40246 3.4S6636 
0.4 2.4266 2.5467 2.6973 2.8976 3.1822 
0.4 2.439684 2.562531 2-71 0867 2.900532 3.1 60258 

% dev 0.539208 0.621 631 0.502983 0.1 O1 l7? 0.689508 
0.5 3.5791 3.6991 3.8489 4.0476 
0.5 3.606583 3.73021 1 3.88002 4.072043 

% dev 0.767873 0.û41012 0.808532 0.6038% 
0.6 5.2871 5.4076 5.5582 
0.6 5.3571 56 5.48271 5 5.6Sl64 

% dev 1.325036 1.3890611 1.10268 
0.7 8.1364 8.2583 
0.7 8.27464 8.402955 

% dev 1.699033 1.751627 
0.8 13.724 
0.8 14.10895 

% dev 2.804942 
Retrïal Rate = 0.7 

S1 \ S2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 
0.1 0.3736 0.50389 0.67241 0.90009 1 .2236 1.71 71 2.5439 
0.1 0.379569 0.51 3795 0603518 0.907597 1 2 1  9537 1 -68661'1 2.46531 5 

% dev 1.597662 1 .MW14 1.660955 0.834051 0.332086 1.775282 3.089152 
0 1  0.70887 0.8341 7 0.99509 121 31 1 .5257 2.0084 2.8251 
0.2 0.715852 0.846644 1 .O09956 1.22361 1.519795 1.962634 2.701 1 

% dev 0.9849 1.495417 1.493976 0.866344 0.387034 2.27875 4.38922 
0.3 1.1377 1.2606 1.417 1.6282 1.931 1 2.4002 
0.3 1.148853 1 -277381 1 -436424 1 .ô4324 1.929033 2-355881 

% dev 0.980319 1 .a31 18 1 .a70796 0.923708 0.107028 1 2 
0.4 1.7 159 1.8374 1.9913 2.197ï 2.495 
0.4 1 -72674 1 -8541 06 2.010961 2.21427 2.494735 

% dev 0.631726 0.909228 0.987323 0.7S3971 0.010638 
0.5 2.521 2.6423 2.7953 2.9999 
0.5 2.536225 2.663463 2.820075 3.022997 

% dev 0.603944 0.800939 0.886319 0.76991 1 
0.6 3.7258 3.8477 4.0011 
0.6 3.750756 3.87882 4.03699 

% dev 0.669825 0.808807 0.897003 
0.7 5.6797 5.803 
0.7 5.775068 5.904826 

% dev 1 .679111 1.75472 
0.8 9.61 26 
0.8 9.823417 

% dev 2.193136 
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Table XXII. SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF THE RETRIAL TANDEM QUEUES 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sim 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

Sirn 
Ana 

(ALL BLOCKED CUSTOMERS WlLL DEPART THE SYSTEM) 
Retrial Rate = 0.1 

Sl \ S2 O. 1 0.3 0.5 0.8 
O. 1 1.311 1 -549 1.783 2.0974 
O. 1 1.3303 1.5676 1.7937 2-0747 

% dev 1 59 1.2OOïïS 0.6001 12 1 .O82292 
0.3 4.78 5.01 52 5.2592 
0.3 4.8224 5.0596 5.2857 

% dev 0.887029 0.885309 0.503879 
0.5 10.888 11.121 
0.5 11.1081 11.3453 

% dev 2.021492 2.016905 
0.7 25.073 
0.7 25.775 

% dev 2.799825 

S1 \ S2 
0.1 
o. 1 

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

% dev 

S1 \ S2 
0.1 
0.1 

% dev 
0.3 
0.3 

% dev 
0.5 
0.5 

% dev 
0.8 
0.8 

% dev 

Retrial Rate = 1 
O. 1 0.3 0.5 0.8 

0.32681 0.56432 0.7964 1 .O859 
0.3303 0.5676 0.7937 1.0747 

1 .O67899 0.581231 0.339026 1.031403 
0.95539 1.1 91 1 -4303 
0.9653 1.2025 1 -4286 

1 .O37273 0.965575 0.1 18856 
2.072 2.3078 
2.1 O81 2.3453 

1.742278 1 -624924 
7.73 1 7 
8.1 O81 

4.86827 

Retrial Rate = 10 
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 

O Z 8  13 0.46487 0.691 77 0.97677 
0.2303 0.4676 0.6937 0.9747 

0.951 21 2 0.587261 0.278994 0.21 1923 
0.57449 0.81 195 1 .O41 5 
0.5795 0.8168 1.0429 

0.872078 0.597327 0.1 34422 
1 .dg69 1 -4339 
1.2081 1 A453 

0.935751 0.795035 
4.2792 
4.5081 

5.3491 31 
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Table XXIII. MIMI4 RETRiAL QUEUES WlTH BERNOULLI FE EDBACK 

(with state dependent retrial rate and al1 b = 0.2) 

S I  
Sim 
Ana 

% dev 
Eff. Util. 

S1 
Sim 
Ana 

% dev 
Eff. Util. 

S1 
Sim 
Ana 

% dev 
Eff. Util. 

Retrial Rate = 0.1 
0.1 0 -3 0.5 0-7 

4.4372 10.6 24.759 NIA 
4.4286 1 0.59995 25 N/A 

0.1 9381 6 0.000472 0.973383 NIA 
0.1 25 0.375 0.625 0.875 

Retrial Rate = 1 
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 

0.57541 1 -6051 3.9554 15.957 
0.57143 1.59998 4 1 5.9996 

0.691 681 0.31 8983 1.1 27572 0.266967 
0.125 0.375 0.625 0.875 

Retrial Rate = 10 
O. 1 0.3 0.5 0.7 

O. 18593 0.69985 1 -8889 7-77 
O. 1 8571 4 0.69999 1.9 7.8998 
0.1 161 7 3 0.020004 0.587644 1.670528 

0.125 0.375 0.625 0.875 

O -9 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 

0.9 
N/A 
N/A 
NIA 

0.9 
NIA 
NIA 
NIA 
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Table XXIV. RELATlONSHlP BETWEEN BUFFER CAPACiïY AND SCV OF OEQARTURE PROCESS 

Relationship between SCV. Buffer Ske and Mean Service Time 
VAR@D] SCV 
1 -001 736 0.983768 
1.036746 0.906837 
1 -1 38889 0.836735 
1.32045 0.795667 
1.585623 O.ng415 
1 -0000 1 8 0.999838 
1 -003397 0.992023 
1 -032222 0.966701 
l.123?19 0.937556 
1.30701 0.921 752 

1 0.999998 
1,000306 0,999285 
1 -007874 0.992064 
1 .O54401 0.974852 
1 -1 91292 0.9ô0948 

1 1 
1 .O00028 0.999936 
1.001 957 0.998039 
1.025357 0.988732 
1-1 30336 0.977057 

1 1 
1.000002 0.999994 
1.000489 0.99951 1 
1 .O1 21 33 0.994708 
1,093495 0.9851 9 

1 1 
1 0.999999 

1 .O00 122 0.999878 
1.005877 0.99746 
1.069297 0.989845 

1 1 
1 1 

1.000008 0.999992 
1 -001 399 0.999399 
1.040423 0.994662 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1.000007 0.999997 
1 .O071 24 0.9991 82 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1 .O00839 0.999906 

Note: As the service rate decrease, the SCV will decrease. 
As the buffer size increase. the SCV will approach 1 
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TABLE XXV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF QUEUES WlTH MULTIPLE VACAllON POLlCY 

STD 
0.1 15871 
O. 12'1226 
0.141857 
0.16129 
0.188158 
0227439 
0.28979 
0.402921 
0.668424 

E v 2 ]  STD 
O.O42512 0.1 52652 
0.048858 0.161441 
0.057778 O, 173205 
0.070927 0.1 89449 
0.091 SI 0.21 2791 
0-1 2691 4 0248203 
0-1 95646 0.306357 

0.36 0.414997 
0.946667 0.675771 

scv 
0.991 364 
0.976346 
0.964497 
0.956026 
0.951 153 
0.9501 13 
0.9531 59 
0.960555 
0.972588 

scv 
1213107 
1.143363 

1 .O8 
1.024395 
0.9781 79 
0.943289 
0.922032 
0.91716 
0.931 973 

scv 
2.028096 
1.889417 
1 -740741 
1 -5824 

1.415879 
1244898 
1.077562 
0.936796 

0.84 

cov 
0.995673 
0.988 1 02 
0.982088 
0.9m66 
0.975271 
0.974738 
0.976298 
0.980079 
0.986199 

cov 
1.1 0141 1 
1.069282 
1.03923 
1.012124 
0.989029 
0.971231 
0.960225 
0.957685 
0.965387 

cov 
1.4241 12 
1 -374561 
1.319371 
1 257935 
1 -1899O7 
1.1 1575 
1 -038057 
0.9w778 
0.916515 

Note: A is the mean amval rate. 6 is llmean service time, D is ilmean vacation time 
SCV is the squared coefficient of variation and COV is the coefficient of variation 



TABLE. XXVI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF QUEUES WlTH SINGLE VACATION POLlCY 

STD E Wl SCV 
0.065998 0.021 136 9.750051 
0.071458 0.023495 9.250059 
0.079263 0.026797 8.748959 
0.090755 0.031624 8,235939 
O, 1 O8328 0,039083 7.682458 
0.13664 0.051515 7.035371 

O, 185999 0.074603 6-21 5935 
0.2841 0.125397 5.132992 

0.535528 0.27 7778 3,7 168 

C2 C l  E[WJ E(W2) STD EIW) 
0.921 51 7 0.58642 0,043358 0.0161 12 0.1 19299 0.043358 
0.958647 0.532581 0.04571 7 0.01 7073 O.1224M 0.04571 7 
1 .O2941 2 0.441 176 0.04902 0,018562 0.1271 19 0.04902 
1.203704 0.240741 0.053846 0.021012 0.134585 0,053846 
2.1 15385 -0,705128 0.061 305 0.02537 0.147008 0.061 305 
-0.681816 2.045455 0.073737 0.033984 0,168959 0,073737 
0,216049 1.000247 0.096825 0.053847 0.210884 0.096825 
0.357143 0.833333 0.147619 0.1 12381 0.30098) O, 14761 9 
0.357143 0.642857 0.3 0.386667 0.544671 0.3 

SCV 
7.57055 

7.168541 
6.7248 

6,247166 
5.750249 
5.250328 
4.7436 1 7 
4.157128 
3.296296 

cov 
3.122507 
3.041 391 
2.957864 
2,869833 
2.77 1725 
2,652427 
2.493 178 
2.26561 1 

1,9279 

COV 
2.751463 
2,6774 13 
2.593222 
2.499433 
2.397968 
2.291 36 
2.177985 
2,038904 
1.815571 

STD E(WJ SCV COV 
0.375365 0,176692 4.51 3103 2.124406 
0.376363 0,179051 4.418382 2.101995 
0,377923 O, 1823% 4.2951 79 2.072481 
0,380499 0.1871 79 4,132295 2.032605 
0.385069 O, 194639 3.91 398 1.978378 
0.393972 0,207071 3.619869 1,902595 
0.413689 0.230159 3,230678 1,797409 
0,466108 0.280952 2,75237 1.659027 
0.65064 1 0.433333 2.254438 l.5Ol479 

Note: A is the arriva1 rate, 6 is lhean service the,  O is ilmean vacation tirne and E is Ilmean idle tirne 



TABLE XXVII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF QUEUES WlTH VARIABLE NUMBER OF SERVERS 

STD 
0,100148 
0,109541 
0,121698 
0.137919 
0,160446 
O. 193523 
0.246255 
0,342366 
0,5691 27 

scv 
2.984668 
2.96 1 376 
2,948722 
2.947657 
2,959003 
2.983194 
3,019657 
3.065083 
3,107522 

fl  C3 C2 C4 E(W) €[UV21 STD EDiv) SCV 
0.327586 -0.436782 l.091954 3,112069 0.073321 0.023712 0,13541 0,073321 3.4 10695 
0,324427 -0.556161 1,205016 2,757634 0.078671 0.02645 0,14234 0.078671 3.273595 
0,320513 -0.769231 1.41 O256 2.403846 0,08547 0.03031 3 0.151685 0,08547 3.1496 
0.315534 -1.262136 1.893204 2,050971 0.094399 0.036036 0,164697 0,094399 3,043938 
0,308989 -3.7 07865 4.325843 9.699438 0,106639 0.04507 0.183571 0,1 O6639 2.963264 

0.3 3.6 -3 1.35 0.124444 0.060642 0,212498 0.1 24444 2.915816 
0.286885 1.147541 -0.57377 1 .OWO98 0,152693 0.091 188 0,260523 0.152693 2.91 1081 
0.265957 0.638298 -0,106383 0.664894 0.204255 O. 165106 0,351264 0.204255 2,957465 
0,227273 0.38961 0.064935 0,340909 0.327273 0.433939 0,571692 0,327273 3,05144 

cov 
1.727619 
1.720865 
1.717184 
1.716874 
1.7201 75 
1.727193 
1.737716 
1,750738 
1,76281 7 

cov 
1.846807 
1.809308 
1.77471 1 
1.744689 
1,721413 
1,707576 
1,706189 
1.7 19728 
1,746837 

STD E [Wl SCV COV 
0.34289 O. 162388 4.458639 2.1 1 1549 
0,34571 7 0.166932 4,28907 2,071007 
0,349695 O. 172727 4.0988 2.024549 
0,355547 O. 180371 3,885597 1.971 192 
0,364658 O. 190909 3.648526 l,9lOll2 
0.379959 0.206349 3.390533 1.841 34 
0,408515 0.231092 3,124959 1.767755 
0.47093 0.276923 2,891 975 1.700581 
0,650261 0.388889 2.79591 8 1.67 21 



TABLE XXVIII. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES OF QUEUES Wl f  H ONLY ONE VACATION POLlCY 

E(W2) STD w'Y SCV COV 
0.002564 0,049342 0.01 1358 18,87237 4.344234 
0.006401 0.075256 0.027155 7.680505 2.771372 
0,005452 0,070589 0.021658 10,62241 3.259204 
0.006578 0.077561 0.023704 10.70668 3.272107 
0.009025 0.090703 0.028244 10.31 32 3.21 141 7 
0,014346 0,113979 0,036808 9,588931 3,0966 
0,028019 0,158199 0,054704 8,363287 2,891935 
0.0761 73 0.256379 0.10219 6.294341 2,508852 
0.4 18394 0,660334 0.32314 3.006866 1 ,734032 

10 C3 CO C l  E(W) E(W2) STD EIW] SCV COV 
0.347521 -0.04413 0.739171 0.314423 0,032562 0,012457 0.106757 0.032562 10,74913 3,278587 
0.343096 -0.06191 0.748103 0.30698 0,033316 0.012768 0,107971 0.033316 10.50289 3,240816 
0.334646 -0.09449 0.76378 0.295276 0,034121 0.013172 0,109582 0.0341 21 10.31427 3,211584 
0.314719 -0.16785 0,797289 0.272757 0.034375 0.01 3521 O. 1 1 1 O81 0,034375 10,44255 3,231493 
0.237542 4.43854 0.91 3621 0.200997 0.028692 0.01 1762 O. 1 O4591 0,028692 13,28791 3.645259 
1.044304 2.278481 -0,189873 0.85443 O. 1471 17 0.065723 0.209951 0.1 471 17 2.036629 1.427105 
0.516393 0.459016 0.57377 0.401639 0.093208 0.049328 0,201593 0,093208 4.677786 2,162819 
0.50578 0,346821 0,66474 0.361272 0.1 39884 0,101272 0,285839 0,139884 4,175466 2,043396 
0.620567 0.425532 0.815603 0,37234 0.387234 0.485863 0.57958 0,387234 2,240162 1.496717 

STD 
0,331613 
0,331925 
0.332401 
0.3331 58 
0,334414 
0.336505 
0.338998 

scv 
6,680256 
6.617733 
6.537362 
6.434282 
6,307084 
6.1 786 

6.226095 

cov 
2,584619 
2.572496 
2.556826 
2,536589 
2,511391 
2.485679 
2.495214 




